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Preface

	 “How do people deal with difficult events that impact or even change their lives such 
as the death of a loved one, loss of a job, serious illness, terrorist attacks, natural 
disasters, and other traumatic events? These are all examples of very challenging life 
experiences. Many people react to such circumstances or events with a flood of strong 
emotions and a sense of uncertainty. Sometimes there is a lasting impact on sense of self, 
like an altered world view, and in relationships with others in one’s  family and community. 
Yet, some people (children, youth, adults, and elders) learn and adapt quite well over time 
to life-changing situations and stressful conditions. What enables them to do so? It 
involves resilience, an ongoing process that requires time and effort and engages people 
in various ways. The conference theme this year explored the many ways that art therapy 
is well suited to facilitate and support resilience for recovery and restoration Both national 
and international perspectives were represented, with presenters from all parts of Canada, 
other parts of North America, as well as from far away places like Ireland, Israel and 
Japan.” Nick Zwaagstra, CATA 2015 Conference Chair.

	 In this e-book, a wide range of authors, many of whom presented at the Conference 
and most of whom are practicing art therapists or art therapist educators who shared 
original research and practice strategies that inform us how, why, when and with whom art 
therapy practices are being used and how they contribute to recovery and resiliency within 
cultural communities and geographic locations.  

	 We are about to take you on a journey of exploring the connections between 
resilience, the capacity of humans to survive and thrive in the face of adversity, and art 
therapy.  Resiliency work for some people we encounter is a matter of life and death, for if 
the obstacles that we face in our daily lives and lifetimes seem too great, we can lose trust 
and faith, not only in ourselves, but also in our hope that there is justice in the universe. 
When the flicker of hope is extinguished, people often experience feelings of hopelessness 
and helplessness and are unable to change their painful circumstances. This year’s CATA 
conference, Exploring the Interconnections between Resilience, Recovery & Art Therapy 
called for a space and place for the ever-present possibilities of transformation. 

	 Debra Linesch opened our CATA 2015 conference, and opens this e-book, by talking 
about resilience, and recovery, within the field of art therapy practice, and how we have 
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been influenced by and been an influence on the history and present day practice of 
psychotherapeutic treatment more generally. She says: “I want to take the words 
‘resilience’ and ‘recovery’ out of their clinical context and apply them to a conversation 
about our field’s identity and view how these words describe our narrative as we have 
accessed but not named our central strength (resilience) and constantly survived 
(recovery) the currents and crises that have challenged us by focusing on art and image 
making”. 

	 Following Linesch’s lead, we invite you to explore  the works of the authors in this 
collection and see  the many different hybrid forms that art therapy takes today1. Some 
combine humanistic and resilience forms (Steudler, Simoncicova, Hyatt), while others work 
more specifically from a psychotherapeutic (Weinberg), trauma focused (Gee & Lee) 
neurobiological (Stewart, Dos Santos), or spiritual approach (Graveline). Some are working 
with self-identity (Ponsford-Hill); others are focusing on individuals (Ward & Kalischuk), 
family systems (Bat-Or), groups (Bookbinder), or communities in crisis (Levesque). Others 
are applying art therapy skills to education of future social workers (Heinonen) and art 
therapists (Vancouver campus, Carpendale). 

	 In this collection, the terrain we travel will be an exploration of diverse geographies 
(Lummis, Winkel), multi-cultural contexts (Siano, Siano), gendered realities (Hoi Ling Ki), 
and differing abilities (Greenall). It is to be expected, given the global focus on 
environmental concerns, and the rising popularity of the eco-psychology movement, that 
several authors in this collection explore nature-based resiliency work (Graveline, 
Carpendale, King & Rugh). In any case, we believe that you will find that all the historic 
therapeutic pathways proposed by Linesch are being navigated in this e-book.   
 
	 Sharing her doctoral thesis research, Ponsford-Hill applies the self-reflective practice 
of serial full-bodied self-portraiture and journaling.  She learned that using the self-portrait 
is an amazing and insightful experience that connects to culture self-concept, change, 
artistic change, and integration of lived-experience. She builds on Gilroy’s (2004) concern 
that “if an art therapist’s identity is associated solely with their clinical setting, then their 
activities and their gaze may be limited, however if their identity is also associated with art, 
then art will expand their vision”. Self reflective portraits evoke emotion, a feeling of 
compassion for self, a feeling of looking into self, and taking care of self.

viii

 1 While we present our possibilities as a finite list, some authors definitely cross more than one category.



	 Building on the work of Neukom (1999) and Rudolf Steiner (the seven-year life cycle), 
Steudler shares “The Healing for Grieving Hearts Program”. This program involves simple 
action steps, therapeutic art interventions and mindfulness, through biography work, to 
help people who are grieving to connect to their resilience and strength. The strengths and 
abilities we have formed over a lifetime, can be forgotten when we are overwhelmed with 
feelings of loss. Through biography work, we can remind our clients of their resilience. 

	 Levesque engaged in a community art therapy project with people in High River, 
Alberta, one year after they experienced the devastating flood of 2013. Residents in High 
River expressed their resiliency in over 1,200 images, depicting that while their community 
was still far from looking like it had been before the flood, their art celebrated: “what they 
loved most about their community was still there, unchanged by the flood”. 

	 In the Greenall’s hands-on workshop, participants explored the therapeutic use of 
coloured modelling clay on canvas. It has vivid expressive colors, and is blendable, 
spreadable, moldable, allows for addition of other media, and allows pieces to be moved, 
removed or rearranged. This modality is useful for those who have limited sight but flexible 
hands, such as seniors or those who find it difficult to use materials such as brushes and 
paint. “It has also been helpful for clients who are anxious about the quality of their 
artwork because they can refine the piece over several sessions.”
  
	 Through sharing a healing art technique Graveline developed “Soul Printing”, in 
which she guides us on the path to discovering and uncovering our own spiritual 
resilience. Building on Shaun McNiff’s (1989) teaching: "Trust in the process”, Soul Printing 
helps us connect to our Spiritual Helpers, our deep intuitive knowing, and leads us into 
unexpected territory. “Unconsciousness swims deeply, and makes itself known 
collectively, spiritually, ancestrally, ceremonially and creatively through Soul Printing.”
 
	 Graveline explores the messages Mother Earth etches a nature artist every leaf, rock 
and water drop. We are asked to notice how the theme of resilience is evident throughout 
all encounters we have with Earth Mother, throughout each season, and in all life forms, 
including natural disasters.  She shares her Sacred Earth Space Art technique. “Earth 
connection can help us not only to defuse the stressors that pile up for us in a fast-paced 
throw-away world, it can help us to re-ignite our Ancestral memories of interdependence 
with Earth Mother, and re-inspire us to support Earth Activist’s work.” 
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	 Reflecting on the experiential workshop, “EARTh and HeART” co-facilitated with 
Judith Siano, Carpendale explores what happens when we “give up on the four protecting 
walls and go outside”.  She asks: “Can we communicate interculturally (wordless) by using 
material given to us by trees and things we find on the earth only?” She believes that 
“making art outside in nature has an empowering influence as a "soul opener". Flowing 
with eco-psychology, they explore how feelings of connection to the natural cycles and 
interdependence of the natural world can support each of us in seeing the cycles and 
balances in our own lives.  

	 King and Rugh explore animal-assisted therapy (AAT), where “therapy dogs facilitate 
a safe haven”, mitigating our anxiety while bolstering our happy hormones such as 
oxytocin and endorphins. “Their (dogs’) unconditional love and joy can light up the darkest 
corners.”  AAT brings together mindfulness “therapy dogs are a gentle reminder of how 
vital being present can be on our wellness journey”; and eco-therapy  “we have an 
inherent need to be connected, to be in relationship with all life”, contributing to our 
natural resilience.

	 Simoncicova focuses on her art therapy practice of “creating a tridimensional 
comforting and enjoyable safe place (sanctuary)”, to help people connected with inner 
strengths, where they are surrounded by protection. She explores practices that help the 
internalization of safety and thus strengthen resilience. She concludes: “when an individual 
is feeling secure he (or she) is likely to explore the world (inner and outer) in a confident 
manner”.
 
	 Reporting on an original research project, Bat-Or shares findings about mothers’ 
“separateness representations” as they were observed using clay sculptures of a mother 
and child. For some mothers, separateness might be stressful, and “various defensive 
responses may be triggered in response to the child’s growing autonomy”. Following Stern 
(1995), Bat-Or finds that  “contemplating the visible characters of the sculptures and the 
processes of their creation can serve as an important port of entry into a mother's inner 
world”. 

	 Drawing on the work of Roxanna Erikson about healing through hypnosis, Weinberg 
explores the practice of “implicit suggestions” to empower people to solve their problems. 
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Through use of metaphoric suggestions related to specific tools and attainable goals, 
hope is instilled, leading clients towards resiliency and recovery. 

	 Stewart’s article explores research that measures, through the functional MRI, the 
impacts of music on the brain. Music and music therapy can: assist with healthy 
neurodevelopment; help with memory recall; reduce stress; and contributes great benefits 
to people with a variety of neurological disorders. She explores literature that combines 
music and art therapy, with applications documented in the field of addictions and in the 
care of pediatric hematology and oncology patients.
 
	 Hyatt explores the “lifeline” as a visual retrospective representation of a person’s life, 
and a record of their own resilience.  “When the change is caused by a perceived failure, 
the lifeline offers the contextual factors that led to the problem, as well as the 
accomplishments that stand despite an undesirable outcome”.  The lifeline can also assist 
a person in framing how they view themselves as they move forward.
 
	 Building on the work of Malchiodi (2007), Gee and Lee explore trauma informed art 
therapy, and specifically, the impact of trauma on the lives of people with intellectual 
disabilities. Most people have a difficult time expressing traumatic feelings, and if a person 
does not communicate verbally, expressing those feeling becomes that much more 
challenging. Left unexpressed these feelings create more challenges for the person – as 
they come out in behaviours, emotional outbursts, depression and anxiety. They discuss 
the ways that art therapy is uniquely suited as “a powerful and accessible modality to 
foster healing and resilience”.

	 Presenting her original research, Hoi Ling Ki offers “a post-structuralist analysis of 
how ‘eating disorders’ are discursively constructed, rather than simply originating from 
individual pathologies”. She presents narratives of women who utilized art-making to 
address their struggles, and to challenge  ‘disordered’ self-identity. Her work is born out of 
her own experiences of eating and body image issues, as both client and practitioner; and 
out of “a deep concern that many people who have received ‘eating disorder’ treatment 
continue to experience profound distress”.  It is her hope that by “telling a different story 
about eating and body image issues”, we can reflect and have conversations that will 
enhance supports.
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	 Presenting original research using art-based grounded theory, Ward and Grant 
Kalischuk focus on “cancer patients’ experiences of navigating the health care 
environment, while accessing and utilizing complementary therapies”. They articulate an 
overarching dimension of the cancer journey named “Manoeuvring within the Quagmire”, 
identifying and naming five elements within this dimension. They report: “Participants 
actively engaged in self-reflection, honored their own intelligence, found ways to practice 
self-care within a complex health care environment and identified strengths and 
challenges within the existing health care environment”.
 
	 Giving a synopsis of the first year of an art therapy pilot at the Odette Cancer Centre, 
Bookbinder describes open studio art therapy for cancer outpatients. The program was 
established to provide support and relief to patients, and their families and companions, 
“for the tension and monotony of waiting long hours for appointments…(A) piece of art 
was evidence that I bore witness to these peoples’ struggles.  That I could not be the 
vessel to hold all of their pain, but I could be witness, and for a short time, a partner in 
their journey; matching my step with theirs.” Both the successes and challenges of this 
program are discussed, as well as recommendations for the future.

	 The article by Vancouver Campus focuses on an art exhibit, the “Images of 
Resiliency” that was created and curated by Art Therapy students. Each student chose to 
work in a medium “congruent to his or her style of expression”, ranging from photography, 
to acrylic paint, to ink - illustrating each individual’s unique strengths and assets.

	 Building on Sperry’s work (1981) on the neuroscience frontier, Dos Santos explores 
how whole brain principles can be combined with phenomenological art to determine 
people’s personal and unique brain preference profile. “Putting all of this information 
together, allows the therapist to have a clear picture and understanding of the client’s 
brain preference and communication style, thus knowing how the client wants to be 
approached during the duration of the therapeutic relationship”. When art therapists 
successfully apply neuroscience knowledge during assessments, therapeutic goal setting, 
phenomenological art interventions and explorations of themes, it has the potential to 
result in more effective and multilayered art therapy. 

	 When addressing cultural complexities, Siano believes that having prejudices is 
human. She cautions us to not feel guilty about having them, rather to focus on being 
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aware and working to overcome them. “The mosaic, which is the information about the 
persons set in front of us, and their cultural complexity, is never perfect. There will always 
be a missing piece!” She offers art, as a hopeful intercultural language, that can bridge our 
misunderstandings and make a change in how we think and feel about others. “We will 
listen with our eyes; continue to observe ourselves in relation to the diversity of the other. 
We will not stop learning; accept with open arms, an open mind and an open heart”.

	 Siano also explores the process of “connecting to our own cultural complexity and 
vulnerability as a tool to help us strengthen our empathy towards clients”. This process 
relates to both to their and our resilience. If we begin by acknowledging that “there is more 
than one single story”, we can deepen our relationship with others “by connecting to their 
world in a respectful way, with an open heart and listening with our eyes”.
Siano presents two examples of effective art-based workshops that may be used to help 
empower cultural identity, and to deal with potentially unresolved issues of feeling 
different, in a creative and safe way with families, groups and in individual treatment.
 
	 Building on the work of Blasiak et al (2012), following the Great Earthquake and 
Tsunami in Japan, Lummis begins by exploring community resiliency as shaped around 
harmonious human–nature activities, and balance and harmony in interpersonal 
relationships. Through this lens, Lummis explores the notion of “multicultural fluency”, 
viewing culture as a constantly evolving human interaction. The real challenge of 
competency is the ability to self-reflect and engage with different systems of thinking and 
styles of communication, while paying attention to the intersectionality of ideas.
 
	 With a focus on the training of Art Therapy students, Winkel also explores culture and 
resiliency in a Japanese context. Building on Heffron’s model (2003), she emphasizes that 
learning takes place in the context of relationships, and our reflections on them. Winkle 
explores the creation of safe learning environments through adapting the training design to 
reflect the historic Sensei-Student relationship: “It is a dynamic process that changes 
based on course content, teacher personality, student personalities and what is happening 
in the environment. It balances some aspects of the traditional sensei role with that of a 
Canadian art therapy teacher and mentor”.
	 Heinonen shares her experiences of adapting an art therapy supervision method, 
response art  (Fish, 2008), to graduate social work education. She believes that “work with 
diverse human issues and environments requires good skills in problem-solving, broad 
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and deep understanding of diverse situations of people of all ages and an ability to 
intervene in innovative and effective ways, and that creativity and creative methods offer 
helpful and novel opportunities to learn and adapt practitioners’ responses and actions”. 
The response art generated, by both herself and her students, shows themes of struggle, 
challenge and resolution, as well as depicting insight, growth, strength, aspiration and 
ascendance over obstacles.  

	 Carpendale’s article looks at a supervision model called BRAGS.  “The primary 
purpose of BRAGS for self and others is to learn to understand and pay attention to 
positive therapeutic presence, because the more you watch for something, the more that 
you will see it, and the more it will come forth.” She asks:  “What nurtures? What qualities, 
relationship, perceptions, shape a supervisory relationship so that it doesn’t feel like an 
inquisition”? She believes in focusing on benefits and strengths, and wants to know: what 
is working and what changes have happened since the beginning of the relationship?

	 We encourage you now, to dive in. This e-book can be read cover-to-cover, or by 
jumping in and out, exploring the terrain that is of most interest to you.  We hope that the 
works represented here will challenge you to climb to new heights of professional insight 
and creativity. We hope you try some new art therapy practices to enhance not only the 
resiliency and recovery of the people you serve, but also inspire you to be 
multi-theoretical, self-reflexive and earth-connected.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 fyrejean graveline 
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Resilience, Recovery & Art Therapy:
Pondering the conference title …

1
Debra Linesch PhD



	 In this presentation I examine the words chosen to frame this conference and notice 
links between the capacities to adapt, the ability to regain control and the therapeutic use 
of art making.  My reflections on these ideas invite me to reframe the title and slightly 
change it to Resilience and Recovery in Art Therapy. As a result, this talk is not about 
resilience and recovery in clinical work but rather about the field of art therapy and its own 
resilience and recovery.  It is not about our clients and their mental health but about our 
own identity and our field’s contribution to psychotherapeutic treatment.  By shifting the 
focus, we can more deeply understand resilience, recovery and art therapy, and more 
effectively avoid simply adopting the vernacular of the current mental health trends into 
our identity. 

	 I recognize that resilience and recovery are currently prevalent in mental health 
conversations and it makes sense that these words were selected for the theme of this 
conference.  However it is my conviction that the history of art therapy has historically 
exemplified these words as the field has navigated its way through shifting mental health 
paradigms and survived.  I suggest that we move away from adapting and adopting 
current clinical jargon and find our way to more comprehensively understand the depths of 
what we do. 

	 I want to take the words ‘resilience’ and ‘recovery’ out of their clinical context and 
apply them to a conversation about our field’s identity and view how these words describe 
our narrative as we have accessed but not named our central strength (resilience) and 
constantly survived (recovery) the currents and crises that have challenged us by focusing 
on art and image making.  

	 I recommend the 2015 book A Theory Based Approach to Art Therapy, by Ephrat 
Huss.  She postulates that no theory is absolute truth but rather is a historical and social 
construct based in a particular location and moment in history.  She supports the notion 
that when historically and culturally contextualized, theory provides a basis for 
understanding the relationship of art to therapy, and for understanding how to use art 
within therapy.
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	 It is crucial that as a field we understand our history and learn wisely from it. The 
chart below details one of many possible ways to understand the way that art therapy has 
been shaped by the dominant paradigms of the culture in which it was formed.

Table 1

	 The following case materials demonstrate the ways in which these dominant 
paradigms informed the work that was typical, for its time, of art therapy practice.
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Dominant

paradigm

Art therapy resilient 

response
Art therapy recovery 

psychoanalytic

humanistic

family systems

multicultural

trauma focused

neurobiology 

resiliency



Psychoanalytic

	 The case of Kenneth demonstrates the use of symbolic processes for catharsis and 
insight.

Humanistic

	 The case of Diana illustrates symbolic creation as a corrective emotional experience.
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Family systems

	 The case of a group at the Museum of Tolerance shows how systems theory 
strategies empower at-risk adolescents.

Multicultural

	 The case of undocumented families in Simi Valley CA identifies cultural contexts of 
the participants’ challenges.
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Trauma focused

	 The case of 9-11 Terrorist Attack in NYC demonstrates the importance of processing 
the psychological experience.

Neurobiology 

	 Case material from adolescent treatment illustrates contemporary ideas about brain 
activity stimulated by image making.

Resilience 

	 Art therapy work in Juvenile Hall illustrates the capacity of the imagery to focus on 
strengths.
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	 After reviewing this case material it is possible to fill in the historic chart to understand 
how the art connects to every theory but has important core capacities that extend 
beyond the theory-yoked jargon.

Table 2

	 A focus on these core capacities encourages art therapists to avoid mental health 
jargon and follow their creativity to find ways to centralize image making in innovative 
practices rather than link art therapy practices to current mental health paradigms.  We 
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Dominant

paradigm

Art therapy resilient 

response
         Art therapy recovery 

psychoanalytic

Art allows for the 

representation of the 

unconscious or latent. 

Relief, catharsis and 

sublimation lead to insight.

humanistic
Imagery expresses universal 

and expression of self.

Connection and relationship 

helps achieve an 

authentic self. 

family systems

Imagery represents social 

reality, roles and power 

relations.

Structural changes facilitate 

improve

functioning.

multicultural

Art is informed as much by 

cultural context as individual 

and family dynamics.

Cultural awareness 

broadens understandings.

trauma focused
Art facilitates trauma 

narrative.

Imagery helps process 

trauma.

neurobiology Art engages limbic systems.
Art-making relieves the 

nervous system.

resilience Art accesses strengths. Creativity empowers the self.



have, in fact, our own first principles and our own emerging theories, emphasizing 
imagery, image making and the power of art.   The notions of resiliency and recovery are 
integral to our first principals just as the jargon from all the historic mental health 
paradigms informs the field’s clinical practices.

As an example of the kind of innovation I am encouraging:

I encourage you to explore what’s next and decide where these reflections may lead you in 
your practice as an art therapist.

Author’s Biography 

	 Dr. Linesch has been the department chair of the Graduate Department of Marital and 
Family Therapy at Loyola Marymount University for many years. She is the author of 
numerous articles and five books, including Adolescent Art Therapy, Art Therapy with 
Families in Crisis, Celebrating Family Milestones through Art Making, Facing Genesis, and 
Midrashic Mirrors: Creating Holiness in Imagery and Intimacy. She developed the Art 
Therapy in Mexico collaboration with Universidad Iberoamericana, an intercultural training, 
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research and service endeavor that continues to engage Mexican and American students 
and professionals in a summer experience in San Miguel de Allende. She is currently 
establishing a research institute and is interested in developing non-traditional art therapy 
inquiry and clinical processes. To learn more about Dr. Linesch and her activities, please 
visit her website: http://debralinesch.wordpress.com/updates/ 
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A Phenomenological Study of the 
Lived-Experiences of Art Therapists
Integrating Self-Portraiture

2
Laurie Ponsford-Hill MDiv., MPS, 
MACP
Doctoral Candidate in Relationships, 
Wilfrid Laurier University
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	 This research sought to explore the process of therapists who created self-portraits 
and answered questions about whether this method could serve as a monitoring tool as 
well as a tangible link between the therapeutic process and monitoring for the therapist. 
Creation of the self-portraits were either quick and simple acts of the art therapists making 
images of themselves or complex tasks. The therapists could make an image of 
themselves by looking in the mirror or by imagining themselves and drawing images that 
come to mind. The researcher’s assumption is that an art therapist draws upon her or his 
own artistic process within the art psychotherapy process as they work with their clients. 
As such, art therapists have a need to monitor their own therapeutic relationship with 
themselves. 

	 This study contributed to the research on the experiences of art therapists using the 
self-portrait method as a weekly self-reflective process over the period of four weeks. The 
findings from these experiences provided a rich context to explore the balance between 
the external and internal situations of therapists.

	 Providing a framework to address client-identified problems as well as inner conflict 
can be a challenging balancing act that needs to take into consideration many factors: 
how knowledge of self-development can impact change in therapy (Erikson, 1963; Duncan 
et al., 2010); how using drawings in assessment can aid in monitoring change in therapy 
(Oster & Crone , 2004); how the theory of mirroring and self-psychology based on the work 
of Kohut (1977) can help explain the dynamics in use of self-portraiture, as described by 
Scheverien (1995); and finally, how the identification of constraints, as described by 
Breunlin (1999), can serve as an anchor for progress in therapy. This framework also 
applies to the therapist’s sense of well-being in relation to their ability to monitor 
themselves. However, the researcher has found no literature linking self-portraiture to 
theories of mirroring and constraints, as well as the lived experience of creating 
self-portraits by art therapists themselves.

	 Others have written about self-portraiture in therapy (Alter-Muri ,2007); Backos, 1997; 
Cox & Lothstein, 1989; Glaister, 1996; Hanes, 2007; Kroll, Mikhailova and Serdiouk, 1995, 
Polley, 2003; Smith, 2008; and Weiser, 1999). This paper is a theoretical exploration of the 
effectiveness of self-portraiture in mirroring and understanding changes and lived 
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experiences of therapists within the theory of constraints. A range of research illuminates 
the need for art therapists to continue to use their own art and self-reflection processes. 
Brown (2008) outlined in her research findings that imperative that individual creative arts 
therapists keep the spark lit within themselves by continuing to embody the creative spark 
during professional practice. Brown (2008) discussed Aliaga’s (2003) and Allen’s (1992) 
concerns about burnout, stress, clinification and career drift, which they surmised would 
be potential consequences for art therapists who do not regularly make art. Brown quoted 
McNiff (1998) who asserted that there is pressure for therapists to develop clinical identity 
rather than artistic identity. Brown (2008) identified that there is a relationship between 
working as a creative arts therapist and art making outside of their work; these include; 
wholeness, completion, spiritual depth, balance and enrichment, transformation, finding 
tranquility in chaos, and containment, to name a few. Brown (2008) also found that art 
therapists who did not engage in their own art-making experienced depletion, leading to 
disconnection. Brown (2008) recommended that more research is needed about what 
happens when creative art therapists stop making art and how it could impact clients. 

Method

	 The participants for this research were drawn from an exclusive population of people; 
they were art therapists or art psychotherapists, either Registered or Professional in 
designation, with either the Canadian Art Therapy Association or the Ontario Art Therapy 
Association. The raw data for this study consists of four self-portraits created by 15 
participants over a four week period and reflection journal entries written after each 
portrait was created by the participants. Either a phone call or a skype session was set up 
once the art works and journals were emailed to the researcher. A description of the 
participants’ process of making self-portraits from in the participants’ own words was then 
obtained in an hour long interview. 

	 This phenomenological inquiry consisted of open-ended questions asked during 
interviews with the participating therapists and an analysis of what they related about their 
lived experiences in relation to producing the self-portraits. Analysis of the narratives 
included the following; artistic changes, changes in self-concept as well as in the artwork 
itself, and whether therapists became more comfortable with the work and process, more 
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detailed about how this process informed their work and whether it led them to integrate 
what they learned from this process into their work with their clients. Although the 
questions were scripted, conversations with participants were also flexible and adaptable. 

	 The descriptive phenomenological method in psychology is based on four essential 
aspects of phenomenological philosophy (Giorgi, 1985 as discussed in Sprenkle and 
Piercy, 2010). Giorgi (1997) described the psychological attitude as being different from the 
everyday way of understanding the world. In the phenomenological attitude, the research 
brackets everyday knowledge to take a fresh look at the data. The researcher therefore, 
has to put aside their presuppositions, but assumes the phenomenological attitude to 
analyse the description with special sensitivity towards the researcher’s discipline. The 
description provided by the participant was taken in the natural attitude in the way it was 
described as experienced in the mode of everyday living from the common-sense 
perspective. This was done with a critical reflection on the experience. The researcher 
remained in the phenomenological attitude in order to conduct a critical reflection about 
the participants’ experience in order to describe how it was experienced (Giorgi, 1997).

The Study

Each art therapist was engaged in creating their full bodied self-portrait and journaling at 
the end of their work week, over a four week period. The study was based on one 
overarching research question:

	 What is the therapist’s lived experience of integrating self-portraiture? 

	 The primary theme in this study revealed that through the weekly reflective practice 
over four weeks of the full-bodied self-portrait, participants were able to experience 
creative self-reflection which led to insight. Six additional themes surfaced. One was that 
participants expressed the enjoyment of the art and creative processing. Another was that 
the repeated process allowed for participants to identify constraints within their resulting 
artwork. Another was that participants expressed a revealing of change and the need for 
rebalancing that could then be identified within their life and work. Participants also 
reported that over the duration of the process they were able to experience an increase in 
self-understanding, and in growth and development within their art work and art 
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processes. The final theme was that an interaction does take place and participants 
expressed integration taking place on many levels. The lived experience of art therapists’ 
in integrating the self-portrait exercise over a four week period encouraged “creative 
self-reflection while engaging in art and creative processing and by identifying constraints 
led to change and the need for rebalancing and self-understanding that enabled growth 
and development and integration”.  The essential themes individually offer a glimpse into 
the experience of art therapists and their use of the self-portrait. To comprehend the 
nuances of the lived experience the themes must be interpreted together as a whole. 

	 One theory informed the analysis of the themes from the lived experiences of art 
therapists involved in creating their full body self-portrait over a four week period. The 
theory of constraints developed by Breunlin (1999) provided insight into how constraints 
and inner conflicts that subtly control obstacles standing in the way of problem solving 
directly affect the functioning of the whole person and is not only revealed within the 
artwork but, also responded to by the artist who experiences the need for change.

Discussion

	 A review of the literature reveals evidence of a rise in art therapy research within the 
last few decades. While some research discussed a variety of strengths and stressors of 
art therapists, and revealed the usefulness of the self-portrait with client’s experience of 
being able to connect past and present aspects of themselves, no research examined the 
experiences of art therapists involved in the weekly reflection practice of a full-bodied 
self-portrait art practice that used the lens of constraints theory (Breunlin, 1999). This 
study is unique in the fact that it is focused on art therapists experiencing life and work 
within the context of a weekly reflection practice over the duration of four weeks. 

	 Phenomenological studies up to this date centre on the serial use of the self-portrait 
focused on a client’s capabilities to work through abuse (Bacos, 1997; Glaister, 1996; 
Polley, 2003; Smith, 2008). While such research does not investigate the same population 
as the current study, useful structure to guide the implications for research was drawn 
from the former study. 
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	 Aspects of art as therapy emerged in all themes in the present study. In Creative 
self-reflection and Art and Creative Processing, the overwhelming expression was 
self-reflection. In Constraints Identified and Change and Need for Rebalancing, insight was 
gained through self-reflection. In Self-understanding and Growth and Development, the 
ability to self-reflect and gain insight allowed for alleviation of constraints and change to 
occur as did Integration. Intentional and comprehensive introspection leads from 
unconscious to conscious awareness and has implications in regards to personal 
wholeness and professional competency (Hocoy, 2007).

	 Gilroy (2004) described the concern that if an art therapist’s identity  is associated 
solely with their clinical setting, then their activities and their gaze may be limited, however 
if their identity is also associated with art, then art will expand their vision. Participants in 
the current study expressed their lack of self-care and self-reflection as having important 
implications and that the opportunity to participate in the self-reflection process “provided 
the opportunity to think about it, talk about it and dialogue with it” and “evokes emotion 
and evokes a feeling of compassion for myself” and a “feeling of looking into myself and 
taking care of myself”. It was revealed throughout the course of each interview most did 
not allow or appreciate how essential time for self, art making and self-reflection was for 
their own health and well-being.

	 Research suggested (Duncan et al., 2010) that in order for change to occur the client 
needs to be open and willing to engage with an ongoing evaluation of progress and 
feedback. A participant stated in this study “It got me thinking, more aware of how I was 
being, in my work and mental state”. As outlined in her study of the use of self-portrait as 
a tool for self-reflection, Glaister (1996) found that drawing serial self-portraits for resolving 
issues, restructuring sense of self, developing a sense of self and assessing self-concept, 
were important goals.
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	 Psychological resilience is defined as an individual's ability to adapt to stress and 
adversity (American Psychological Association, 2014). What makes it easier for some to 
overcome overwhelming grief than others? The following quote sums it up quite well.  If 
one has always met life’s problems with strength and assurance, it is reasonable to assume 
that he [she] will meet this experience the same way. One who has been easily distressed 
by circumstances may be so disturbed by the encounter with death that he [she] will need 
guidance and special help. (Jackson, 1962, p 10).  What he is referring to is the resilience 
we have formed over a lifetime. Even if we have been strong and resilient in the past we 
might forget it for a while because we are overwhelmed with the feelings of loss. 

	 We can remind our clients of their resilience, their strengths and abilities. We can help 
clients overcome the sadness that overshadows their resilience. Through the Healing for 
Grieving Hearts program I am helping people to navigate through their grieving process. 
My focus is on reconnecting them with their strengths and resources through therapeutic 
art interventions and biography work.

 	 I have worked for thirteen years in the Swiss School System as a teacher and 
educator. After graduating from the Seminar für Kunst-, Mal- und Gestaltungstherapie Eva 
Brenner, Switzerland in 2000 I established my practice in Bulach and Zurich, where I 
helped implement an art therapy program for children with war trauma and worked closely 
with the School Psychology Services. 

	 In 2003 I visited Nova Scotia where I fell in love with a Cape Bretoner.  Immigrating to 
Nova Scotia was a joyful and a difficult step at the same time. Adjusting to the new 
surrounding with almost no friends nearby was a challenge. My sense of humour and artful 
way of creating a new life with my partner have been my strength in transitioning. Since 
2005 I have worked with the Autism Centre in Halifax, the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, 
facilitated Art Based Community Projects through grants from the 4C’s (Creative 
Connections between Children and their Community) Foundation, held Lunch and Learn 
sessions at the Izaak Walton Killam (IWK) Health Centre in Halifax and led Art Therapy 
Introduction workshops for art students and care givers. In 2013 I found a new expression 
of my work as an art therapist by creating the Healing For Grieving Hearts program.
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	 The Healing For Grieving Hearts workshop is based on my 
knowledge of the Biography Work by Germaine Neukom. (Neukom, 
1999). Neukom worked with the terminally ill and their families. She 
was influenced by the teachings of Rudolf Steiner and the belief of 
the seven-year life cycle that each of us go through. 

	 You might have heard that every cell in our body is changed 
over a period of seven years. But there are also the emotional, 
physical and mental changes that seem to occur in approximately 
seven-year intervals. Neukom laid out what kind of cycles we are 
going through and what themes we encounter.                            
(See Table 1)

	 To understand a client and the history they bring with them I start the program in a 
creative way to capture their life’s story. Their biography becomes the focal point 
throughout the whole program. That is where we can find their resilience, their strengths 
and help them rediscover all the tools and abilities that the loss circumstances might have 
overshadowed. We will be better able to understand where the client needs help and our 
gentle guidance. 

 Materials: 

• Paper: One sheet of paper (letter size or bigger) for each seven-year cycle they have 
lived. For example a 63 year old will need 9 sheets.

• 2 Colours: I give my clients violet and yellow (white and black only to darken or lighten 
the colours) you can use soft pastels, gouache, watercolour, acrylic, coloured pencils, 
etc.
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• If you work with paint you will need two to four brushes for each 
client.

• Time: 1-3 hours depending on how old your client is and how fast 
they work. You will have to allocate enough time in advance. 

• Kleenex, note pad

	 Each hand chooses one of the colours. Ask the client to choose one colour for sad 
experiences and the other for joyful experiences. It is ok to use black and white to lighten 
or to darken. If someone starts to paint only in black remind them to only use it to darken 
the other colours. The colours can spread organically over the paper or their might be 
shapes evolving. Leave it open to the client. Their hands are starting to tell their story.  Let 
them work on their own until they have finished their whole timeline. Just be present and 
hold the safe space for them to work in.

	 After finishing, the client might take a moment to reflect on each seven-year cycle. 
Give them time to write some keywords (3-5) for each seven-year cycle. Hanging their 
sheets in sequence on a wall would be great (it might spill onto the floor).  Let them tell 
their story starting with their birth while looking at their colourful biography. 

	 Just listen don’t interrupt, don’t ask questions. Just be there for them with an open 
listening and loving heart and without any judgment. Yes, you can smile when something 
is funny or nod to let them know that you are still with them. 
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	 The sharing of their story will instill pride and acknowledgement of their achievements 
in life. There will be sad moments in their life story but the many experiences they       
encountered and the strength they built because of it become visible for them. Your loving 
guidance will support and enhance their self-esteem and help them to be comforted. 

	 This therapeutic art invention can be used and adapted for many other situations as 
well. The acknowledgment of self and their own history is very healing in itself. Can this 
process also be used with clients that have encountered abuse or traumatic events? Yes 
and no. You have to be the judge of that and be aware that the work on one’s own history 
can trigger feelings that have been dormant. 
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Fig 1-3, Biography work by a 35 year 
old woman. Work completed in 
approximately two hours using 2 
yellows and 2 violets plus white and 
black for brightening or darkening.

Figure 3: 



Table 1: Germain Neukom, (1999, p 102-103).

Translated from German to English by Jacqueline Steudler
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Books that I like in regards to the grieving process are:

The Truth about Grief by Ruth Davis Konigsberg

The Other Side of Sadness by George A. Bonanno

You can find information about the Healing for Grieving Hearts program at 
www.HealingForGrievingHearts.com 

You can connect with me on social media at

www.twitter.com/steudlerart

www.facebook.com/healingforgrievinghearts

www.linkedin.com/in/jacquelinesteudler
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	 On June 20th 2013 High River Alberta entered into a local state of emergency.  Heavy 
rains combined with snow melt in the nearby Rocky Mountains resulted in the local 
Highwood River spilling its banks and flooding the town. Thirteen thousand four hundred 
people were ordered to evacuate, six hundred people were rescued from their rooftops by 
helicopters, three people drowned and four hundred Canadian Forces and RCMP were 
deployed in the rescue efforts (Russell & Needham, 2014). 

	 As a result of the flood, 59% of the town was covered in water, 80% of the 
community was without power, 70% of the town’s structures were directly affected by 
water, three thousand two hundred and twenty three homes suffered flood damage and six 
hundred and twenty two of them were deemed not fit for habitation (Russell & Needham, 
2014).

	 For the first week post flood 100% of the residents were evacuated from their homes 
and many individuals and families stayed in three nearby evacuation centres in 
neighbouring communities.  Partial re-entry of the community began nine days after the 
disaster. Some residents were not able to access their homes until nearly one month after 
the flood (Russell & Needham, 2014).  

	 When residents returned to their community they were faced with the sights of a 
changed town.  Debris lined the streets between water ravaged homes and businesses.  
People began the work of reclaiming what they could of their belongings, homes and lives.  
Months after the event residents were still in the recovery phase and their town remained 
under construction.

	 The Clothesline Community Project was started in May 2014 through the support of 
the Literacy for Life Foundation.  The non-profit organization had received funds to help 
support the emotional needs of the residents of the town.  The concept of the project was 
to provide an opportunity for all residents to reflect on what it is they love about their 
community.  

	 As the one year anniversary of the flood was approaching, many individuals were 
frustrated by the recovery process and several were feeling high levels of stress, sadness, 
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anger and anxiety.  The project was created to allow a space for residents to focus on the 
positive things in their town.

Figure 1. Clothesline Community Project Logo.

	 Three shapes were chosen for the design of the project, a house, tree and a heart.  
Each shape was cut by a paper die cutter out of multi-coloured construction paper by a 
local volunteer.  Ten locations agreed to be host locations where the shapes were housed 
in a display box with coloured markers, clothes pins and a brief description of the project 
with the question “What do you love about your community?”  The host locations 
consisted of a bank, coffee shop, daycare, library, hospital, Family Community Support 
Services, Parent Link Centre and three non-profit agencies.  Three local schools also had 
shapes delivered to them where they encouraged their students to participate in the 
project.  Each host site also had a small clothesline displayed where participants could pin 
their completed shapes and leave it on display for others to read.  The local newspaper 
wrote an article on the project and assisted in the promotion of the event.  Residents of 
High River participated in the project from June 10th until June 26th 2014 when all of the 
shapes were collected.
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Figure 2.  Shapes cut out of construction paper for the project.

Figure 3.  Example of display used at host sites of the project. 
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Figure 4.  Clothesline on display at a local coffee shop.

	 On July 1st 2014 a large clothesline was hung in a park in the heart of the town where 
Canada Day Festivities were taking place.  Art supplies and shapes were available for 
those who wanted to participate and add their thoughts to the clothesline that day.  In 
total one thousand two hundred and ninety shapes were created, hung together and 
displayed for the afternoon.  

Figure 5.  Clothesline Community Project on display.
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	 People of all ages added their thoughts and images to the project. Some shapes had 
children’s scribbles; some had artwork on them while others had words and stories.  
Residents shared many things that they loved including their families, neighbourhoods, 
local parks, trees, downtown shops, friends, community spirit, volunteers who helped after 
the flood, the people of the town and the Highwood River.

Figure 6.  Examples of additions to the Clothesline.

	 People chose to share loses on their shapes as well.  Some voiced how they no 
longer had their home but that they were grateful for all the help they had received during 
the clean-up process.  Others shared experiences of losing friends that had moved away 
or belongings that they lost due to the flood.  The project allowed them the opportunity to 
express these experiences.  

	 Throughout the final event several people stopped and read the messages on the 
clothesline.  Some stayed for a brief time while others lingered longer and read almost all 
of the shapes.  Children from the schools saw the project and were excited to try to find 
the shape that they had created in school on the clothesline.  They often encouraged their 
family members to take a shape and add a message of their own.    
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  Figure 7.  Residents participating in the project.

	 Residents in High River took the time to read each other’s messages; they heard each 
other’s voices and shared a positive experience.  The town was still in the midst of 
reconstruction and disorder yet they welcomed the opportunity to take a moment and 
remember what it is that they love about the community they live in.  High River was still 
far from looking like it had pre-flood yet the messages on the shapes celebrated how what 
they loved most about their community was still there, unchanged by the flood. 

Figure 8. Shape created for the project
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	 The use of colored modelling clay on canvas allows clients the use of a tactile 
medium in a 2D or 3D application. It is blend-able, spreadable, mold- able, and allows for 
addition of other media. Unlike traditional clay, this colored modelling clay comes in bright 
and vivid colors, which makes it a very expressive medium.  

	 In this workshop, I share my own experience in using colored modelling clay on 
canvas board. Each participant will be given the chance to experiment, learn techniques 
and consider how this approach may benefit their own clients, while creating their own 
piece of unique modelling clay art! 

	 I began using colored clay on canvas with a client who had limited sight but able 
hands. I have not found other references for this type of use for modelling clay in the art 
therapy literature but I have listed links to artists and step-by-step how-to’s for any who 
would like to investigate further. Through experience with the first client mentioned above, 
I have found a particular benefit of this medium to be that clients are able to have the 
option of moving/removing or re-arranging applied pieces. Also, because the clay does 
not dry out, clients can come back to it or work on changing their piece over several 
weeks. Clients can choose to apply the modelling clay in layers or mix different clay colors 
on the spot. They can choose to make flat art or build upwards. I have further explored the 
use of colored modelling clay in my own art making and have greatly enjoyed the clay-like 
quality and beautiful mixing of colors! I have also added other enhancements such as 
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beads and wire to the artwork. Through my own work I have learned much more about the 
qualities and benefits of this media.

	 I have found this tactile and pliable medium useful with seniors, especially for those 
with impaired sight or other conditions that make it difficult to use traditional brushes and 
paint. It has also been helpful for clients who are anxious about the quality of their artwork 
because they can refine the piece over several sessions.

The photographs in this article are from an Inner Art staff experiential workshop I led, and 
are shared with permission of my colleagues for the purposes of the CATA Conference and 
electronic book.

Artists and Step by Step How To’s

Barbara Reid http://www.barbarareid.ca/makingpictus.html

Henry Hudson http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/art/art- features/11519164/Henry- 
Hudson-the-artist-remodelling-Hogarths-work-from-plasticine.html
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	 In my lifetime journey of healing, i have discovered and uncovered my own spiritual 
resilience: by connecting with and for Earth Mother; by working with and in Indigenous 
and Celtic shamanic traditions; and by exploring healing art techniques. Lately, i have 
found myself deeply resonating with what i refer to as “Soul Printing”. Soul Printing begins 
with the premise that Art is Sacred, and provides an expansive opportunity to deepen our 
spiritual resilience, to enhance our oneness within self, with others and Earth Mother, and 
to reconnect to our life vision and purpose.  

Art is Sacred

It is not accidental.

	 	 the word for God. Yahweh. Gitchi Manitou.

	 	  	 	 that i am most comfortable with. is. Creator. 

Creating is as close to God.  as i can be. 

	 	 Creating Life in our Bodies. as Women. is Sacred. 

	 	 	 Creating Art is also Sacred. 

Soul Printing helps me decipher my part. in Divine plans.  

	 	 	 Serendipity. Synchronicity. Coincidences.

	 	 	 	 i think of these greater forces as Creator. 

i know. the closer i am. to being in tune with. 

	 	 	 living true to. InnerVoice. Instinct. Soul.

   the closer i am to actualizing Creator's plan for me. 

	 	 	 	 in Connection. to our Collective Greater Good.  

Art. can make more Physical. Visible. and Accessible.
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	 	 	 Spiritual. and Intuitive. Messages available. 	 	              

        	 can bring fuller understanding. 

	 	 	 of what needs to be done. to live Well.

	 	              in this Fragmented. Concrete. Material World. 	

i know. i am closer to Creator's plan for me. 

	 when i am Creative. when i am Creating Images.

	 	 Ones that portray. enliven. translate. Creator's Messages. 	

Art. Dreams. Visions. contain compelling Images.

	 when we Open. to be Guided by Them. 

	 It is not Image Guiding us.

	 It is Spirits. who work through Images.  

This relationship is not Simple. or Straightforward.

	 	 often not immediately Understandable. or Gratifying. 

	 	 often requires HardWork. and Sacrifice.

	 	 	 like any Transformation. Commitment and Patience helps.

	 ART can become a Bridge between Spiritual and Physical dimensions. 

	 	 i wish to cross this Bridge. Softly. Respectfully. and Cautiously. 

	 	 	 	 Give more Gratitude. Ask for Less.

When invoking Spiritual Guidance. 
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	 	 though Visioning. or Envisioning. i begin a Journey.

	 	 i prepare for an Unpredictable process.

	 	 	 requiring Faith. Trust. Humility.	

	 As Shaun McNiff (1989) teaches: "Trust in the process assumes that there is a force 
that moves within a group, an individual, or a situation that is distinctly "other" and not 
subject to control." (p. 24). When we Trust the Process, we surrender to a “force”, an urge 
to create from within. This force within an Indigenous framework is spiritual energy: 
Ancestors, Grandmothers, Grandfathers, Guides, Shamans, and Spirits. Our Spiritual 
Helpers are available to assist in all we experience in daily life in the material world, 
whether personal, political, or spiritual. Rita Dion Buffalo (1990), a Cree scholar, confirms 
that "The Plains Cree medicine people heal individuals by bringing unconscious conflict 
and resistance to a conscious level where they can be worked with" (p. 118). 
Unconsciousness swims deeply, and makes itself known collectively, spiritually, 
ancestrally, ceremonially and creatively through Soul Printing. 

May i Suggest: Soul Printing

Step One: Take time to cleanse (through smudging or water blessing), and/or ground 
(through breathing, chanting, singing, and drumming). Choose ways you are comfortable. 
Begin with a blank page: heavier paper works better, canvas board, hardboard, or canvas. 
Use lots of paint: gloopy, wet and watery, acrylic works best for me. Big brushes, fingers 
and hands are best. Move one or more colors, without any conception of the end product. 
Stay with that process until an image arises. Stick with something simple or abstract to 
begin.  Let spirits, shamans arise and guide. Trust the process. Relax and follow its lead. 
Let color, form, metaphor, Creator speak through you. 

Step Two: Before the image has a chance to dry, lay a clean surface carefully (or not) on 
top, and then lift off. Some press tenderly and others more vigourously. The imprinted 
image will be a reversal of the first. Only certain colors and shapes will remain visible. It is 
always revealing to look at any image from many angles to see what becomes foreground 
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and background. Being open to challenging and changing the way we initially perceive 
reality creates a spiritual window.

Step Three: Add whatever you want to the first and second images. If you desire, go on to 
make another, and another. Whether you go for just one Soul Print, or a multi-series, it is 
important to do the imprinting quite quickly, unless working with materials that are not 
quick drying. Some work with one image to completeness, and then move through the 
series. i prefer to create the series simultaneously, working back and forth on all prints as i 
am inspired.  

Step Four: Record in your journal a set of stream of consciousness words and phrases 
that describe the process of creation and spiritual discovery you just underwent. Organize 
the phrases into a spoken word piece, and share the images and spoken word with 
others.

	 	 A Soul Printing Series: Healing Lifetime Patterns is Possible!

	 Soul Printing can lead us into unexpected territory. Whether we are externalizing our 
pain and grief, making conscious our unconscious resistances, or continuing our quest for 
hope and faith, Soul Printing offers relief in the moment. Within the magic of that 
momentary oasis, sometimes a new idea or creative solution will be inspired. 

	 Recently, i was triggered to remember a significant childhood trauma.  I had 
previously addressed this experience on multiple occasions. The time was opportune to 
see if i could rise to the challenge of avoiding the spiral of negativity, and deepen my 
healing and my spiritual oneness.   i agree with Shaun McNiff (1989) "Pathology and 
wounds open us to the life of the soul" (p. 11). The following three images, a Soul Printing 
Series, is focused on transforming lifetime ingrained patterns.
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Abuse. Small or Large.  Real or Implied. 

	 Fuels Isolation. Turning Within. for Self Examination.

	 	 Desolation ensues. Why do i get Victimized? i Ask.

	 	 	 Sinking Quickly into Depression.

	 	 	 	 Deep Regression into Old.Moldy. 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	         Replays of Self. Hate.

what Colors lurk. murk. perk?

	 	 Choosing my oldest. chunkiest three.

	 	 a dark Red core. a splash.  a swirl. some dots.

	 	 blodgy. old partly separated. already watered. already Pinking.

	 	 	 surround with dark Blue bloops. messy. thick. chunks.

	 Almost empty. add Water. shake. squirt. ooze.
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	 	 Brown umber. dark as Brown can be. before Black.  

	 	 mired to Outer Edges. extreme Confinement.

i gaze upon Trinity of Color. All three. glooped. globbed.

	 running together. standing apart. 

	 Should i shake? Should i flow? 

	 How does Color want to go?

	 	 i have no desire to stay with this. Tired. Old. 	

	 	 Place of no return. all-ways returning.

	 	 	 i am open . Let me clear this now. 

	 	 	 i say. pray. replay. 

	 	 	 For all Life. Times. Spaces. Places. 

Another canvas. Glints. Picks me up.

	 one Soul Print. then another. each on top of other. 

	 a wet goop. Reddy pink. Midnight blue. Blackly brown.

	 begins her swirl. twirl. to unfurl. into her own forms.

 	 	 Gather these abandoned Children. into my Loving Arms. 

	 	 Creations of. Dark Night of my Soul. 

	 	 	 i Revel in Them. Admire.

	 	 	 Complexity. Depth. Shade. Detail. Reveals.
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Moving them round and round. up and down.

	 Seeing form. Pattern. Seeking Meaning in Chaos.

	 Finding. Creating. Locating. answers. 

	 to curious questions. mind has only glinted at. 

	 	 bold Move. grabs Hand. Yellow adds in Spaces.

	 	 Beams Her lightness of being. Jumps into dark openings.

	 	 	 i mistakenly declare. This! will be The Resolution!

	 	 	 	 	 The Outcome. The End of Series. Not so.

Yellow gives me room to Breathe. Gasp. Come up for Air.

	 Before returning to Darkness. 

	 Tentatively touching edges. Creating overwatered washes.

	 blue. brown. red. pinkness. mix and mingle.

	 	 Dark gloop demands scratches. i comply. 

	 	 Gouging furiously. then slowly. Scraping every possible patch.  

	 	 	 My scarring is deep. many Layered. many Playered.

	 	 	 Breathe. Release. Let go. 

A gush of memory exits. Insults. Assaults. Abuses. 

	 Hostility. Anger. Negativity. in Thought. Word. or Action. 

	 whether directed towards me. or exuding from me.
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	 becomes interwoven into one larger web. feeding World Pain. 

	 	 thin Red. fills cavities. like Blood Lines.

	 	 my pain is Related. to my Ancestors. to many Lifetimes.

	 	 	 my pain is Related. to all Beings. Earthly. Galactically.

	 	 	 All Energy Lines connect. Merge. Emerge in Oneness.   

A figure is appearing here. Impossibly radiating pinkness. 

	 Amidst many other beings. Energies. many Dark. with Black Eyes.

	 Time for a Shift. return to Yellow. i hear told. 

	 Flip. and Look. first. Fear.filled. Bunny on a Run. 

	 	 Flip. and Look. now a WhiteBear. Shedding her Hair.

	 	 Fluff. Fluff. Shed. Shed. see how Hair is Spread. 

	 	 	 Shedding. and Releasing. over whole terrain.

	 	 	 Feeling Lighter. Freer. there is Movement here. 

Can WhiteBear Shedding become a Bridge? a stepping Stone?

	 my Journey home? from Darkness into Light?

	 my mind a Swirl. a Twirl. i am Stumped. become Lumped.

	 seeing Beings. Noses poking. Eyes bulging. Mouths gaping. 

	 	 i know. i am Not Alone. in Fear. or Disconnection. 

	 	 We all seek Light. in our own Ways. Spaces. Places. 
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	 	 	 deeply desire Connection. Wholeness. Oneness. 

	 	 	 How? Where? When? What creates next?

i gaze upon remaining imprinted canvas. Spin Her round. up and down.

Amazonia Queen enters Place. takes up Space. 

	 Her beaming Orangey Yellow Light. casts a Glow upon All.

	 Her Big Bare Feet are firmly planted. in muck of All Ages. 

	 	 Chaos of all past Trauma and Drama. like Pele flows. 

	 	 Weaves itself into a patterned Whole.

	 	 	 a feathered cape. a shield.  Armour. L’amour. 

in safety of Her Open Arms. i Rise. i am Whole. 

	 i embrace my Little Girl. my Inner Child. my Fairy Gig. 

	 She gently. sweetly. salves my Wounded Soul. 

Once impossibly tutu Pinkness. begins to crone Purple.  

	 	 i am Fluffy. and Solid. i am Flying. while Grounded. 

	 	 i am transported to other Lives. Dimensions. Spaces. Places. 

	 	 	 Healing Me. Heals All. Circle completes.

Creating continuous transformations requires Commitment.

	 to a constant daily infusion of Care.

	 	 	 	 	 	 Self. Other. Earth Mother.
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	 to Small acts of Kindness. a smile. a peaceful word. 

	 to Reach for a Positive Thought to replace another.  

	 	 when we feed Energies of Beauty. Light. Love. Spirit. 

	 	 we Remember: i am healthy. i am whole.

	 	 	 	 in this Now. i am all i have been. and all i will be.

	 	 	 	 in this Here. i am all that i am. and all that you are. 

Soul Printing teaches: Healing is Possible! 

	 	 from Life.Time. Lifetimes. Patterns. of Abuse.

	 	 Megwetch for Witnessing. Listening. Soul Deep.
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	 As we explore the messages Mother Earth etches for us as a Natural Artist in every 
leaf, rock and water drop, the theme of Resilience is repetitiously evident throughout all 
encounters. Earth Connection can not only help us defuse the stressors piling up in an 
ever fast-paced throw-away world, it can help us to re-ignite our Ancestral memories of 
interdependence with Earth Mother, and re-inspire us to support Earth Activist’s work.

	 From pre-Columbian times to today, Indigenous spirituality, healing and art have all 
been inexorably linked to Earth Mother in functional, beautiful and ceremonial ways.  As 
artists, our materials, designs, and representations all came from our deep connection to 
Earth Mother: clay; color pigments from berries and earth ores; brushes from bristles of 
animals; trees and stones to carve; hides to sew and paint; willows and rushes to weave; 
and the rainbow to inspire our color palette. We still remember today, that the word "ART" 
is the core of the word "eARTh", and know that She is the ultimate inspiration for all we 
do.  	    

	 Dr. Gregory Cayete (1994), a Tewa Scholar, teaches: "Within all systems of

Indigenous healing, the breath of each human was seen as being connected to the breath

and the spirit of the earth itself. We breathe the same air that the plants breathe; we 

breathe the same air as animals; we depend on the same kinds of invisible elements as 

plants and animals. We share a life of co-creation and co-existence in an integrated web 

of relationship" (p.107).  	

	 The Natural World is the foundation of our Human Race. We naturally receive Healing 
from being out on Earth Mother: mentally through wind, breathe, and stress relief through 
natural mindfulness strategies; spiritually through heat, fire, and Ancestral teachings about 
energy and balance; emotionally through sweat, blood and tears and teachings about right 
relationship to water; and physically through animal guide teachings, foods and medicines. 
As wilderness is being reduced to smaller areas, and species after species become 
endangered or extinct, humans are also being reduced, confined, and distanced from 
Nature and her healing energies. Carl Jung lamented: "No voices now speak to man from 
stones, plants and animals, nor does he speak to them believing they can hear. His 
contact with nature is gone, and with it has gone the profound emotional energy that this 
symbolic connection supplied" (in Henderson 1999: 23).
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	 Rather than lamenting loss of our connection to Earth Mother, i prefer to work to 
restore our Interdependence. Where are your Safe or Sacred Places and Spaces? Is the 
Forest or the River, the Ocean, the Mountains, or the Desert your Sacred Place? Do you 
find Peace in the Sunrise or Sunset, your Garden or favourite City Park, with plants or 
pets? 

May i suggest...Sacred Earth Space Art

Step One: Begin, whenever possible, with Earthing. Take a few deep breaths. Take time to 
shift the energy that you are walking with, through Connection with the Natural World. 
Notice your surroundings. Find a plant, tree, animal, rock, or Sacred Earth Space that is 
inviting to you. Mentally or verbally, ask it permission to spend time with it. If you get a 
positive feeling, continue. Pay attention to all your sensory connections: sights, sounds, 
smells, tastes, touch, feelings, all kinds of awareness’s. 

Step Two:  With permission respectfully sought, while making an offering (of tobacco, food, 
medicine, hair), and knowingly harming no one, select some Natural Beings to create with. 
Natural Beings, like flowers, bark, leaves and sticks; stones and crystals; bones, shells and 
feathers can offer themselves to help us connect.      

Step Three: Create an Image of the connection with Sacred Earth Space or Natural 
Being(s). The Image can be entirely from Natural Beings, but can also flow in harmony with 
clay, chalk, watercolors, natural dyes, sinew, hide, wool and threads, tissue paper, paper 
mache, collage, cardboard, recycled and found materials, or any other medium that calls to 
you. Hopefully, not one that adds to the toxic load that Earth Mother is already carrying. 

Step Four: Take a few moments to reflect in gratitude on the enhanced connection to Earth 
Mother through this Space or Being. Share your love/ creation/breathe/song/space with 
another.  Notice, share, and act on any feelings of reciprocity that arise: Do you feel you 
want to give back to Earth Mother in some way?

	 Earthing, through sensing, arting and sharing about our connections with Sacred 
Earth Spaces and Natural Beings can be positive and life enhancing. Sacred Earth Space 
Art can be an entry point to assist in creating respectful connection required to deepen 
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into other spiritually based work and a way to ease transition from probing and painful 
deeper work into a calmer, lighter Space. Here is a Sacred Earth Space Art with 
accompanying poetry i posted for World Ocean Day.

i Love Ocean.  Rich. Moist Air. Inhaling deeply into Lungs. 

Gasping Cold. Smelling of Salt. Fish. Kelp.

i Love Ocean. Cool Breeze. Caressing.Biting.Wetting. 

Reddening. Skin. 
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i Love Ocean. Sunlight Shining. Moonlight Flickering

Dancing.Changing. Colors.Shapes. 

i Love Ocean. Waves Splashing. Rising and Falling. 

White on Blue. Green.Grey. Pink.Peach.Purple. Water.

i Love Ocean. Salt Sting on Skin.Eyes. Brave to Dive.

 in.over. Crashing. Pulling. Pulsing. Wave is Alive. 

i Love Ocean. Constant Motion. Pulse and Thrum Tide.

 Bringing Delightful Treasures from Deep Inside.

i Love Ocean. Whales. Seals. Dolphins. Otters. Mermaids.

Feasting on Cod. Salmon. Lobster. Crab. Shrimp. 

Salt.Butter dripping down Chin. 

Do you love Ocean? Let’s Protect Her. 

Earth-based Resiliency Work

	 In the work i do with people on their Healing Journeys, resilience is a frequently 
discussed topic: how do we not only survive the challenges of our daily lives, but also 
learn to thrive and grow in the flow?  These conversations for some are a matter of Life 
and Death, for if the obstacles that we face in our daily lives and lifetimes seem too great, 
we can lose Trust and Faith, not only in ourselves, but also in any Justice in the Universe. 
When the flicker of Hope goes out, people become focused on feelings and experiences 
of hopelessness and helplessness to change the painful circumstance they are in. 
Resiliency calls for some space and place for the ever-present possibilities of 
Transformation. 
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	 Indigenous Elders teach that Earth Mother role models Resilience every minute: 
through birth, death and rebirth; and through every solar, lunar and seasonal cycle of 
change and transition. Learn from Fall, trees easily let go, shedding their Leaves. Winter 
encourages us to rest under a Blanket of Snow.  Summer offers her healing heat on a 
bright Sun-filled day. When i need soothing or uplifting, i turn to the bright multi-layered 
Greens of Spring. 
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She is rolling Green on Green

Dappling. Dreamy.

Winking. Playing.

Beaming.

i love the richness of the images of the old Grandmother trees as a metaphor for 
Resilience. Here i play with clay as a natural material, mounted on canvas, with acrylic 
paint. 
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Ancient Grandmothers.

Ever Changing. Bud to Leaf. Green to Yellow.Red. to Ground.

Skin Mottled. Cracked. Bird.Bug Ridden.

Surviving.Thriving. Difficult Human Encounters.

She is Healing. Injuries ooze Sap. Sap Nourishes Other Life. Forms.

Resiliency Gives. and Receives.

She Thrives in Harsh Circumstances.

Roots Reaching. Curling. Grasping. Holding On.

Digging Deep. Holding Her Ground.

Red Flagged Arms. Reaching High in the Sky.

Finding. Giving and Receiving.  Life’s Sustenance.

Like Us. She needs all Elements to Survive. Thrive.

Earth. Water. Air. Energy.

What She Breathes out. We Receive.

What Breath we Release. She Breathes in.

We Are One. with Her.  Resiliency.

	 I am inspired to explore the use of photography within the Natural World as healing 
prompts. Photos of charred black trees in a forest after a forest fire may make awesome 
metaphors for burn out, but more fascinating, is the brand new little plants that magically 
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appear in a burn site, quickly becoming a healthy crop of delicious and nutritious 
blueberries. Or when we were visiting Pele in Hawaii, witnessing the glint of greeny browny 
grey, when little plants begin to spring forth, in the areas of the recently cooled Lava Flow. 
Or last summer at the site of the Columbian Ice Fields in British Columbia, the beautiful 
red plants that are some the first to establish themselves when the Glaciers melt off…it 
was amazing to see Plants coming to life in areas that have been under frozen ice for 
millennia. Now that is Resilience. 

	 My Resilience Photo Healing work continues to evolve through my fascination with 
transforming images of sites devastated by Natural Elements. Here is one altered photo 
series. 

	 All Cracked Up: An Image i took of a water body that due to climate change became 
a desert.
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 	 All Cracked Glows:  i like to add sparkles and metallic paints to art pieces about 
difficult topics, so i altered All Cracked Up to give her a metallic glow. 
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	 All Cracked Round. i then made All Cracked Up into a Healing Mandala, to remind us 
that we can take all of the lessons of the times we “crack up” and use them to become a 
healthier, more resilient being.  Mandalas, like our Earth Mother, teach us that Life is a 
Circle: we gain resiliency by both giving and receiving energy.  
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	 In closing, i implore you all, to join us in the struggle to protect and defend our Earth 
Mother. She is going through radical changes: Earthquakes, Volcanic eruptions, Tsunamis, 
Tornadoes, Hurricanes, are wreaking destruction on Humans and all other life forms. Earth 
Mother is not at peace because, we, Her Children are disrespecting All Our Relations and 
Her. Respect for all Life must be taught to all people, our survival depends upon it.  

	 Indigenous Elders teach us that the Human Journey is not linear and permanent: it is 
circular and continuous. As Humans began our existence in harmony with each other, with 
All Our Relations, Earth Mother, and our greater Universe, we can remain hopeful that we 
will eventually rediscover this True Path. Be Aware: Ancient Wisdom is returning again. Let 
us open our Eyes, Ears, Heart and Soul to receive, re-enliven, re-connect and re-enact.  

Megwetch. Thank you for Listening. All My Relations. 
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Poetic reflection

Reduce our footprint

Re-using materials

Inventions and innovations

Revision and re-create

Out of the box

Off the beaten path

Jump in the lake

Touch the mountains

Watch the clouds

Play in the dirt

Personal maps

Trash to treasures

Holy junk

Restoration and renewal

By Monica Carpendale, with awareness of giving voice to aspects of my ongoing dialogue 
with Judith Siano. 

	 These are some reflections preparing for a workshop to be co-facilitated with Judith 
Siano, from Israel. These ideas are based on a creative collaborative dialogue from two 
different places in the world. We have a shared inspiration and are being tempered in the 
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heat and the cold, reflecting on our experience in nature and art, explorations of metaphor 
and meaning. Resilience and the ability to bounce back to re-establish balance will be 
explored with regards to therapy and education.

Principle assumptions

•	 The environmental crisis is a reality and it affects all people – physically, emotionally,     
	 mentally and spiritually

•	 Scientists know what is occurring and what is needed – they have the creativity to      
	  solve many of the problems if given the support to do so.

Intention 

	 The intention is to create a road map and to identify paths in the landscape. This is a 
landscape that is both in nature and in the mind and a landscape that is experienced by 
the body; a memory in the body. The experience of the body is crystalized, translated and 
/or recorded in language. 

There is the paradox of feeling joy in nature and the pain of losing nature. Terry Tempest 
Williams speaks of the importance of “bearing witness to both the beauty and the pain of 
our world” (2006. p. 44) 

Emergent questions:

•	 Can an open space become a safe place? Is leaving the safe place of the "sacred" 
therapy room too much of a risk? Let's give up on the four protecting walls and go 
outside. 

•	 Can we communicate intercultural (wordless) by using material given to us by trees 
and things we find on the earth only?

•	 Is nature (real and also metaphorically) a good location for recovery? 

•	 Is nature the world's greatest resource and as helpful as we think? We believe that    	
	  making art outside in nature has an empowering influence as a "soul opener".
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•	 How can enhancing perception and the development of new metaphors creatively      
	  increase the experience of an ecological identity?

•	 Can an internal increase in self-awareness with regards to ecological identity help to     
	 heal the unnatural split between humans nature and avert an environmental crisis and  
	  collapse?

•	 What are the gifts of the high mountains?

•	 What nurtures the soul?

•	 How has the disruption between the mind and nature affected the emotional         	    
	 well-being of contemporary individuals and/or communities?

•	 What is or could be the role or function of art therapy in the context of a global          	
	  environmental crisis?

•	 How can art therapy incorporate the healing aspects of nature into a clinical or a     	
	  community process? 

•	 Why are we not taking care of our mother earth?

•	 How are young people affected by climate change and the environmental crisis?

•	 Why are people so oblivious to what is happening in the world around them?

• What contributions can art therapy make to health in community?

	 These are more questions than we hope to answer especially as in the workshop we 
will be making art and telling stories. And I hope at the end we will have more questions 
and poetic reflections. “Live your questions now, and perhaps even without knowing it, you 
will live along some distant day into your answers” (Rainer Maria Rilke as cited in Safransky, 
1990, p.92).
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Story telling about PEAK experiences. 

	 Terry Tempest Williams, in an interview, was asked what she would like to say to the 
whole nation if they were here. 

	 If I had a chance to have the whole nation right here… I would love to ask what story   
	  comes to each person’s mind in terms of a peak experience in nature, as a child. Or,   
	 a story of each person’s relationship to where s/he lives. I mean, I think that would be   
	  so revealing in terms of where our hunger is, of what we’re connected to, what we       
	 have forgotten in terms of our relations. That’s what I would love… because I think it’s    
	  only in the act of telling and receiving stories that we will be healed as a nation in           
	 terms of our relationship to place, where we can truly move with any sort of                       
	 compassionate intelligence. In the telling of the stories we [would be] allowed to cry…    
	 to laugh… to be free. And right now I think there is this excruciating denial that is               
	 being played out through consumptions, through distractions, you know, whether its          
	 our love affair with the Internet [or something else]. Our transformation and our                
	 growth as individuals and as a people is through the intimacy of our relations, and             
	 that is most poignantly developed through storytelling. If you tell me a story, suddenly    
	  I become accountable for that knowledge and you and I are bonded forever (2006,       
	 p. 69).

	 Stories inform us and inspire us. They can teach about what is possible and they can 
put our concerns into both an intimate human and universal scope. Stories bring together 
the physical animal bodily experience, with the social relationships, the political 
dimensions and the spiritual transcendent concerns. It is not all separated out. The issues 
of life and death are brought together hand in hand with our fears and stories of love and 
connection.

Opening ideas to tell a story of 

•	 An intense experience in nature

•	 An intense experience of weather

•	 Of meeting wildlife

•	 Of awe

•	 Of human endeavor
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•	 Of respect for nature

•	 Of courage

•	 Of an animal, bird, insect, fish

•	 Of beauty

•	 Of sadness

•	 Of wildness

•	 Of spirit

•	 Of a tree

•	 Of a special place of belonging

•	 Of a place of soul restoration

 	 To me, writing is about how we see. The writers I want to read teach me how to                 
	  see-to see the world differently. In my writing there is no separation between how I           
	  observe the world and how I write the world. We write through our eyes. We write                    
	 through our body. We write out of what we know (Williams, 2006, p. 112).

	 Poetry is a connection between the sacred and the profane. Poetry is much more 
than what is written; it is the fabric that is woven, that when taken apart becomes words 
and phrase threads, both possibilities and an opportunity to become. Poetry is embedded 
in the landscape, captured by the eye or felt as a physical response to the dance of leaves 
and grasses, to the rushing of water. 

	 I think that’s one of the things that gave me courage to really follow my own                       
	 imagination, inspired by Bosch’s, because we don’t know what the painting means.          
	 All we know is how we respond. And I do believe in the transformative power of                 
	 art-the power of art to change our lives. The question came into my mind over and          
	 over again: can a painting be a prayer? Can wilderness be a prayer? What happens          
	 when the boundaries of a painting blur? What happens when the boundaries of              
	 wilderness blur? (Williams as cited in Austin, 2006, p. 119)
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The practice of paying attention:

Observe, describe, and bracket our assumptions.

Look again with intention – what do you see that you didn’t see before? 

What is the structure of what you see? 

Can you see movement? Balance? 

Being-in-the-world: context and connections. 

	 How is what you see - connected to everything else? Draw a cycle of connections. 
Look for the interdependencies.

	 Essence: what is the essence of what you see? Write a poem or paint a picture. The 
praxis of a phenomenologist is intended to intuit the essence. 

	 Let nature speak to you. Listen to the wind and the water. Eavesdrop on the birds. 
Look, and then look again. Let your gaze become diffuse and move between internal and 
external awareness. 

	 As humans we could consider it our role to give voice to those who cannot speak our 
language. It is our place to be a translator, to discover the meaning, to perceive the 
connectedness and relationships. Murray Bookchin identified our human role to nature as 
being the moral conscience (Parker, 2009).

Eco-art therapy

	 Eco-art therapy is the blending of eco psychology and art therapy with each 
contributing and enhancing the other. It includes the belief that one of the underlying 
problems for the individual experiencing a disruption to their sense of self, is that a lack of 
connection to the natural world can leave one in a dissociated state. The creative process 
and making art provides many opportunities for exploration in sensory, affective, 
perceptual and cognitive areas. A goal of eco-psychology is bringing awareness to the 
importance of paying attention through all of our senses to the natural world. 
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	 For Leonardo Da Vinci, "drawing was much more than illustration, it was the key to 
understanding creation and creativity" (Gelb,1998. p. 263). McLuhan also saw the 
interconnections: “Art, nature, the human body and the human psyche are so intimately 
related that it is impossible to think of one without being reminded of the other” (1994, p. 
33).

	 The intention of eco-art therapy is to engage the healing powers of nature in 
increasing self-awareness, by restoring an internal sense of balance through a connection 
to nature.  Exploring the self in nature provides a lived experience of the principles of 
ecology and their value as metaphors for life and being in the world.  Feelings of 
connection to the natural cycles and interdependence of the natural world supports each 
of us in seeing the cycles and balances in our own lives. At the essence is the sense of ‘all 
my relations’ and the perception and awareness of the interrelatedness of nature. 
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There is little that separates humans from other sentient beings- we all feel pain, we all feel 
joy, we all deeply crave to be alive and live freely, and we all share this planet together.  

Gandhi

	 Human animal bonds are ancient - much older than words. Seeing and the image 
also come before words. Animal-Assisted Art Therapy represents a synergistic 
combination that highlights the power of the non-verbal, presence and relationship. Art 
making brings us into relationship with the unique attributes of media, with the image itself 
and into the present moment of making. Our animal companions and therapy animals 
provide the same three qualities with one added incredible dimension, unconditional love.

	 Research on resilience indicates that having good relationships is critical to 
developing resiliency and that resiliency is a natural adaptive response. Most studies focus 
on human relationships to the exclusion of the natural world. This presents a definite 
problem for the Western mind as our sense of alienation and isolation from the natural 
world may impede the expression or development of our natural resiliency. Though any 
aspect of nature can be a source of healing our isolation, none is better than the animal, 
and animal assisted therapy is a rapidly growing therapeutic practice because of the 
capacity to relate to the animal and thus build our natural resiliency. The following story 
offers one example of this process. 

	 That is the nicest thing that anyone has ever done for me… these barely audible 
words issued forth as weak as frail branches in autumn trying to hold the heaviness of first 
snowfall.  Words delivered from an 84 year-old gentleman completely bedridden in the 
hospital where I was doing pet therapy at the request of another patient. A twenty year-old 
fellow was the patient requesting a visit from my two young therapy dogs Twillow Rose 
and Tala Rain. And who was the other man? Well, the 84 year-old gentleman just 
happened to be the young man’s roommate. This intergenerational match-up was not 
planned and some gifts simply unfold that way.

 	 The nurse on duty removed the young man including the equipment he was tethered 
to and together they made their journey safely to the quiet room. In the small quiet room 
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the young man, his mother, the dogs, staff, and our working team all engaged in the pet 
therapy session. I should add that after our being in that designated space they may need 
to change the name. The quiet room was no longer quiet and sounded more like a crowd 
viewing a spectacular fireworks display with each trick completed by Twillow Rose and 
Tala Rain. Of course the dogs lapped this up like their chicken broth at dinnertime.  Did I 
mention that dogs smile? Well they do smile when they are working together and 
especially when onlookers cheer them through their repertoire. 

	 Afterwards, the head nurse of the unit begged us to please consider doing one more 
super quick visit with the dogs. This unplanned visit ended up giving us the greatest 
rewards. Imagine the joy that surfaced from this elderly man being surrounded by more 
than two hundred pounds of exuberance and wild tail wagging.  Endless kisses and wet 
noses circling his bed.  What joy to observe the aforementioned words found in the first 
sentence from this 84 year-old patient. This is the power of human animal bonds or “pet 
therapy”.

	 Pet therapy or Animal-Assisted Therapy (AAT) is the coined phrase that is becoming 
more popular as the research pours into mainstream health literature and programs. I 
witness the healing power of animals daily with my two certified and fully registered 
therapy dogs, Twillow Rose and Tala Rain (CGN/TDI). These two gentle giants foster loving 
kindness and teach us through the gentle elements of play. Along with their 
compassionate ways one of the dog’s greatest gifts is their ability to simply be with the 
myriad of emotions at any given time.  Dogs remain in the temporal state of presence. This 
allows them to engage in emotions unfolding at any given time.

	 Please make note that Twillow Rose and Tala Rain do NOT rescue, mask or fix 
anything.  Well then what do they do you might ask?  Therapy dogs facilitate a safe haven 
around them that allows us to simply be present to what we are feeling at any given 
moment. People are talented at masking their deeper feelings. That is not necessary with 
therapy dogs present. They have an incredible ability to “be with” whatever we are 
experiencing. Dogs are wonderful companions and deliver good medicine….the adage is 
true of “pet two dogs and call me in the morning” . Dogs will not take our sadness away 
and are willing to be with it as we work our way through the darker emotions. This 
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authenticity or being “with our pain” is what pet therapy is about. This enables us to work 
through the unpleasant feelings that are not serving our highest good and causing us 
unwanted stress. The alchemy of pet therapy.

 	 Ongoing research demonstrates how the bonds between human/animal species 
expedite healing and foster well-being and thus resilience. Both in research studies and in 
my own clinical work with clients, many of whom experience high blood pressure, the 
inclusion of animals has been shown to lower the heart rate as well as reduce blood 
pressure. Our beloved animal companions help create a sacred balance. This sacred 
balance is living harmoniously and simply makes us feel better. Major benefits of 
animal-assisted therapy (AAT) are the animal’s ability to mitigate our anxiety while 
bolstering our happy hormones such as oxytocin and endorphins. All this without even 
having to touch them! Yes that is right …you merely need be in their wondrous presence 
to soak up their humour, and loveable antics to add sunshine to the dreariest of days. 
Their unconditional love and joy can light up the darkest corners.  

	 Twillow Rose and Tala Rain assist people both physically and psychologically. In my 
work as a clinical art therapist, I specialize in animal-assisted art therapy (AAT/AT). When 
words are not easily expressed or sometimes not even present, Twillow and Tala are 
incredible and professional assistants.  They assist me in helping clients navigate their 
feelings non-verbally. A good example is grief.  Grieving clients are kept in the present 
moment and can feel safe with Twillow and Tala at their side.  Therapy dogs create a safe 
environment that allows the client to gently address each and every emotion as they 
unfold.  As humans we can easily turn reflecting on the past to regret and turn the 
uncertainty of the future into worry. Both are not helpful and all we really have at any given 
time is the present moment. Therapy dogs are a gentle reminder of how vital being present 
can be on our wellness journey. There is considerable research on the role of the 
development of resilience and contemplative practices, which bring us into the present. 
Therapy dogs can help us with this notion whether in a group setting or individual visits. 
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	 We have an inherent need to be connected, to be in relationship with all life. This need 
is termed “Biophilia” from the Greek words for life (bio) and for loving (phil). This is not 
about sentimentality; it is a core recognition that all humans have a biologically based 
bond to more than the human world and thus is a primary source of our natural resilience.

	 Until one has loved an animal… a part of one’s soul remains unawakened.

Anatole France
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	 The focus of the workshop is on creating a tridimensional comforting and enjoyable 
safe place (sanctuary), where one connected with inner strengths and is surrounded by 
protection. Building such a sacred place while connecting to one's unique strengths and 
supports helps the internalization of safety and thus strengthens one's resilience.

Description of art therapy directive

	 Everybody needs to have a safe place or a safe base from which they can feel free to 
explore the world. In other words, we need to have both, the roots and the wings. These 
are interconnected. This inter-connectedness has been emphasized especially within the 
key concepts of Attachment Theory (Bowlby, 1988). When one is connected with a secure 
base, playfulness and learning can take place. The aim of this creative workshop is to 
allow the playfulness in us to create a safe sanctuary within ourselves. As Bowlby (1988) 
claims “this concept of the secure personal base, from which a child, an adolescent, or an 
adult goes out to explore and to which he returns from time to time, is one I have come to 
regard as crucial for an understanding of how an emotionally stable person develops and 
functions all through his life” (p. 46).

	 In my own art therapy practice the art therapy intervention “Creating a Safe Place” 
has proven to be a useful tool in assisting my child/teenage clients to build and reinforce 
an inner sense of safety especially at the initial stage of the therapy. This is necessary for 
further therapeutic intervention. Based on my clinical art therapy experience, this is 
especially true in traumatized individuals and those with attachment difficulties, who very 
often lack this integral sense of safety. 

	 The theme of the art therapy workshop is focused on nurturing ourselves. Participants 
are invited to create a 3-dimensional comforting, enjoyable, and safe place; a sanctuary 
where one feels protected. They will be encouraged to choose from a range of sensory 
stimulating/tactile materials, which are associated with calming and soothing qualities - 
which bring participants comfort on a sensory level. This creative task helps individuals to 
establish an inner felt sense of safety and thus internalize it. When an individual is feeling 
secure he is likely to explore the world (inner and outer) in a confident manner. Being 
connected with a secure base (felt sense of safety) is important, especially in 
circumstances when an individual is facing difficulties and after experiencing stress and 
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trauma. It helps in reducing anxiety, decreasing tension, and releasing stress, while also 
reinforcing the recovery process. Such a safe place thus becomes a healing place, which 
helps an individual to overcome and transform their stressful and traumatic experiences.

	 For further information on Focussing and Art Therapy refer to the work of 
focusing-oriented art therapist, Laury Rappaport (1998), where she describes the use of 
art therapy directive “Safe Place” in her work with clients with post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD).
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	 Motherhood requires an ability to facilitate the child’s emergence of the sense of self 
in terms of separateness and connectedness. This development involves the 
psychological process of differentiation so the child can become an autonomous 
individual (Blos, 1985). The present study explored mother’s representations of 
separateness from the mother’s viewpoint, via a clay-sculpting task of a mother and child.

	 Parenting representations refer to the parent’s mental world as conceptualized by 
attachment theory (George & Solomon, 2006) and object relations theory (Stern, 1995). 
Parenting representations are cognitive-affective constructs encompassing the parent’s 
perceptions of his/her self as a parent, the parent’s child, and their relationship. They 
include conscious verbal facets along with unconscious non-verbal facets (George & 
Solomon, 2006). Being aware of our parental representations may encourage parental 
mentalization, which is defined as the parent’s ability to reflect and understand his or her 
child’s internal experience, and one’s own experience as a parent (Slade, 2005). 

Representations of Separateness

	 Parenthood reactivates aspects of the parent’s infantile experiences of his or her 
mother, including that of separateness. Research on parental separateness covers two 
main domains: intergenerational transmission of boundary disturbances (Diamond, 
Heinicke, & Mintz, 1996) and the mother’s subjective experience in the face of her child’s 
growing independence (Furman, 1994). Although illuminating, this research examined only 
the mother’s representations through verbal channels. As many of these experiences are 
non-verbal and pre-conscious, it is also important to examine them by non-verbal means. 
Art-based visual representations created by clients of their family members may easily 
reflect boundaries, hierarchy, alliances, and other relational phenomenon that relate to 
separateness (Keyes, 1984; Kwiatkowska, 1978). Clay work is in particular known as a 
medium that enables the expression of implicit and primal representations by non-verbal 
sensual, and kinesthetic channels (Sholt & Gavron, 2006).

Method

	 The participants were 24 Israeli married women (age range: 21.5 to 37 years; 
education range: 12 to 19 years) who had a first and only child aged 21 months to 4 years. 
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They were not pregnant at the time of the study. 13 were mothers of boys and 11 were 
mothers of girls. 

	 Procedures.  Meetings with the mothers were held individually and included a 
sculpting task and an interview about the sculpting experience. Participants were given a 
single clay lump (weighing 500 gm) placed on a piece of cardboard and five wooden 
sculpting tools. Few basic instructions about working with clay were given by the 
researcher. The participants were directed to sculpt a three-dimensional figure 
representing, yourself with your child, or the relationship between you and your child. The 
sculpting process was videotaped documenting the mother’s hands manipulating the clay 
as well as a semi-structured interview.  During the interview a careful observation with the 
participant of her sculpture from all angles was conducted; second, a verbal exploration of 
the participant’s subjective meaning of the sculpture and the sculpting process was 
discussed (Patton, 1990). Finally, a question regarding intergenerational transmission was 
posed.  

	 Data analysis. A qualitative data analysis strategy combined phenomenological 
(Betensky, 1995), hermeneutic (Linesch, 1994), and narrative approaches to facilitate 
methodological triangulation (Janesick, 2000). Additionally, the content of visual data was 
logged as a text comprised of objective descriptions of visual information and subjective 
accounts of what was observed (Rich & Patashnick, 2002). Each type of data was 
bracketed and analyzed separately. 

	 Videotape data were analyzed with an adaptation of Erickson’s (1992) video 
microanalysis method with minor adjustments. 

	 The clay sculptures were analyzed by phenomenological and hermeneutic means. 
The sculpting process and resulting sculptures were then related by creating a visual 
narrative, which verbalized the nonverbal story told by the mother’s hands and sculpture. 
The interviews were analyzed systematically using a grounded theory method (Glaser & 
Strauss, 1967). The visual data were analyzed first, next, identification of common themes 
representing separateness were derived from the interviews. Finally, an integration of 
verbal and non-verbal information was reached. 
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Findings

Visual Separateness Continuum

	 From the analysis and integration of the sculpting process and clay sculptures, a 
continuum of maternal separateness representations was identified. Non-separable 
(merging) represented one end of the continuum, followed by more differentiated 
(expressed in images of the mother holding/containing her child), and more separated 
(characterized by maternal and child autonomy). See Figure 1.

Figure 1. Illustrations of three categories of separateness
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	 In the low separateness (merging) category, mothers did not divide the lump of clay 
into two, but shaped two figures that had one base; in the partial separateness category, 
the mother figures were sculpted before the child figures. The participants stabilized the 
maternal figure, which in most sculptures held /contained the child figure. These sculpting 
processes narrated maternal attempts at being stable in holding their child securely. Since 
most of the maternal figures in this category had no legs (but instead had a wide 
base/container), we interpreted them as an embodiment of what we called “grounding 
representations.” In the high separateness category, mothers immediately divided the 
lump of clay into two to form their figures. In most of these sculptures, the mother figures 
were sculpted as having legs. The sculptures convey the mother’s ability to walk toward 
and away from her child, who is perceived as a separate individual. 

Integration of Visual and Verbal Data 

	 Mothers who had visually expressed low separateness described verbally a strong 
and inseparable connection with their children. Most of them said that the sculpture they 
made reminded them of the mother-infant relationship, and that it represented also the 
kind of relationship they had with their own mothers in childhood. 

	 In the partial separateness category, mothers verbally described the mother figure as 
competent in providing protection for her child. These mothers referred verbally to 
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separateness issues and expressed ambivalence about their child’s growing 
independence. 

	 Mothers in the high separateness category described ambivalent experiences in 
regard to separateness. Most of the participants in this category said that their sculpture 
did not portray their relationship with their own mother during childhood. 

Discussion

	 The separateness continuum may represent maternal subjective experience that may 
develop and change in the course of motherhood, and may be influenced by the mother’s 
own experience as a child, and by her child’s characteristics as well. Research shows that 
pathological separateness representations may be transferred to the next generation 
(Charles et al., 2001). As mothers’ may not have an awareness of their separateness 
memories there is a special need to find new ways to work with mothers in order to 
encourage maternal mentalization on this subject. As an art-based assessment method 
the sculpting task may illuminate in a short procedure explicit and implicit maternal 
representations, and encourage mentalization (Bat Or, 2010). The success of preventive 
intervention depends on the therapist understanding the origins of relationship 
disturbances (Cicchetti, 1990) with verbal inquiry into the sculpture’s differences and 
similarities with the mother’s perceptions of her own mothering relationship seeming 
particularly significant. 

	 The separateness experience in motherhood might trigger stress in the mother, for 
example via her own painful memories as a child striving for autonomy in the face of her 
mother’s symbiotic needs, mental difficulties and loss. Contemplating the visible 
characters of the sculptures and the processes of their creation can serve as an important 
port of entry into a mother's inner world (Stern, 1995). With mothers who have a history of 
attachment failures, various defensive responses may be triggered in response to the 
child’s growing autonomy. Mother’s vulnerability and resilience in the face of such painful 
memories can be further explored in light of the current study’s findings.
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	 And I want you to choose some time in the past when you were a very, very little girl.     
	 And my voice will change into that of your parents, your neighbors, your friends, your    
	 schoolmates, your playmates, your teachers. And I want you to find yourself sitting in      
	 the school room, a little girl feeling happy about something, something that happened    
	 a long time ago, that you forgot a long time ago.

Erickson (Erickson, Rosen, 1982, p.91)

	 In February 2015 the writer had participated in a 6-day “Healing Through Hypnosis” 
workshop led by Mary Ellen Bluntzer MD, and Roxanna Erickson-Klein PhD, the daughter 
of Milton Erickson, a prominent revolutionary in therapeutic hypnosis. The knowledge 
instilled in the workshop offered new insights regarding therapy that can be applied to the 
art therapy profession. This includes the use of trance, the empowerment of clients, the 
placebo effect, and guided imagery. 

	 The writer’s workshop, “Hypnotic art therapy”, is an experience-based workshop that 
involves interactive games and art making. Hypnosis is “a therapeutic tool that embraces 
the change of perspectives that comes about naturally through the trance state” 
(Erickson-Klein, 2015, p. 5). Some methods of hypnosis share common elements with art 
making.  When one is in the process of creating art they enter a hypnotic state. Focus is 
gained as they work on their artwork, breathing slows down, allowing a deep state of 
relaxation to be achieved, and even perception of time becomes temporarily distorted. 
Creating art and undergoing hypnosis are effective tools used to access the unconscious 
mind, stimulate creativity and remove stress (Goedhart, 2015).  

Hypnosis 

	 In her lecture Erickson-Klein (2015) stated that when clients come to professionals for 
therapy and listen and accept the treatment with a trusting attitude they are in a ‘trance 
state’. A ‘trance state’ is the stage between the conscious and the unconscious. Milton 
Erickson as described in Grattan, defined therapeutic trance as “a period during which the 
limitations of one’s usual frames of reference and beliefs are temporarily altered so one 
can be receptive to other patterns of association and modes of mental functioning” 
(Grattan, 2013, p.17)
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	 All of the therapist’s words and actions can possibly suggest something to the client 
and such suggestions can have a powerful effect.  Hence, it is important to recognize this 
approach as something to be applied with careful intention (Short, Erickson, & 
Erickson-Klein, 2005), considering all the other factors in the overall situation.  Milton 
Erickson said that the client must be persuaded that it is what he does, not what the 
therapist does, which results in him being cured. In this way, the client is the controller of 
his own behaviour.  This sense of personal ability allows clients to employ inner capacities 
and experiential learning to achieve their objectives. The goal of the therapist is to 
promote the health oriented goals of the client. Therefore, therapy is a process of 
reciprocated learning and discovery (Short, Erickson, & Erickson-Klein, 2005).  

	 Erickson-Klein (2015) in her lecture mentioned some successful stories about the 
placebo effect. A placebo as described in Short & Erickson-Klein, “can be any medical 
treatment that contains no active ingredients or certifiable remedial action” (2005, Chapter 
10, section 1, para 16).  Erickson-Klein stated that it even works when both the physician 
and the client are unaware that the treatment they are giving/getting is a placebo. The 
physician needs to believe or be convinced that what they are giving is the right treatment, 
and the client needs to believe and accept what they are getting is the right treatment 
(consciously or unconsciously). Erickson-Klein suggested that hypnosis itself may capture 
both a placebo effect and further enhance it with the stimulation of other elements of 
thinking (2015). 

	 In the process of therapy using guided imagery, Erickson-Klein suggests specific 
ideas and insights relating to the client’s issues, which tends to empower the client. This 
phase is where the client starts the process of healing. According to Short, Erickson, & 
Erickson-Klein (2005), Milton Erickson believed that in each of us, in our unconscious there 
is a power to be healed. 

	 Moreover, Milton Erickson believed that change occurs on an unconscious level. He 
encouraged his clients to trust the unconscious mind. This suggestion assists clients to 
rediscover intuitive knowledge and engage parts of the mind that cannot be consciously 
understood (Short & Erickson-Klein, 2015). The following is an example of a hypnotic 
suggestion in an interview that is done through a combination of direct and indirect 
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suggestions. The therapist is seeking details of pain as it recedes, then the therapist 
questions the prospect of separation of pain from fear, and asking about times when pain 
is not an issue. Thus, Hypnotic suggestion offers an opportunity of broadening of 
perspective (Erickson-Klein & Bluntzer, 2015). Milton Erickson said, “All problem solving 
begins with the idea that change is possible” (Chapter 6, section 1, para 1). When you try 
to make a person change, you encourage reaction; therefore you need to offer an 
opportunity.  One idea is to look and think about something else. For example, if a person 
who experiences a fear of heights must cross a high bridge, a suggestion to say to the 
person would be to look somewhere else other than down. In this case it is not (only) the 
distraction of vision; but it is a distraction of the mind from overwhelming thoughts (Short, 
Erickson, Erickson-Klein, 2005).   According to Erickson, “Hope…contains the implicit 
suggestion that things can get better” (Short, Erickson, Erickson-Klein, 2005, Chapter 10, 
section 1, para 17).  The client gets empowered when he feels that he can solve the 
problem, when he has a tool to work with, and instead of a problem he has a challenge.

The Workshop

The following activity was taken from Erickson-Klien’s (2015) workshop:

	 The group will divide into small groups of four participants. Each participant needs to 
bring an issue to work on. In this group of four, each of the participants will give some 
advice to the “client” for his presented issue, from three points of view: one will relate to 
the client’s past, the second will relate to the client’s present and the third to the future. 
This activity will demonstrate the interaction between a therapist and a client relating to a 
suggestion. It is also related to the idea of empowering the client by mentioning abilities 
from his past and present or looking for his abilities regarding his future that could assist 
him.

Art Making: Resiliency - Finding Your Inner Strength 

	 Free writing: What are your positive experiences from the past? What are your areas 
of strength? Focus on the healthy parts of your body. Think about your goals, dreams or 
wishes.
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Art materials used:  dry branches, dry flower petals (prepare them two weeks prior to the 
workshop), different colored wool and string, small stones, beads, paper and acrylic paint.  
The materials used represent strength.

	 The idea is to create an artwork out of materials from nature, in order to stimulate and 
maintain a sense of belonging in nature and in the world within the individual. Creating 
with materials from nature 

	 as a process of change in art therapy is similar to the ‘environmental restoration work‘   
	  of individuals that bond with the earth. This connection to the earth includes a sense     
	  of dignity and belonging, a tolerance for diversity, and an ecological sensibility.  On      
	  the other hand, part of the process of healing involves a releasing of emotions of guilt  
	  and shame, grief and despair, loneliness and powerlessness. The work of restoration   
	  involves collaborative relationships between people and the natural world, of giving        
	  back as well as receiving, a pattern of reciprocity (Weinberg, 2011, p.73).

Finding our inner strength 
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Elements of hypnosis in an art therapy practice

	 All of these methods of hypnosis are seen in art therapy practices. Firstly, the process 
of creating art is similar to the trance state, which is the stage between the conscious and 
unconscious.  Secondly, in art therapy, guided imagery is followed by art making. This 
process externalizes the visualized images into an art product. “Art therapy practices 
actively seek to integrate sensory experiences probably contributing to neural integration, 
strengthening mental imagery” (Hass-Cohen & Loya, 2008, in Hass-Cohen & Cerr 2008, p 
92) and “providing concrete and therapeutic visual feedback” (Riley, 1999, in Hass-Cohen 
& Cerr, 2008, p 92).  Thirdly, the art therapist empowers the client when suggesting 
specific ideas and insights relating to the client’s issues. For example: when a child 
decides to create a home for her stuffed animal, the therapist provides soft fabric as a 
metaphor for a feeling of comfort and indulging.  The metaphors in the process of 
hypnosis, as well as in art therapy are implicit suggestions.  Lastly, the insights found in 
therapeutic hypnosis are significant to the work of the art therapist especially when 
looking at suggestions relating to the hope instilled towards resiliency and recovery for the 
clients. 
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Objectives: 

1.	 Understand how the brain responds to music and helps maintain health.

2.	 Give examples of how music is used for therapy in neurological disorders.

3.	 Explore the interface between music and visual art to assist with health and healing.

	 Music is ubiquitous in all societies and can transcend all cultural boundaries. We are 
exposed to music in all areas of life; the car, the elevator, grocery stores, and waiting 
rooms, for example. We actively seek out music as entertainment at rock concerts, 
classical concerts, or even just a sing-a-long with family and friends. So what is the 
attraction? Over the last 15-20 years, there has been a growing body of evidence around 
the impact of music on the brain and, in turn, how it affects our bodies. Using a technique 
known as functional MRI, it is possible to identify the areas of the brain that are activated 
when we are involved in listening to or playing music. The activated areas have increased 
blood flow, which can be identified with this type of MRI (Zatorre & Halpern, 2007). 

	 Music activates many different areas: studies have shown that understanding melody 
and interpreting tempo and meter all involve different parts of the brain (Patterson et al., 
2002). If we play an instrument in a music group, we are using our motor skills to play the 
instrument, our eyes to read the music and our ears to listen to our colleagues playing 
along with us. We are also focusing on the beat of the music in order to stay in time. This 
involves many different areas of the brain.

	 Music has a number of positive effects on the body; the autonomic nervous system, 
hormonal changes, anti-nociceptive effects and impact on our motor system. The 
autonomic nervous system is the automatic part of the nervous system that we do not 
consciously control; this includes our breathing, heart rate and blood pressure. Music can 
reduce heart rate, blood pressure and cortisol, our primary stress hormone (Bernard et al., 
2006; Ellis & Thayer, 2010). Group singing can result in increased bonding, synchrony and 
cooperation, and reduces cortisol (Tarr et al., 2014). Music activates the rewards systems 
of the brain, which includes the nucleus accumbens and the ventral tegmental gray matter 
in the midbrain, and makes us feel good. 
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When a child is born, their neurons sprout as many connections as possible with other 
neurons in preparation for the experiences they will encounter. Over the course of the early 
years of life, these connections are pruned to allow the child to function successfully in 
their environment. Neglect, abuse and stress can impact neuronal pruning, resulting in 
significant neurodevelopmental difficulties (Teicher et al., 2003). Early involvement in an 
active music program results in children being more adaptable to stress, increased smiling 
and laughter and more easily soothed (Gerry et al., 2012).

	 Music can be of particular benefit in patients with neurological disorders. Parkinson’s 
disease results from loss of special cells in the brainstem region known as the substantia 
nigra. The loss of these cells affects pathways that impact their motor skills, facial 
expression and cognition. Patients develop what is known as “freezing”, and have 
difficulty initiating movement. They also struggle to pivot quickly, and turn “en bloc”. The 
music beat can assist with these issues and help their movements become more fluid and 
free (Nombela et al., 2013). Our brains have special cells that entrain to the beat of the 
music assisting patients with initiation of movement. Patients with Parkinsons Disease 
have difficulty speaking loudly due to the impact of the disease. Singing can assist 
patients in projecting their voice (Pacchetti et al., 2000). These effects improve quality of 
life and provide opportunities for increased interaction with other people.

	 Patients who have had a stroke have difficulty with motor skills and depending on the 
location of the stroke, in speaking clearly. Music has been used to improve motor skills. 
The beat again assists the patient in moving more freely and results in improvement in gait 
velocity, cadence, stride length and symmetry (Bradt et al., 2010). Singing can be used to 
increase connections in other brain areas following a stroke. This can be demonstrated 
using another MRI technique known as tractography, where the changes in the 
connections between different brain areas can be visualized (Wan et al., 2010).

	 Our brains’ ability to recall memory depends on the number of cues the brain has. 
Music is a powerful cue: we can recall situations when we hear a particular piece of music, 
remember which movie it was from, or think of a particular person. For this reason, music 
can be of benefit in different ways to patients with dementia. In many patients the medial 
portion of the frontal lobe is spared in dementia (Clark & Warren, 2015). This is linked with 
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recognition and recall of music and can assist in bringing patients into the present 
resulting in more interaction with family members and caregivers. The use of familiar music 
from the patient’s past often rouses them and makes them more responsive. There is 
some data showing that patients are more settled when regularly exposed to music, 
resulting a reduced need for medication in longterm care facilities. (Koger & Brotons, 2000; 
Ridder et al., 2013).

	 There has also been some work combining music and art therapy. The use of music is 
believed to incorporate emotion into the visual art experience. The two modalities have 
been utilized in addiction (Aletraris et al., 2014) and in the care of pediatric hematology 
and oncology patients (Nesbitt & Tabatt-Haussmann, 2008)

Summary

	 Music is a powerful medium that assists with healthy neurodevelopment, helps with 
memory recall, and reduces stress. Patients with a variety of neurological disorders can 
benefit from participating in music and specific music therapy. This workshop explores the 
impact of music on the brain in an interactive session and highlights the benefits of music 
in a variety of disorders.
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	 A lifeline is a visual retrospective representation of a client’s life drawn and described 
by the client to the art therapist.  It is an opportunity to see one’s life as a whole, and to 
discover and understand one’s strengths and coping strategies.  Lifelines allow a client to 
become aware of past resilience and to see how the tools that they have developed in the 
past (strengths, coping strategies, resilience) can be used when facing future challenges. 

	 Coaches and therapists have used retrospective visual representations of people’s 
lives in various ways for many years (e.g., Watts, 2011). I first learned how to do lifelines in 
2007 from Yoshiko Kaneko, a Japanese colour therapist. I have adapted the process over 
time to focus on discovering resilience and recognizing transferable strengths and coping 
strategies in clients.    

	 Lifelines help people who are dealing with a transition.  A retrospective view of a 
person’s life, or a portion thereof, provides the opportunity to gain understanding about 
the many chapters, or even just the most recent chapters, of one’s life by creating a space 
in which to take account of strengths, tools, and strategies that will be helpful in moving 
forward.  

	 I have done lifeline work with people who were in the midst of a job transition, 
entrepreneurs looking to make changes in their businesses, people dealing with cultural 
transition, and individual clients with other concerns.  The lifeline process has been helpful 
for all of these client populations by supporting them to recognize coping strategies they 
already have and thereby making those tools apparent and available for the future.  

	 Although most of my sample is with a specific group dealing with cultural transition, 
my experience doing lifelines with people who are dealing with changes of other kinds 
shows that lifeline work would be helpful with many kinds of transitions – job loss, moving 
from secondary school to university, moving into parenthood, divorce, and a variety of 
other life changes.  

	 Lifelines may not be optimal, however, for people who have a history of serious 
trauma.  The process of discussing traumatic life events in a single session could be 
triggering or re-traumatizing and feel unsafe to a client, particularly if the therapeutic 
relationship is new.  
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	 My current interests revolve around how lifelines work with people who are dealing 
with cultural transitions. During cultural transition people encounter challenges with 
elemental aspects of life such as food, language, and interpersonal relations.  For 
example, it is not uncommon for people in a new culture to feel like they are starting from 
ground zero and that none of their previous experiences are valid in the new context. It is a 
vulnerable time because their strongly held beliefs and even their sense of self are called 
into question.  Developing a lifeline helps people to remember previously acquired skills, 
coping strategies, and past resilience and helps the person see how these tools can be 
used in the new culture.  This process can re-establish a feeling that the person has 
worthwhile skills and abilities to use in their new life.  It can clarify self-understanding and 
help the person to see their way forward. A lifeline is a narrative that the client creates, 
both visual and verbal. It provides a model for how to face challenges and difficulties, how 
to move from hard times to better ones, what personal characteristics the client called 
upon to keep going when they wanted to quit, what strategies they used, and how there 
was a pattern of difficulty followed by positive change.  This model is from the client’s own 
life and is a roadmap for resilience and a tool for growth (Seligman, 2011).
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	 The majority of the lifelines I have done have been with Japanese young adults who 
have come to Canada to participate in a challenging year-long management training 
program. Each participant made a lifeline shortly after arriving in Canada that covered the 
story of their life up to the point they arrived. They made another lifeline at the end of the 
program that told the story of their life in the program. Participants who had to leave the 
program before the end of the year also made a lifeline for the period of time they were in 
the program to gain an understanding of why they couldn’t finish the program and to 
create a record of their accomplishments and growth with the goal of helping them make a 
successful transition back to Japan.  

Lifeline Process

	 When setting up the lifeline session it is important to give people an idea of what to 
expect as to time, process, materials to use and the like. Clients are told that a lifeline 
happens in one session that typically takes between two to three hours, and is a creative 
exploration of the tools that life experiences have given them and that lifelines are useful 
and often enjoyable. 

	 A lifeline is a picture that tells the story of a person’s life or a specific period of their 
life. It could cover the period between birth and the day the lifeline is created. In other 
cases the lifeline might cover some significant part of the client’s life. For example, for 
someone leaving a job, the lifeline might cover their first day at work to their final day. 

	 Clients are told that there is no single correct way to make a lifeline; that the process 
and product are very open and unique to each person.  The set-up is framed in terms of 
guidelines as opposed to rules. They are told that they can use a line and make their 
lifeline like a graph, use pictures or words (in English or another language) or all three. One 
option is to give the idea that the line in the middle of the page is their life and everything 
above the line represents a positive experience and everything below represents a 
negative experience.  On the other hand, some clients do something completely different. 
Clients are advised that all experiences are useful because we learn from both our difficult 
and our positive experiences. For the therapist, gesture, verbal metaphor, and pictures are 
used to support and check the clients’ understanding. This process is critical as people 
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come to lifelines with varying levels of English and it is important that they feel they 
understand the variety of ways to make a lifeline. 

	 The participant may wish to use colour to express their thoughts and feelings about 
the experiences in their lifelines. Everyone has a different relationship to the expressive 
qualities of colour, which may be influenced by personal experiences as well as culture. 

	 Before the person makes the lifeline, they are shown the different materials that are 
available and the different ways that they can be used.  A therapist may offer both dry and 
wet materials, such as; pencil crayons, crayons, thick and fine markers, both oil and chalk 
pastels, creamy crayons, watercolour pencils and several types of paint. Large pieces of 
bond or cartridge paper (18” X 24”) are made available for the creation of the lifeline.  The 
participant may use as many or as few pages as they feel necessary.  

	 The therapist may suggest about 40 minutes to start, but let the person know that 
they can have more time if necessary. The therapist can then move away from the art table 
or out of the room depending on the situation.  

	 When the participant has finished the lifeline to their satisfaction they are asked to tell 
the story of their lifeline.  The therapist asks questions as the story is being told to get a 
better understanding of what the elements of the story are, and to better understand the 
person’s own view of those events.  If the next phase of a client’s transition is predictable 
or known, it is possible to discuss specific elements of their lifelines that might help them 
in the next part of their life. Regardless, the therapist can use the lifeline to discuss the 
client’s resilience, that is, how they have moved from hardship to success in the past, and 
to focus on the qualities and strategies the client used to do that. This process forms a 
bridge from overcoming hardship in the past, to overcoming challenges as the client 
manages their current life transition.

Conclusion

	 Change can be difficult and can cause lots of different feelings; fear, anxiety, 
exhilaration, and anticipation.  A lifeline helps people to see the change that they are 
making within a context.  If the context is their entire life, they are able to see patterns of 
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difficult times followed by better times, and they can identify the strategies they used to 
cope in difficult times.  They can see a visual record of their own resilience.  When the 
change is caused by a perceived failure, the lifeline offers the contextual factors that led to 
the problem, as well as the accomplishments that stand despite an undesirable outcome.  
The lifeline, in this situation, is particularly important for framing how a person views 
himself or herself as they move forward. There are many stories in a lifetime. Reflection on 
our own stories helps us to make self-honouring choices as we move forward, with the 
knowledge that our own resilience will support us through adversity. 
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	 Traumatic events can happen to anyone; they are part of the human experience.  
Sometimes the impact of these events does not diminish over time but can result in 
long-lasting trauma.  Traumatic effects can involve a single event, or repeated events, that 
overwhelm an individual’s ability to cope.  Traumatic experiences often involve a threat to 
life or safety, but any situation that leaves the person feeling overwhelmed and fractured 
can be traumatic, even if it doesn’t involve actual physical harm.  It is the individual’s 
experience of the event, not the event itself, which determines whether or not trauma has 
occurred. 

	 Those individuals who have had opportunities to learn effective coping skills, have a 
strong support network and therapeutic support to process the traumatic event, are often 
able to integrate the experience into their lives and experience relatively few lasting 
impacts (Klinic Community Health Centre [KCHC], 2013).  However, individuals with 
intellectual disabilities often lack access to some or all of these factors.  Without coping 
skills, strong supports and trauma resources, these individuals frequently experience 
significant and lasting effects of trauma; long after the actual event has passed (Harvey, 
2012). 

	 Research shows that people with intellectual disabilities are at higher risk of physical, 
emotional and sexual abuse and neglect than the general population (Baladerian, Coleman 
& Stream, 2013; Cottis, 2009; Doyle & Mitchell, 2003; Mansell & Sobsey, 2001; Ryan, 
1994).  This population experiences social conditions that result in isolation, exposure to 
multiple caregivers for personal care, lack of sexual and rights education, compliance 
training, and limited access to augmentative/alternative communication strategies, all of 
which contribute to the vulnerability of individuals with intellectual disabilities to abuse.  
Additionally people with intellectual disabilities often experience frequent and/or 
unexplained moves, extended hospitalizations, invasive medical procedures, bullying and 
degradation, institutionalization, separation from primary relationships, physical restraint, 
confinement, and/or punitive behavioural modification techniques.  These events can be 
experienced as traumatic and can result in trauma effects, or may trigger a trauma 
response in those who have had earlier experiences of abuse (Harvey 2012). 
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	 Trauma effects, and the post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that sometimes results 
from traumatic experiences, often go unrecognized in people with intellectual disabilities.  
This occurs for a variety of reasons.  Caregiver turnover can be high for those living 
outside of their family home and institutional memory can be short - historical abuses get 
buried in files and are forgotten as staff change and individuals move to new situations.  
Behavioural and psychiatric diagnoses are used to explain trauma symptoms and 
medication is used to ameliorate these symptoms (Pitonyak, 2005).  Alternatively, 
behavioural symptoms are attributed to the person’s disability and other explanations are 
left unexplored.  In some cases, known abuse or traumatic experiences are dismissed as 
having happened too long ago to still be having an impact on the individual, or individuals 
are viewed as not having the same capacity for PTSD as others due to their intellectual 
disability.

	 When trauma effects and PTSD remain unrecognized and therefore untreated, people 
with intellectual disabilities suffer.  Survivors often develop harmful or negative behaviours 
in an effort to cope with the emotional and psychological impact of trauma (Lee, 2011). 
They are often prescribed significant amounts of psychotropic medications, have a 
collection of diagnoses, have a long history of behavioural modification programs and 
strategies, spend a lot of time in either seclusion or restraints and develop a reputation for 
being manipulative, aggressive, and non-compliant (Pitonyak, 2005).  Support systems for 
these individuals become extensive and expensive, but remain largely ineffective as 
trauma symptoms persist.

	 Even when caregivers and health care providers recognize the impact that abuse or 
other trauma has had on a person with an intellectual disability, other barriers to diagnosis 
and treatment of trauma effects and PTSD remain.  The current understanding of trauma 
within mental health fields does not often encompass the multiple and chronic abuse 
experiences of people with intellectual disabilities.  Mental health professionals report that 
they have a limited understanding of how to adapt therapeutic treatment approaches for 
those who do not use traditional communication methods and/or manifest trauma 
symptoms differently than the typical trauma survivor (Lee, 2011).  Treatment then 
continues to consist mostly of efforts to manage symptoms and control behaviour without 
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the opportunity to engage in effective approaches to process the traumatic event(s) and 
integrate the experience into their lives in a way that fosters resilience and healing.

	 Historically, it was believed that people with intellectual disabilities could not benefit 
from any form of psychotherapy. This belief seemed to stem from the idea that if you could 
not talk about your feelings and thoughts the therapy would not be effective or helpful 
(Upton 2009; Rees 1998). Most agencies providing services to people with intellectual 
disabilities did not, and still do not, offer these therapeutic services. Slowly, this is starting 
to change but services are still difficult to access. So even though it is beginning to 
change the services available cannot provide the support needed to the number of people 
with intellectual disabilities who have experienced trauma.

	 Art therapy is being recognized as a powerful intervention in working with people who 
have been traumatized and who are suffering from PTSD (Malchiodi, 2010). Trauma 
informed art therapy is a growing movement. Most people have a difficult time expressing 
traumatic feelings. If a person does not communicate verbally, or has a difficult time with 
words, and more importantly has a difficult time being understood, expressing those 
feelings verbally becomes that much more challenging, or completely impossible 
(Caprio-Orsini 1996; Gee, 2013). Left unexpressed these feelings create more challenges 
for the person – they come out in behaviours, emotional outbursts, depression and 
anxiety.

	 Art therapy is a powerful and accessible modality to foster healing and resilience in 
this population and can help individuals with intellectual disability to express themselves in 
ways that words cannot. Art therapy can allow a person with an intellectual disability to 
work through difficult feelings and experiences without needing to rely on verbal language. 
In art therapy the art becomes the language and allows the client to express and 
communicate in ways that may not be possible with words (Malchiodi, 2007).

	 Art therapy is unique in its offering of a powerful intervention to support healing from 
trauma using methods that are highly accessible to, and effective for, people with 
intellectual disabilities.  Not only does it not rely on words, art therapy can be adapted to 
suit the different needs of each person. There is so much room for flexibility in the art 
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therapy session.  The environment and materials can be modified to suit each person’s 
needs and abilities (Gee, 2013). 

	 Traumatic events happen to everyone, including people with intellectual disabilities. 
Like everyone, people with intellectual disabilities can suffer the long term effects of 
trauma, and can develop PTSD, and they have the same healing needs as everyone else. 
There are limited professionals willing and able to provide healing therapies to this 
population, and there are limited therapies that are accessible modalities. Art therapy is a 
powerful modality to foster healing and resiliency in people with intellectual disabilities 
who have been traumatized.
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 Lights -  Patricia’s picture:

"I think that’s one of the things that always helps me the most… You feel not alone, and not 
crazy… it’s not you as in the core person that there’s something wrong with." -- Art-based 
support group and research participant

It is my hope that telling a different story about eating and body image issues may bring 
about reflections, conversations, and approaches that may help to shift dominant 
narratives of individual pathologies, thereby giving space for ways of working that support 
individuals in connecting with and cultivating their own strengths and hopes -- the lights 
for their own journey through difficult times, which in turn give light to others journeying on 
similar paths.

	 The research presented here is born out of my experiences of eating and body image 
problems as both client and practitioner. It is born out of a deep concern that many people 
who have received ‘eating disorder’ treatment continue to experience profound distress, 
and some eventually lose their lives to medical complications or suicide (American 
Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013). It is born out of the frustration that poor treatment 
outcomes are frequently attributed to service users (Guilfoyle, 2001; Moulding, 2006), yet 
the treatment models and practices are often left unquestioned (Malson, Bailey, Clarke, 
Treasure, Anderson & Kohn, 2011). My research is therefore born out of a sense of urgency 
that honest, critical reflections are needed to examine commonly accepted practices and 
knowledge, so that we as service providers may find ways to avoid prolonging the distress 
of those who come to seek our support.

	 This presentation is informed by a poststructuralist framework, which understands all 
meanings, knowledge, practices, and realities as constituted through discourses (Healy, 
2000). Discourse is defined as “a system of statements which constructs an object” 
(Parker, 1992, p. 5). It is believed that multiple discourses are at work in every social 
context, in which individuals’ understanding, actions, values, experiences, and social 
positioning are constituted by a combination of these discourses (Healy, 2000). Focusing 
on how discourses constitute eating and body image difficulties and their interventions 
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does not mean that I ignore the physical realities of these struggles. I recognize that 
biological and individual particularities may play a part in eating and body image issues; at 
the same time, I believe that these issues cannot be adequately and justly explained in 
terms of individual psychopathology, biological disturbances, or family dysfunctions 
(Gremillion, 2003). Similarly, I do not advocate doing away with psycho-medical treatment 
altogether; I recognize that these interventions are often life-saving (Gremillion, 2003; 
Guilfoyle, 2001). Instead, I am inspired by Michael White’s (2001) approach to narratives in 
that the purpose of analyzing stories or discourses is not about determining which stories 
are more “true” or “real” than others, but it is about understanding “the constitutive or 
shaping effects of all stories”, while recognizing that “some stories sponsor a broader 
range of options for action in life than do others” (p. 21). It is my hope that telling a 
different story about eating and body image issues may bring about reflections and 
conversations that may enhance our approaches to support.

Historical Constructions, Social Contexts, and Contemporary Interventions

	 Poststructural feminist scholars have long been theorizing that negative body image, 
eating-related practices, as well as clinical understanding and interventions for ‘eating 
disorders,’ are subjectivities, experiences, knowleges, and practices that are constructed 
by and within “a multiplicity of contemporary western cultural discourses and discursive 
practices that constitute and regulate normative femininities” (Malson & Ryan, 2008, 
p.113). Hepworth (1999) explained that eating and body image difficulties were 
conceptualized as a psychiatric entity through specific historical, social, and political 
contexts. Underlying the social norms and values of 19th century Europe was the 
persistent moral ideology that positioned women as inherently irrational, emotionally 
unstable, and susceptible to madness. At this time, under the newly emerged field of 
psychiatry, the medical conceptualization of “hysteria” (p. 37) was developed. Hysteria 
was a term originated from the Greek word for womb, defined as a “psychological effect of 
moral fault” (p. 37) and served as early explanations for women’s refusal to eat. Tracing the 
writings of William Gull, who coined the term “anorexia nervosa” (p. 26) in 1874, Hepworth 
points out that “[anorexia] nervosa was stated to be a female condition and was 
continually referred to as such throughout Gull’s writings […] When male anorexia nervosa 
was addressed, Gull treated his observations with marginal importance” (p. 28). Similarly 
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influential was the work of Hilde Bruch, an American pioneer in the theorization of eating 
disorders beginning in the 1930s. Reviewing Bruch’s writings, Saukko (2009) explains that, 
in the post-WWII United States, social fear and distain towards communism and its mass 
culture, the newly affluent middle-class and its apparent complacency, and the ‘traditional’ 
cultures of immigrant families have significantly shaped Bruch’s theorization of the typical 
middle-class ‘anorexic girl’ as having “an insufficient autonomous self” (p. 64) and an 
“easily influenced disposition” and “lacking in terms of the American, rugged 
individualism, usually imagined as masculine” (p. 66). Her approach to intervention 
therefore focuses on rehabilitating young women’s sense of autonomy and self-control, 
while pathologizing emotionality and connectedness, which are typically associated with 
femininity. 

	 Malson and Ryan (2008) theorize that characteristics that are typically associated with 
femininity are defined as the opposites of masculine traits. As such, hierarchical binaries 
such as reason/emotion, autonomous/dependent, and in control/out of control “can be 
read as always-already gendered such that ‘the feminine’ is repeatedly aligned with the 
second term” (p. 116). Bordo (1993) points out that characteristics of ‘eating disorders’ as 
they are defined in psychiatric literature, such as preoccupation with body weight, physical 
fragility, passivity, dependence, and emotional instability, are in fact exaggerations of 
stereotypical feminine traits of the subject positions that women and girls are socially 
expected to take up in a western or westernized society. At the same time, feminist 
theorists argue that women are also expected to exercise attributes that are socially and 
historically constructed as masculine, such as self-control, particularly in the discipline of 
their bodies and the restriction of their appetites (Bordo, 1993). Indeed, while being 
self-disciplined, determined, and strong-willed are socially desirable characteristics that 
connote success in the western culture, the same characteristics are frequently associated 
with ‘anorexia’ as signs of pathology (Burns, 2004; Malson, Clark & Finn, 2007). This 
contradicting “double-bind” (Moulding, 2006, p. 793) of contemporary femininity is 
thought to be part of the social and political condition that gives shape to and perpetuate 
problems related to food, eating, and body image.  

	 Following the hierarchical gendered binaries that have persisted throughout various 
theorizations of eating difficulties, contemporary treatment often focuses on the 
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development of autonomy, rationality, and self-control, while pathologizing individuals 
(often female) living with eating and body image problems as irrational, dependent, 
manipulative, lacking insight into their problems, and overly emotional (APA, 2006; 
Gremillion, 2003; Hepworth, 1999; Moulding, 2006). Yet, while stressing the goal of 
autonomy, patients are simultaneously expected to unquestioningly accept the 
interventions they are subjected to, which often involve constant surveillance, forced 
feeding, and social isolation through confinement in treatment facilities (Hepworth, 1999; 
Moulding, 2006). The obstacles to successful treatment outcomes are often located within 
the recipients of treatment (Burns, 2004; Malson et al., 2011). It is not uncommon for 
individuals to be labelled as resistant to treatment and to have their services withdrawn 
when they do not conform to treatment requirements. It is reported that 20-50% of 
individuals diagnosed with eating disorders have left treatment or have been asked to 
leave treatment before its planned termination (Masson & Sheeshka, 2009). Women are 
therefore positioned as always-already irrational and in need of help to become 
autonomous and assertive, yet they are labelled again as irrational and in need of 
regulation when they act assertively in refusing to conform to the procedures and rules 
that are imposed upon them (Moulding, 2006). Therefore, the “double-bind” (Moulding, 
2006, p. 793) of contemporary femininity that is thought to contribute to eating and body 
image problems in the first place is also embedded in psycho-medical treatment methods, 
thus reinforcing the very thing that they are attempting to eliminate and potentially 
perpetuating women’s experience of distress (Moulding, 2006).

	 Furthermore, Malson et al. (2011) suggest that treatment models that locate 
psychopathologies within the individual can lead women to take up constructions of 
‘anorexia’ or ‘bulimia’ as their identities and create tremendous difficulties in imagining a 
life without eating problems. Guilfoyle (2001) explains how power can be exercised 
through discursive practices, such as techniques in psychotherapy and family therapy, to 
persuade the client to construct herself as ‘bulimic,’ thereby subjugating her own 
definitions of her difficulties and producing a desire to discipline her own self in 
accordance with the definition of normalcy within psychological discourses. Guilfoyle thus 
asserts that all interactions between practitioner and client are political; their relationship 
of power is structured by the western institutions of psychology and psychiatry. He 
suggests that “a psy [i.e. psychological, psychiatric] discourse might be used but also 
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questioned, in the therapist-client dialogue, by invoking and elaborating local, specific 
discourses” (p. 173), or personal meanings and stories, thus undermining the hegemony of 
psychological discourses and rendering the use of psycho-medical interventions as just 
one option amongst many.

Local Narratives

	 In 2010 I conducted a research study to explore the participants’ experience of 
art-based support groups at a community-based support centre in Ontario for individuals 
living with eating and body image issues. I present here some of the participants’ 
narratives on how they supported their own well-being through participating in group 
art-making, and in the process challenging the ‘disordered’ self-identity. 

One participant explained that connecting with others in the group helped her separate the 
eating difficulties from herself as a person (Ki, 2011): 

	 I think that’s one of the things that always helps me the most… You feel not alone,           
	 and not crazy… When you’re in a place where everyone kind of has some of those           
	 core things, then you just don’t feel like there’re things wrong with you… it’s not you        
	 as in the core person that there’s something wrong with. (p. 6)

Another participant shared that participating in group art-making supported her in 
combating the feelings of unworthiness that were associated with her eating difficulties (Ki, 
2010):

	 It helped me to refocus on taking care of myself and day to day things… I think a            
	 large part of eating disorder is feeling like you’re not worth taking care of, and I think     
	 it’s really important to kind of take the time to do things like this. (p. 73)

One of the participants shared that she saw the art-based groups as an opportunity to 
reconnect with an important aspect of her life (Ki, 2011): 

	 I used to do a lot of art before I had an eating disorder, and it was something I really    
	 loved to do. It's something that I keep trying to get back into doing. I didn't really         
	 expect to gain anything specific. Just to enjoy my time. And maybe take a step               
	 towards getting back into doing my art on my own. (p. 3)
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She elaborated on how group art-making supported her emotional well-being and sense 
of hope in the midst of her struggles (Ki, 2011): 

	 The time goes really quickly. I just get really into what I’m doing… Just really focused  
	 in my art and going into my own space… I think it’s just the process of creating. I just    
	 kind of go into a zone and making artworks. I get the sense of not really thinking, just    
	 doing. I feel a lot more free. 

	 I think most of all what I’ve gained is just having a nice afternoon. Or I didn’t have all      
	 the negative thoughts in my head to deal with. Or I wasn’t isolating at home. A lot of    
	 the time… that I have my eating disorder has been really just miserable. And being in     
	 the group is always at least enjoyable… so it’s a break from that at least, once in a        
	 while. 

	 I think even though it’s a small amount of time when I’m here, it’s motivating,                   
	 because… it would make me more hopeful, to be able to see that I can enjoy myself      
	 and that I can create something, because there are times when I forget. So it would        
	 increase my hope a little bit. (p. 8)

Reflections

	 In the context of eating and body image issues, it is necessary to critique the ways 
psycho-medical and scientific discourses shape and are reproduced by practices of 
support “not because science is inherently evil” (Gard, 2009, p. 35), but because the 
domination of psycho-medical discourses obscure the historical and social contexts that 
give shape to both medical treatment models and experiences of distress. In continuing 
the conversation about eating and body image issues, perhaps the specific historical 
development of diagnoses such as anorexia and bulimia can be discussed alongside the 
signs, risk factors, and lived experiences of eating and body image issues. Exploring 
historical and social contexts may also lead to discussions about issues of gender, race, 
class, and morality, the hierarchical binaries that prescribe normative femininity and 
masculinity, the discourses that reach beyond media messages about the body. Such 
conversations may challenge the taken-for-granted understanding of eating and body 
image problems “as residing in and emanating from the disordered ‘self’ of the person” 
(Epston & Maisel, 2009, p. 212), thus creating opportunities to engage clients in exploring 
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and building on “the contradictions and ruptures that appear within the powerful problems 
that affect clients’ lives” (Gremillion, 2003, p. 194). 

	 Surtees (2009) points out that practitioners’ knowledge, practices, and worldviews 
“are not exempt from contemporary disciplinary regimes of truth regarding the regulation 
and disciplinary normalization of bodies” (p. 167) and minds. As Heron (2005) suggests, 
practitioners’ investment in themselves as ‘good’ practitioner – anti-oppressive, 
client-centred, nonjudgmental, compassionate, accepting – can preclude reflections on 
how they are inevitably implicated in dominant discourses that oppress, judge, and 
subjugate. Napier and Fook (2000) therefore suggest a form of reflective practices in which 
practitioners learn to see how the theories we use, formalized or otherwise, are multiply 
constituted through histories and discourses; how our prior learning from theories and 
experiences shapes our seemingly intuitive responses to various practice situations; and 
how assumptions, beliefs, and theories about the clients are produced through our 
responses and actions, which in turn shape future actions. Seeing how points of view, 
skills, and knowledge as discursively shaped rather than linked to the essential character 
of the person – for example, one’s judgements of clients as shaped by dominant 
discourses rather than manifestations of one’s judgemental personality – may give us the 
courage to “take risks to expose [our] practice to scrutiny, and so to improve it” (p. 3). 
Narrative therapy expands this notion of reflection on practice by inviting clients to 
document their understandings, knowledge, and experiences regarding eating and body 
image difficulties and treatment in order to question, challenge, and inform intervention 
practices. These documents are then offered as support tools for other clients and 
professionals, thereby potentially transforming professional and popular understanding 
and theories about eating and body image issues (Maisel, Epston & Borden, 2004).

	 As critical feminist theorists have persistently argued, deaths and prolonged suffering 
from eating and body image difficulties cannot be attributed solely to individuals’ 
psychopathology or lack of readiness for change, nor can they be explained simply by the 
messages in the media, or the shortcomings of treatment or support services. However, 
deaths, prolonged suffering, and high rates of early termination in support services do 
indicate that there is a significant number of individuals who do not find existing services 
supportive, which should compel us as practitioners to incessantly examine our practices 
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and the understanding that shapes them, the ways we are implicated in dominant 
discourses, and the ways to disrupt these through expanding the space for alternative 
knowledges in everyday practice situations, in order to continually transform our work 
alongside those we hope to support.   
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	 A majority of individuals living with cancer engage in some form of complementary 
therapy use as a way of improving their health status (Ku & Koo, 2011). Complementary 
therapies (CTs) are therapeutic, and generally non-invasive health care practices used by 
those living with cancer alongside of, rather than in place of, medical practice (CARNA, 
2006). The main objective of this study was to develop a narrative, arts-based, grounded 
theory that explains how individuals who use CTs during cancer care interface with the 
health care environment.  Ethical approval from the University of Lethbridge (Alberta, 
Canada) was provided prior to getting underway with both the pilot and modified studies. 
Over an 18-month period commencing in 2013, both pilot and modified studies were 
conducted. In both studies, data sources included: verbatim individual interview 
transcripts, verbatim group process transcripts, art work, and written personal reflections 
completed by participants.  

Methodology

	 Pilot Research Study: Six individuals participated in the pilot study. Initially, a pilot 
study was conducted consisting of one individual interview and one group session. First, 
individual interviews were conducted to obtain healthcare and demographic information; in 
addition, each participant completed a bicultural identity survey.  Next, during the first 
introductory group session conducted by research team members, participants were 
provided with a package of art supplies and provided with an orientation to expressive art 
materials and directives for their use. Participants were invited to independently reflect on 
and, utilizing the art materials, creatively express their experiences of using 
complementary therapies as part of their cancer care, with the intention of returning to a 
second group session where they could share their experiences and provide art-based 
data in response to the research questions. When participants gathered for this second 
and final group session, they provided feedback that resulted in the modification of the 
research methodology. The approved changes validated the participants’ needs, defined 
more realistic expectations of participants within the parameters of the research project, 
and offered participants the structure and support that was deemed essential.

	 Modified Research Study: Fourteen participants completed the modified study. 
During the individual interview, health-related information and demographic data were 
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gathered, as well as completion of a bicultural identity survey (Benet-Martinez, 2002; 
Nguyen & Benet-Martinez, 2007). Participants were subsequently required to participate in 
one three hour, small group session, facilitated by co-investigators and supported by the 
research team.  

	 During the small group session each participant engaged in two art-making activities. 
The first activity, the diagramming of a memory map, invited participants to engage in 
art-making that reflected their experiences as individuals living with cancer diagnosis.  
Participants mapped their journeys travelled thus far through diagnosis, traditional medical 
treatments, complementary therapies, and their emotional journeys subsequent to their 
diagnoses.  

	 The second art-making activity directed participants to use expressive imagination to 
attend to a specific aspect of their journeys that they wanted to emphasize or explore 
more deeply through art-making.  Participants were encouraged to use words, symbols 
and formal elements to describe and depict their experiences. 

	 After each of the two art making activities, group members were asked to prepare a 
brief written reflection on their art-making process and their art works.  Participants were 
invited to consider: what they noticed in their thoughts, feelings, body or senses as they 
created their art, and, how their art works may represent mental, physical, emotional, 
spiritual or energetic aspects of their experiences.  After each written reflection, 
opportunities were provided for individual sharing within the group.  Participants spoke to 
their experiences, describing their art works and processes. Art works were documented 
photographically. Written reflections were collected and group sharing was audio 
recorded.  Subsequently all were transcribed verbatim and served as additional sources of 
data.  

	 Following the small group sessions, research team members met and reviewed each 
participant’s art works.  A phenomenological approach was implemented to view, 
examine, intuitively perceive, propose and document potential meaning of the art works.  
This perception was articulated and documented with subsequent distillation of the 
essence of the image then compared and further supported and clarified by the data 
transcripts collected from the participants during the small group session.
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	 The role of the art-based aspect of this study is that it encouraged participants to tap 
into their creative intelligence and to tell their stories in meaningful ways that captured 
their experiences of navigating the health care system.  This approach enabled 
participants to make intuitive leaps in the telling of their unique stories; essentially, it 
promoted a more holistic rendering the essence of each participant’s story.

Data Analysis

	 Congruent with grounded theory methodology, theoretical sampling and constant 
comparison were employed (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Participants were included in the 
study until data saturation was achieved. Participants’ stories were used as the lenses for 
artwork interpretation. Both manual and computer (N Vivo software) analyses were 
performed. 

Results 

	 A grounded theory emerged that articulated the overarching dimension named 
Manoeuvring within the Quagmire.  Within this dimension, five elements were identified 
and named as follows: Receiving the ‘Big C’ Diagnosis; Straddling Two Approaches to 
Health Care Delivery; Exploring Health Care Options; Choosing CTs for Cancer Care; and 
Envisioning an Integrative Health Care System.  Participants actively engaged in 
self-reflection, honored their own intelligence, found ways to practice self-care within a 
complex health care environment and identified strengths and challenges within the 
existing health care environment. 

	 As a way of illuminating our research findings, two examples of the art work created 
by participants are offered. Participants voluntarily granted written consent for the sharing 
of their creative expressions during the research dissemination process.

	 Bryan’s first art work is a pictorial map of his cancer journey that includes a timeline 
with highlights of the events, stages and emotions attached; it moves from turmoil to low 
points and success all the while desperately seeking as he was unable to find the supports 
he needed in his home community.  He emphasized the frustration and feelings he 
experienced while also feeling fortunate for support of family and friends. He further 
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verbalized his turmoil, sense of abandonment and his subsequent search for supports and 
complimentary therapies.

	

	 Rebecca’s second art work reflected on her anger at the system that tells you to not 
get stressed after receiving a cancer diagnosis but does not offer resources for coping. 
She reported frustration with a lack of follow-up post diagnosis, lack of counselling 
support, lack of funding for complementary therapies, lack of information provided to 
patients, and concerns about the consequences of cancer treatments.  She depicted 
many questions associated with cancer care and complementary therapies.
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	 The results of this research are intended to locate the use of complementary 
therapies by those living with cancer within the broader health care environment and 
provide a beginning theoretical construct to inform evidence-based health care practice, 
as well as contribute to the highly relevant and growing body of scientific knowledge that 
focuses on increasing the quality of life for those living with cancer.  
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	 This workshop will describe the synopsis of the first year of an art therapy pilot 
program at Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, which took place in 2014 at the Odette 
Cancer Centre.   It was a two day pilot providing open studio art therapy to cancer 
patients waiting for chemotherapy, radiation therapy and outpatient clinic appointments. 
The intention was to provide support and relief to patients, families and companions, for 
the tension and monotony of waiting long hours for appointments.  A full day was 
assigned to both the cancer treatment facility and the specialized breast cancer unit, 
offering two groups a day. The successes and challenges of pioneering this program will 
be discussed as well as recommendations for the future of programs like this one.

Objectives:

	 The objectives of this chapter are to (i) provide a synopsis of a pilot project (ii) 
describe the nature of working in a treatment waiting area in an open studio style and (iii) 
describe the successes, challenges, current status and recommendations.

Risk

	 The risks involved in this chapter are exposure to images, symptoms and stories of 
cancer and illnesses related to the treatment of such disease.  There is also a risk that 
learning will occur!

Summary:

	 This chapter will be discussing the journey undertaken to pilot and create a 
sustainable art therapy program in a cancer treatment centre. The politics, policies and 
behind-the-scenes work that was necessary, could not have been accomplished without 
the support of all program managers and the funding raised by a very young previous 
patient and her friends to benefit the patients and their families/friends/companions 
waiting for cancer treatment. With their dedication, enough funds were raised to create a 
2-day program for one year.  A subsequent fund-raiser raised almost the same amount 
and the program changed to 1-day a week.  There is still hope that it can be expanded 
back to its previous 2 days and maybe even more. 
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	 The privilege of working with cancer warriors (those who fight and don’t give in) has 
been an enormous learning experience about them and me. The congruence of 
circumstances; environmental, emotional, medical and spiritual all intermingled in a 
fascinating and enlightening way that included the eternal privilege of being witness and 
partner to another person’s life and health. The ultimate objective was to provide a 
moment of emotional relief for each patient. The process that the patients went through is 
reflected in my own art.  I, as therapist; as a vessel, a safe harbour, a partner and a 
witness to lives lived. I hold onto to each patient until I no longer can. Then I let them exist 
in the art and the narrative I have to tell. Welcome to the journey that I embarked upon, in 
this one year at the Cancer Centre.

Description of facility

	 Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre was built as the first Veterans hospital in Canada 
in 1948 and is a comprehensive health sciences centre affiliated with the University of 
Toronto and a leading academic hospital. 

	 The Odette Cancer Centre is known to be committed to improving quality of life and 
strives to provide the best opportunity for cure and an optimal, evidence-based, tailored 
treatment plan. They are a highly specialized comprehensive cancer program, ranked sixth 
largest comprehensive cancer centre in North America. They conduct intensive research; 
provide the full spectrum of patient care and engage in education and community 
outreach (Sunnybrook, 2015).

	 The Sunnybrook Breast Rapid Diagnostic Unit (RDU) was developed to reduce wait 
times in the diagnostic workup of breast cancer, providing rapid assessment and tissue 
diagnosis for patients with clinical or imaging abnormalities that are highly suspicious for 
breast cancer. The program offers one of the largest, highly specialized breast cancer care 
teams in Canada. They are committed to prevention strategies, early detection and 
genetic counseling for hereditary cancer risk (Sunnybrook, 2015).
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	 The (PYNK) program for young women (aged 40 and younger) with breast cancer 
represent less than 10 per cent of all breast cancer patients but are generally more 
affected by the diagnosis.

	 Studies show younger women are more likely to have reoccurrences and are more 
likely to be diagnosed with aggressive disease. They are at greatest risk of psychological 
and social distress. On an emotional level, they often face diagnosis while coping with 
intimate early relationships, emerging careers, social isolation, and body image issues. 
They may have younger children which presents challenges of how to discuss the 
diagnosis and are more concerned with preserving fertility or the loss of fertility as they 
start a family (Sunnybrook, 2015).

	 The Patient and Family Support Program at the Odette Cancer Centre, is there to 
support patients, families and friends with a multi-professional staff that includes: 
dietician, social worker, psychologist, psychiatrist, occupational therapist, physiotherapist, 
chaplain, speech-language pathologist and now an art therapist. There is strong evidence 
that access to care given by patient and family support professionals can help with needs 
that go beyond medical treatment.

Patient Centered (Focused) Care (PCC)

	 In our theory-based practice (PCC), staff listen to, respect and value the patients’ 
perspective in decisions about care and services. PCC recognizes individuals and family 
members as unique human beings and aligns care and services, best practices, education 
and research in ways that enhance choice, understanding and access.

The elements of PCC:

• Respect for patients values, preferences & expressed needs

• Coordination and integration of care

• Information & education

• Physical comfort

• Emotional support & alleviation of fear & anxiety
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• Involvement of family & friends

(Parse, 1999).

Emotional/psychological impact of a terminal diagnosis:

	 The emotional and psychological adjustments that have to be made to illness and the 
multitude of losses that accompany it are immense. Consequently, emotional support 
needs to be available to the patient and their family from the time of diagnosis right 
through to the time when the patient is in the terminal phase. (M. Wood, 1998 p. 16)

When first learning that you have a disease that could drastically change your life, the 
impact is so harsh that even when there are good chances it will be treated successfully, 
grief grabs hold of you. The grieving process begins for potential loss, for unreachable 
future plans and for the ability to think about the future in unfettered ways. Intensive 
emotional treatment does not usually begin at this point; it is delegated for those most ill 
and struggling. It must be recognized that hearing a diagnosis of cancer requires 
immediate emotional intervention. We art therapists fit in there. We fit in all along the 
spectrum of illness, terminal or otherwise.

Media choice

	 Due to the nature of a high ratio of new clients versus returning clients, the art media 
did not have to be changed very frequently. In total, four types of art projects were 
designed planned and implemented.  There were modifications along the way as client 
feedback was incorporated.  Some media had a higher success rate and interest persisted 
past the anticipated length of time. The space provided also influenced media choice, as 
there was newer carpeting and finer furniture in the initial space.  There was no close 
source of water and storage space was located at the other end of the building. 

The main criteria for selecting the media involved:

• A media that could be mastered and completed in one session.
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• Low to moderate art skills involved.

• An esthetically pleasing product that would give them a sense of accomplishment while 
providing a legacy of their time spent in the endeavour.

The four media were:

I.	 Black card stock and Gelly Roll pens (plus one black Bristol board)

II.	 Keys (various sizes, metal and plastic, skeleton and old-fashioned), key stationary 
and fine and medium tipped sharpies 

III.	 Beading – initially for key chains, but then evolving into bracelets, earrings and 
necklaces

IV.	 Doll-making with body forms and various textiles (ribbon, pompoms, buttons,  	          
	 sequence, feathers, pipe cleaners....). We provided sewing supplies but also hot-glue   
	  guns for quicker fixing.

Session format

	 Two-hour long, open studio sessions were held twice a day (Mondays & Fridays from 
10 am-12 pm & 1:30-3:30 pm), in both locations (T1 and M6) in the Cancer Centre. Initially, 
space was secured in rooms, but they were a little distant for patients and families, so we 
modified our approach and sat right where they were waiting.  This brought greater 
exposure for the service and much scrutiny from all the people waiting around us.  I 
believe it made us less threatening and increased curiosity. We made sure to support the 
unique physical, emotional, spiritual and social needs of each individual. A supportive 
atmosphere encouraged families and patients to discuss feelings that emerged during the 
session.
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Solicitation

	 Participants were invited to engage in the art and bring their own unique creativity to 
the group. One art therapist and one volunteer were usually present. The need for a 
volunteer became apparent when the concept of soliciting clients arose.  Initially, patients 
and families did not approach our table at all, so it required going out and inviting them to 
join once an introduction was offered. This complicated the therapeutic role due to the 
inherent rejection of such an odd request in a public space.  When they declined, were 
they saying no to me, the therapist, or no to the strange service offered? Later, I could see 
they would avoid eye contact and the table due to the earlier rejection. It was much easier 
to have the volunteer solicit and promote the service.  They were often much better at it.  
One volunteer commented that it was easier to ‘sell’ the service then to promote 
themselves. Volunteers are better at promoting our credentials than we are often capable 
ourselves. This was clever insight into how we art therapists operate, whether in private or 
organizational practice.  Another person, who has a clear and in-depth understanding of 
our modality, could promote us better than we can often do ourselves.

Another effect that was noticed was akin to a ‘domino effect’, where if one person vocally 
declined and the others noticed, the rest would also decline.  I would often scrutinize the 
crowd and try to choose the person who seemed most likely to say yes.  As soon as I had 
one person at the table, the likelihood of others agreeing to come increased.

One component of our promotion plan was to have bookmarks as handouts when 
introducing the service or as take-aways for more information.  They proved to be 
invaluable.  Over the course of the year, we printed over 1200. At the end of the day, we 
could often find no more than one or two left behind, so people were actually taking them 
home. 

Locations

	 Mondays were spent on M6 with a folding table and chairs for 4 people. It was a 
smaller space and offered more intimacy.  Although more intimate, I must mention that we 
were directly under a digital screen with the local news channel on at full volume. Much 
like CNN, the news would repeat every half hour, and unfortunately the pilot program 
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occurred during the disappearance of an aircraft and the tunnel war in the Middle East. I 
personally found it irritating and obtrusive, until I learned to tune it out. For the first half of 
the year, there was no volunteer, but upon my request a volunteer was found. The average 
caseload was 2-12 participants per day. We, (myself or the volunteer) would approach 
approximately 20-30 people in a day on M6.	 	 	

	 Fridays on T1 had a table with chairs for 6. We used a folding cart to transport the 
supplies from one end of the building to our table at almost the opposite end. We placed 
the table in the walkway between about 60 seats among patients waiting for 
chemotherapy. The building consisted of three floors with a wide open atrium column from 
the ground to the ceiling.  This provided a constant white noise of voices. The tension of 
all the people waiting was palpable, but the white noise provided masking for the people 
at my table who spoke about intimate things. One participant mentioned my ‘cone of 
silence’, that when they sat with me, they didn’t feel all the others around them, they only 
felt my focus and presence and was content with that. I was surprised at the intimate 
details participants were willing to discuss while in such a public space.
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	 On T1, I had a volunteer within the first 2 weeks and was extremely grateful for the 
help. The average caseload was 12-24 participants per day; although I’m sure we usually 
approached more than 40 people. 

	 For each location there were duplicate supplies as they were too far apart to take 
them back and forth. They each had a locking storage cabinet and I was able to have a 
sign or poster to put up while I was on duty. 

Program Goals

	 In planning for this pilot, we discussed methods for extracting feedback and 
measuring the efficacy of the program. Although many great ideas were mentioned, it was 
agreed that the efforts of initiating the pilot would be enough rather than adding too many 
complicating factors. The goals and objectives were to:

• Provide opportunities for self expression through engagement with the art.

• Engage families and patients in a meaningful experience through discussion.

• Create an environment of social support where patients and families feel welcome, and 
are comfortable engaging with one another.

• Engage patients and families within the framework of a therapeutic relationship.

• Offer family members the opportunity to engage in self-care by attending a supportive 
program while waiting for treatment.

	 We were able to gather feedback in the form of two questions on the back of our 
consent form (whether they gave consent for photographing their art or not) during the 
process and documented it in their charts as an uploaded form. 
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Successes and Challenges

	 Measuring the efficacy of the program involved not only keeping track of the 
statistics, but incorporating feedback and making note of what was working well.  The list 
of success and challenges remained mostly the same for both years, with the exception of 
the decreased wait time on M6, which affected our ability to work with the clients. Below is 
a list of both qualities.

2014 Success (2015 same)

-	 Increase in caseload over time

-	 Serving a definite need

-	 Testimonials and written feedback from patients, families & friends

-	 Emotionally and esthetically pleasing art products

-	 Turnover of art supplies as indication of need

-      Documentation – e-charts and attaching consent and feedback

2014 Challenges

-	 Soliciting patient engagement (approaching strangers)

-	 Limited space and consequently supplies

-	 Constant promotion

-	 Dislocation from team

-	 Some aspects of promotion got lost between planning and implementation

-	 Communicating and being understood by a new team (we are different!)

-	 Planning how to quantify our successes

-	 Understanding the need and obtaining supervision from an experienced AT

-	 Documentation – learning a new system of e-charting (& accessing it)

-	 M6 Low attendance due to low wait times for appointments (2015 only)
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2014 Statistics

•  78 treatment days between Dec 2013- Nov 2014

•  686 / 78 = 8.79 average patients seen per day 

•  515 / 686 = 0.75  Therefore 75% of caseload were patients vs companions 

133 / 515 = 0.258 

381 / 515 = 0.7398

	 Therefore 26% were active carryovers & 74% new patients

2015 Statistics

	 	

• 	 18.5 treatment days between March 16th - August 17th 2015

• 	 171 / 18.5= 9.24 average patients seen per day 

• 	 111 / 171 = 0.649 Therefore 65% of caseload were patients vs companions 
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New 
Patients 

Active 
Carryover 

# of 
companion

s 

Total 
Patient 

Caseload 

Total 
attendance 

381 133 180 515 686

New 
Patients 

Active 
Carryover 

# of 
companion

s 

Total 
Patient 

Caseload

Total 
attendance 

78 33 60 111 171



	 	 78/ 111 = 0.702

	 	 33 / 111 =0.297

	 Therefore 30% were active carryovers & 70% new patients

Sustainability

	 This was a difficult section to complete because I had short points that I thought 
would be helpful for others when considering the sustainability of their new programs, but 
it turned into something much deeper. I almost got lost in the definition and parameters of 
what sustainability would actually mean for art therapy. There are resources and structure, 
but I realized that the most valuable resource lies in the therapist. The desire and passion 
the therapist has for the program and for the population is the driving force behind 
sustainability.  When we take ownership, and invest ourselves whole-heartedly, we can 
bring our eclectic and often esoteric service to heights that demand attention, that scream 
‘this is a necessity, not a frill!’ There I was, with the most minimal of supplies and space; 
enough to breathe and sit next to a stranger, and ask them to do something so foreign 
with me.  And to do this repeatedly, even in the face of rejection. The internal resolve and 
resources it took was a test of my mettle. I was not going to give up or bail on this!

 One actual definition of sustainability is “the capacity of a system to maintain output at a 
level approximately equal to or greater than its historical average, with the approximation 
determined by the historical level of variability” (Lynam and Herdt, 1989).  This definition 
reflects on maintained or increased production over time, taking into account possible 
variations. Extrapolating this definition and using it to reflect on art therapy and to look at 
the quality and quantity of the service over time I asked the following questions. Have we 
learned? Have we adapted? Have we improved? Are the numbers indicative of those 
factors and how can we measure it? We collected the data relating to attendance and 
written feedback on the back of the consent forms. One measure is quantitative and the 
other qualitative.
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	 Some concrete questions come to mind, and the answer below each reflects the 
sustainability factor.

1.	 Can this program continue at its current rate? 

	 The program shifted from 2 full days to one full day a week, which constitutes a loss        
	 of time, but the length of the contract was extended to compensate.

2.	 Are the resources needed for the future in place?

	 Annual fundraisers are required to finance the program, until or unless dedicated             
	 funding can be secured from the hospital.  The fundraisers are still passionate and               
	 willing to put their efforts into an annual fundraising event.

3.	 Will the resources meet future needs? 

	 As it stands, the money raised determines the amount of time allocated to the                       
	 program. Increased future needs are anticipated, but may not be met.

4.	 What are the organizational impacts and how important is the program to the                      
	 organization? 

	 Staff has become more knowledgeable about the program and more appropriate               
	 referrals are coming in. If the program were to stop, there would definitely be a                   
	 response from the clients. This is a very large organization, so it’s very difficult to                
	  weigh our importance.

5.	 Are we communicating the program to our stakeholders effectively? 

	 Promotion was on our minds from the beginning.  We planned for bookmarks,                    
	 posters, slides for digital screens in the hospital, in-services and even grand rounds.            
	 We accomplished three out of six, which were helpful, but all six would’ve improved           
	 outcomes. New bookmarks are still being designed, but not in use yet.

6.	 How will we continue to measure the success of the program?
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	 We are still using the metrics of attendance and feedback on forms that can be                  
	 included in electronic charts.

Some of the factual indicators of sustainability for both 2014 & 2015:

• 	 created a need

• 	 success of annual fundraiser 

• 	 Statistics maintained

• 	 Patient Feedback uploaded electronically

• 	 Requests for individual Art Therapy

• 	 Higher level of repeat patients and or caregivers

• 	 Positive feedback from other staff who are hearing from patients

• 	 Strong interest from Mental Health Staff ( Social workers, Psychiatry

Future Recommendations

After 2014, my recommendations were: 

• 	 To increase to 3 days (TG, T1 & M6)

• 	  Provide more in-services for staff

• 	 To have dedicated volunteer support at both locations

• 	 Design and implement a more effective campaign (digital, newsletter, book marks)

• 	 Dedicated ongoing clinical supervision

• 	 Better team integration by being included in staff meetings

2015 recommendations:

• 	 Increased services to include individual art therapy

• 	 Increased collaboration on cases with staff
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• 	 Providing services for in-patients at Odette

•      Increased art therapy available in various areas of Odette such as T1, TG (radiation)           

	 and Patient Family Services (Individual Art therapy)

• 	 Individual Art Therapy services provided as consultation and or as short term therapy        

	 in collaboration with Social work/ Psychiatry services

Therapists Journey

	 I can only speak for myself. The effect that this pilot had on me was manifold. I was 
amazed at the variety and meaningfulness of the art work each person made. I felt that 
they shared an intimate part of themselves with me. Each piece was unique and beautiful.  
They were not just cancer patients and family members, but whole people; fighters in their 
own rights. The trust given to me to witness someone else’s journey was an honour.

	 I made some art work along the way, and when I looked at the collection, these four 
pieces below very much captured the journey I was on during the pilot. The first picture 
(fig 1) was my hope to use my creative and compassionate nature to nurture and support 
the population I was going to see.  I felt spiritual powers radiating from my (healing) hand 
while swirls of comfort surrounded. The second picture (fig 2) was a scribble drawing in 
the first few weeks, trying to figure out where I fit in and how to integrate myself into their 
care.
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	 The third piece of art was a tipping point for my ability to cope with all the stressors 
that the patients were facing. I drew concentric circles that turned into a handless clock 
and wrote these words that I had been hearing from the participants: Inner ring - “This is 
torture. What is taking so long? Why am I waiting for so long? I don’t feel good and these 
chairs are uncomfortable”. Middle ring – “Blood tests. CAT scans, MRI’s. Ultrasound. 
Chemotherapy. Intravenous. Injections. Pills. Radiation. Vomiting. Hair loss. Burns. Tired. 
Weak. Dizzy. Frustrated. Sad”. Outer ring – “I’m waiting. I’m worried. I’m anxious. I’m 
scared. I’m tired. I’m weak. Time is dragging by but slipping away. I wait. I endure. I hope. I 
pray”.

	 I had recognized my need for supervision within the first month and asked for it, but 
after 4 months of unproductive suggestions and no concrete action, I decided to seek it 
out myself at my own expense.  I had worked with palliation for approximately 18 years, 
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but this population was coming home with me. I arranged Skype supervision (my 
supervision had moved far away) and it helped tremendously.

	 The fourth, (but not the final), piece of art was evidence that I bore witness to these 
peoples’ struggles.  That I could not be the vessel to hold all of their pain, but I could be 
witness, and for a short time, partner in their journey; matching my step with theirs.

Client Art
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Client Art

Large Bristol board that many patients contributed 
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Daughter of a patient reflecting on her relationship to her mother and other family 
members who had passed away. (Daughter is lower right butterfly, mother is upper left).

Trees were a common symbol (bare, isolated....).
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Spiritual and religious issues arouse.	

Trees were a common symbol 
(bare, isolated....).
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Mother and daughter both seeing oncologist.

Partner of patient created this representation of her. 



Thanks to:

Katherine Baldwin, Manager of Recreation & Creative Arts Therapies at Sunnybrooks’ 
Veteran Centre.

Andrea Lamont, Professional Leader, Creative Arts Therapies at Sunnybook.

Manisha Gandhi, Manager of Patient & Family support at Sunnybrooks’ Odette Cancer 
Centre

Anu Lala, Current registered art therapist in the program.

With their perseverance and support, this program was able to flourish.
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MCP: Art Therapy Images of 
Resiliency                                     

19
Curated  by Adler University,                            
Master of Counselling Psychology 
(MCP) students
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MCP: Art Therapy

	 Adler University introduced the Master of Counselling: Art Therapy program in 
September 2014. MCP: Art Therapy students immediately got to work and began 
providing Open Studios, Art Therapy groups, and Art Therapy workshops for fellow 
students, faculty, staff, alumni, and community members. MCP: Art Therapy students 
employ the practice of radical hospitality to encourage participation in art activities and 
foster a sense of community, as well as to provide education about the emerging field of 
Art Therapy itself.

	 The “Images of Resiliency” were created and curated by MCP: Art Therapy students 
in alignment with the theme of resiliency. Each student used a medium congruent to his or 
her style of expression. Mediums ranged from photography, to acrylic paint, to ink - 
illustrating each individual’s unique strengths and assets that he or she brings to the MCP: 
Art Therapy program.

MCP: Art Therapy Students

Lauren O’Keefe

	 Lauren O'Keefe is a second year Masters of Counselling Psychology and Art Therapy 
student at Adler University. After completing her undergraduate degree at St.Mary's 
University in Calgary, Alberta, she attended the Alberta College of Art and Design where 
she created this piece. The circle or ring is representative of resilience in its unwillingness 
to end. The ring, although hammered hundreds of times to form its shape, remains 
convincingly whole and continuous.
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Untitled



Cassandra Evans

	 Cassandra Evans is a second year Master of Counselling and Art Therapy student at 
Adler University.

	 The floral images are from a larger series of wildflowers. Cassandra finds a lot of her 
inspiration in nature; she finds the colours and textures particularly interesting. Cassandra 
loves wildflowers because they grow in the most unlikely places and conditions. It is an 
amazing reminder that even in harsh conditions you can find something beautiful to hold 
on to.
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Blue Bells

Boy Candy Tuft Calla Lillies

Pink Dahlia Silver Bush Lupines



Raman Samra

	 Some of Raman’s earliest memories as a child span back to sitting at the kitchen 
table and vigorously filling up her colouring book. Although having no formal training, she 
has been experimenting with art since she was a young child. Six years ago, Raman 
began attending Simon Fraser University to pursue a degree in Psychology and 
Counselling, where she discovered her love for acrylic painting. Raman currently attends 
Adler University where she is completing her Masters of Counselling Psychology and Art 
Therapy, combining her love of counselling psychology with creating art. Her paintings are 
an accumulation of pieces throughout her journey towards becoming an Art Therapist.
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Baby Breath Black Eyed Susan

Coming DownOutreach
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Major Depressive Disorder

Bipolar Disorder

Blossoms

Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorder

Schizophrenia

Panic Disorder

Paradise The FallSwimming Pools



Craig Lee

	 Craig Lee is a current student in the Master in Counselling Psychology: Art Therapy 
program at Adler University. Although not formally trained as an artist, Craig has engaged 
in creative pursuits for more than 15 years. The piece speaks to how resiliency requires the 
perseverance to stand in the face of adversity.

Elizabeth Ramsey

	 Elizabeth Ramsey is a current Masters of Counseling Psychology: Art Therapy 
Student at Adler University. The piece “Identity” was completed during her undergraduate 
degree in Fine Arts at the University of Victoria. 

	 “Identity” was painted with acrylic on canvas to encapsulate the duality of feminine 
and masculine expressions of the human experience. This abstraction of the human body 
in pictorial form communicates the strength found in the appreciation and expression of 
both female and male energies. This image embodies the human’s internal unbridled 
potential and so the innate resilient spirit we all carry. 

Identity

Resilience

Sprout
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Phenomenological Art 
as a Brain Map

20
Anna Dos Santos MA. MPCP, RPC.
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What does therapeutic art have to do with neuroscience?  It turns out to be quite a lot. 

	 The purpose of psychotherapy, and in particular art therapy, is to assist in mental 
health. Art therapists understand the need for clients to rid their imagination of suffering.  
Neuroscience, humankind’s current research frontier, dovetails in tandem towards this 
common goal. 

	 Countries, foundations, organisations and universities from all over the world are 
joining together in brain research like never before.  Hundreds of articles around 
neuroscience are published monthly, and books about the human brain and its functioning 
make the New York Times Best Seller list. Conversations about whether we are left or right 
brain dominant are as common as discussions around the daily weather report.

   Funding and human energy are poured into the neuroscience frontier.  Since President 
Barak Obama announced the BRAIN Initiative in April 2013, more than $400 million has 
already been invested in brain research by the Federal Government of the USA alone. This 
is a bold effort to revolutionize our understanding of the human brain and neurosciences.

     	 We are currently two years into the Brain Initiative project and the best is yet to come. 
Researchers are continuing to uncover new ways to treat, prevent, and cure brain 
disorders like Alzheimer’s, Schizophrenia, Autism, Epilepsy, and traumatic brain injury. 

    	  Psychotherapists make use of neuroscience’s principles to apply in their therapeutic 
approaches. Dr. Dan Siegel’s brain hand model is used on platforms everywhere to explain 
Interpersonal Neurobiology and Mindfulness (Siegel, 2010).  

    	  In an effort to allow a dance between neuroscience and therapeutic art making, this 
essay will unpack how therapists can use phenomenological art interventions to determine 
their client’s preferred way of thinking for effective cognitive communication and 
assimilation during therapeutic interventions - all in an attempt towards creative 
sense-making and emotional healing.

     	 Bergstrom describes the brain as “a system, a dipole, consisting of a 
chaos-generator and an order-generator. In between is the brain’s neurophysiological ‘self’ 
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where the effects of these generators interact” (1991, p. 162). She believes it is this 
interaction in the brain that results in humankind’s creativity.  

     	 Steven Levine sees our therapeutic ideal as art therapists as a freeing of the 
imagination, the possibility of a more creative life for the person and for the social world in 
which he or she lives.   We need to engage effectively with our clients in order to rid their 
imaginations from suffering and its pathology, which “takes the form of fantasies that are 
stereotypical, compulsive, repetitive and destructive of self and others” (1992, p.2). 

     	 When art therapists successfully apply neuroscience knowledge during assessments, 
therapeutic goal setting, phenomenological art interventions and explorations of themes, it 
has the potential to result in more effective and multilayered art therapy that can bring this 
ideal to life.  

     	 The brain is by far the most remarkable organ in the body. Kluger observes “It often 
seems that we have been trying to understand our brains as long as we have had them. 
An organ capable of art and insight, of wisdom and wonder, ought to look the part - 
somehow spangly and luminous.  Instead it is gray and lumpish” (as sited in Stengel, 
2009, p.97).  

     	 Sperry’s (1981) research found that the human brain mainly functions with two modes 
of thinking: the left or the right mode. This is particularly of interest to art therapists, 
because it will explain why clients will approach the images they create from various 
angles, and how they will communicate about the images in different ways. For example, if 
they have a preference for right hemispheric cerebral thinking they would create abstract 
images about real events.

     	 Pink (2006) explains the research of brain hemisphere modes, “Sperry found that the 
left hemisphere reasoned sequentially, excelled at analysis, and handled words.  The right 
hemisphere reasoned holistically, recognized patterns, and interpreted emotions and 
nonverbal expressions.  Human beings were literally of two minds” (p.14).

     	  Pink further believes that Roger Sperry’s research altered the fields of psychology 
and neuroscience forever. According to him, artists, who are often referred to as right brain 
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thinkers, also benefited from this research, in the sense that the flawed myth about 
superior left brain functioning over the “so called subordinate or minor right brain 
hemisphere, which we had formerly supposed to be illiterate and mentally retarded and 
thought by some authorities to not even be conscious, was in fact found to be the superior 
cerebral member when it came to performing certain kinds of mental tasks” (2010, p.13). 
Pink continues, “In other words, the right wasn’t inferior to the left.  It was just different” 
(2010, p.14).        

     	 Human thumbprints are unique.   We have now also come to understand that every 
person also has a distinctive brain preference profile or brain map that is personal and 
which is due to the circuitry and unique firing patterns of electrodes through the synapses 
to the neurons in their brain. Neuroscience has thus confirmed that the wiring of people’s 
brains is as exclusive as their individual thumbprints. 

     	 According to Fox (2012), “It is this delicate ebb and flow of circuits deep in our brain 
that shapes the contours and valleys of our personalities” (Introduction, para. 18). 
Knowledge and a cognitive alertness regarding brain functions, hemispheres and brain 
dominances are therefore relevant to art therapists and psycho-analysts alike. 

      	The clients’ individual brain preferences will have an impact on therapeutic 
interventions, interaction with the therapist, how they relate about their relationships, how 
they prefer to make decisions, and how they will communicate in the art studio.

     	 Hemispheric dominances have been a consideration in the psychiatric treatment of 
patients who were treated for depression. In 1997, a group of psychiatrists from New York 
State Psychiatric Institute treated 16 depressed patients with Cognitive Behavioural 
therapy.  Before the treatment commenced, each patient’s individual hearing preference 
and dominance was first determined.  After sixteen weeks of treatment the patients were 
assessed and the results were astonishing: Cognitive-therapy responders had twice the 
right-ear (left hemisphere) advantage for syllables when compared with non-responders 
[…]  The larger right-ear advantage in cognitive-therapy responders was due to better 
right-ear accuracy; they did not differ from non-responders in left-ear accuracy […] 
Right-ear accuracy for syllables was the best predictor of response  to cognitive therapy in 
a logistic regression analysis. The findings suggest that greater left-hemisphere advantage 
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for verbal processing is associated with more favorable outcomes of cognitive therapy for 
depression (Bruder, Stewart, Mercier, Agosti, Leite, Donovan, & Quitkin,  1997, p. 143). 
According to Bruder et al., these results were expected, due to the fact that Cognitive 
Therapy helps to re-activate the language (left) hemisphere (1997, p. 138).  

    	  From the above, it can be concluded that when people engage with 
phenomenological art making their hemispheric preferences and dominances could 
determine the outcomes of the therapy.

     	 When art therapists understand their own, as well as their clients’ preferred thinking 
styles, this knowledge not only assists towards solid therapeutic alliance building, but will 
also enhance effective communication and can guide the therapist as to how the client 
would like to interact with the respective art mediums or therapeutic approaches.  

     	 When creative whole brain approaches during the therapeutic process are 
implemented, meaningful reflections about the phenomenological art as well as the 
therapeutic process happens.

     	 Further research has shown that both the left and right brain processes could be 
divided in two definitive categories, which were then further explored to become four 
quadrants. It became obvious that, even though a person may be resilient in a certain 
quadrant, they might not seem to have equally solid preferences for all the processes 
associated with that quadrant. 

         	  We now understand that the human brain, with its two hemispheric preferences 
and four quadrants, also has at least eight dimensions for different processes.  The 
discovery of the eight dimensions of the brain assists extensively with regard to people’s 
preferred mode of knowing and doing (Neethling and Rutherford, 2004).   

     	 Insight into the processes of these brain dimensions allows for a more thorough 
interpretation of how a person comes to know or perceive the world they live in, and how 
they will then prefer to engage with the world, their art making, and every other aspect of 
their lives.
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     	 In addressing how people come to know, Edwards summarized the right and left 
modes of thinking under ten different categories, whilst Kobus Neethling, Neethling,& 
Rutherford (2004) developed an eight-dimensional model of thinking (p. 16-9).  

     	 Neethling’s research from four quadrants to eight dimensions in the two brain 
hemispheres revealed that each quadrant shows two distinct types of thinkers.  According 
to him, the eight dimensions profile may reveal that a person “is much stronger in one type 
of thinking style of a quadrant than in the other.  On the other hand, it may reveal a 
balance in the two types of thinking” (2004, p. 15).  

     	 Hannaford (1997) and Neethling, (2004) research revealed that people may have many 
dominance combinations in these dimensions. Hannaford’s research revealed 32 different 
functional combinations, which correlate with their hand/eye/foot and ear dominances. 

     	 Neethling and Rutherford’s (2004) research did not narrow the dominances down to 
different combinations, but found that: “an average or lower quadrant preferences in brain 
hemispheres will not impact people as much as what the high preferences would” (p.16). 
For example, if a person has a preference for linear left brain thinking, where language is 
processed, that person could simultaneously have a preference to engage with visionary 
activities, where the one will assist the other for logical and holistic integration, regardless 
of the preference for left brain activities.  

     Neethling’s 2004 research gave impetus, and provided the background for the 
development of the NBI brain preference assessments. The summary of his findings were: 
“The Left cerebral mode of knowing is rational and goal driven.  The left limbic mode of 
knowing is operational and practical.  The right limbic hemispheric mode of knowing and 
thinking is mostly concerned with our senses and how we engage emotionally and 
relationally with the world. The right cerebral brain quadrant’s way of knowing is mostly 
experimental and visual. This happens either in a strategic or imaginative way. Introversion 
and extroversion can be determined by processed in the right limbic brain quadrant” 
(2000, pp. 17-18).

	 Sperry’s (1981) research has indicated that people’s brains can be bilaterally 
integrated (two-sided), or homo-laterally specialized. According to statistics, 10% of 
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individuals in the human population show reversed handedness lateralization (Rogers, 
2013, p. 61). Rogers explains that a slightly asymmetrical brain would function better than 
a symmetrical one, as: “it allows for better cognitive performances” (2013, p. 61). 

	 It is still unclear why people have differences in brain lateralization. Rogers offers the 
hypothesis suggesting that there may be social ‘constraints’ that force individuals to align 
their asymmetries with those of the individuals in a group.  According to him the evolution 
of brain lateralization would occur in two steps: “First individuals became lateralized at the 
individual level, because of computational advantages given to the machinery of the brain 
by asymmetrical functioning, then individually lateralized organisms aligned the direction 
of their asymmetries when they started to interact in ways that made their asymmetry 
relevant to each other’s behavior”  (Vollantiga and Rogers in Rogers, 2013, pp.  64-65). 

  	 This means that people come to experience ‘preferred modes of knowing’ due to 
their genetics, socialization and social constraints, trauma, mentoring and an individual’s 
desire to develop skills in different dimensions.

     	 Even though the human brain is uniquely designed to be either bi-laterally integrated 
or homo-laterally specialized, our two-sidedness for vision, hearing, hand-eye 
coordination and whole body movement allows us to compensate with one side when the 
other side is lost or injured.  

    	 According to Rogers (2013) the most notable example for lateralization in humans is 
right handedness. Currently the nature of the link between right handedness and language 
is hotly debated (Corballis 2002, 2003, Vauclair, 2004 as cited in Rogers, 2013, p. 20).   

           When people experience through their senses, information is received at the back 
brain as an impress and must be processed to the front brain as an express. This implies 
the constant interaction between limbic and cerebral brain functions. When people 
experience stress or trauma this interaction changes.  Durr (2008) explains that every 
person has a different stress threshold.  Stress and trauma can cause the ‘switching off’ of 
especially the non-dominant hemisphere of the brain” (p. 32). Neethling in Neethling and 
Rutherford (2004) is of the opinion that trauma alters the outcomes of didactic 
assessments. 
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     From experience this writer has also observed how trauma affects clients’ 
phenomenological art making. I have also observed how having a stroke can affect a 
client’s perceptions and art images. During art making art therapists will be able to 
observe these changes if they are alert to the different brain dimensions and preferences. 

   Below follows a few short case vignettes, followed by the art expression and a summary 
of the person’s brain preference according to their art making. Permission to use these 
vignettes was obtained from the people who created the phenomenological art images.

Nika  

Type of case:   19-year-old woman, immigration and transitional issues

Brain Preference Dominance:  A right hemispheric brain dominance, in combination with 
left cerebral functions. 

Themes seen in the art:  Fragmentation, vulnerability

Core issue: Transition

Media used: Acrylic paint, ink, porcelain, glue, pen, ground corn, Rooibos tea 
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Presentation of the art phenomena:  

	 The art is presented as a map of Africa, broken Royal Albert tea cup fragments, three 
images of Springbucks, South Africa’s national symbol, jumping/ flying over the continent 
of Africa. These images were created with Rooibos tea leaves and white ground corn.

	 As a backdrop to the art image is a hand-written poem of Antjie Krog’s  “Country of 
Grief and Grace", a reflection of her impressions regarding the activities of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, during the post-apartheid era in South Africa. This happened 
during the time that Nika grew up in South Africa.

	 Nika has layered and integrated her images over the poems. Her drawings are simple, 
the colours sombre and muted.  In contrast to the muted tones and colours used, she 
completed the image with glued pieces of sharp shards of porcelain of what was an 
exquisite Royal Albert porcelain teacup. Her art piece is three dimensional.

Expression of art phenomenon as it relates to Nika’s brain preference dominance

Nika’s art expression was approached in a holistic and deeply intuitive fashion. This 
indicates a strong preference for right brain hemispheric thinking. The phenomenon was 
also presented in a way that indicates a preference for diagnostic as well as analytical 
thinking, which it to be found in the cerebral right brain quadrant.  This was observed 
through the handwritten poem that formed the first layer of the artwork: “Grief and grace”. 

     	  Nika’s lower preference for limbic left brain functions is revealed through the fact that 
she ignored obvious orderliness and intricate detail. She also defied logical preciseness 
and realism. But, when it comes to feeling orientation, Nika added different textures, 
fragrances and dimension to the piece. It shows a strong preference for and sensitivity to 
touch, feeling, and non-verbal communication.  These preferences are to be found in the 
limbic right brain quadrant.
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Kath

Type of case:   53-year-old woman, career change

Brain Preference Dominance:  An overall left hemispheric brain dominance with a high 
preference for intuitive right limbic functions.

Themes seen in the art:  Feelings of being trapped 

Core issue:  Career Transition

Medium used: Acrylic paints 

Presentation of the art phenomena  

In Kath’s own words and written reflection: 

	 I want to call this Blurred Lines. The image represents my transition from work in the    
	 ministry to life out in the financial world where I can breathe again. This piece focuses     
	 on my intense feeling of being trapped, as is indicated by the horizontal lines. The           
	 black and white colours represent religion – The Law. The lines are blurred,                     
	 representing a desert place where no grace is found.

	 Divine glory is represented in the lavish yellow ooze which is at war with the rigidity       
	 of legalism, and it comes through on the canvas ever so often.  Like the sun on a           
	 partly cloudy day, Love is spilled and leaks out between the lines but goes unnoticed   
	 in spite of the reality that it is a stark contrast. The red explosions represent to me the    
	 contrast between Love and rigid legalism.  The contrast is what I believe to be the        
	 contrast between what is truth and what is error. This represents the inability of the        
	 people that I worked with to accept whatever is discovered, knowing that if they             
	 looked and searched for it, it would be a step toward truth and freedom – something       
	 it seems they are unwilling to engage with. 
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Expression of phenomenon as it relates to Kath’s brain preference dominance

	 Kath approached her art making in a deeply intuitive yet very logical fashion.  This 
correlated with her dominant left brain preference, with a strong right limbic preference for 
intuition and introversion.   

     	 When her artwork was complete she first sat down to do some reflective journaling 
about the piece.  Her art piece was then presented with a formal title. It was clear that she 
enjoyed the fact that she could write and use words to express her image. She was crisp 
in her explanation and introduction of the image.

     	 Kath methodically worked with three colours in sequence and in a step-by step 
approach. The piece presents itself with definite structure. Kath seemed to know exactly 
what she wanted to see on the canvas.  It appeared as if she had a plan in place before 
she started with the work, and that she was deliberate not to deviate from it. She took 
great care not to ‘mess’ with the image or the paint. She used a piece of wood to make 
sure that her lines are the right distance from each other, and not to be out of balance.  
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    	  Kath was precise in her engagement with the art-work, and used both hands to press 
the wood with paint onto the canvas.  When she blotted the red paint onto the painting, it 
was purposeful and with intent.  

    	  The execution of the art-making appeared to be organized, logical and almost 
distanced and objective. Kath allowed herself only primary colours. Her work is clear and 
uncluttered.

     	 Initially her engagement with the artwork appeared to be approached from the left 
brain alone, until Kath revealed her feelings through her words and the description of the 
artwork.  It was at that time that her deep emotional engagement and intuitive sensibilities 
with the art came to the surface.  This is an indication of a high limbic right brain 
preference. The image was structured and Kath did not allow for mistakes or unexpected 
surprises, unless permitted and planned for.   This is an indication of a low preference for 
cerebral right brain functions, where people act on impulse or where high risk-taking is 
preferred.

     	 Kath’s image aligns with a profile of a person who has a strong preference for left 
brain functions in combination with and a high preference for intuitive right limbic 
functions.

Paul

Type of case: 58-year-old male whose mother recently passed away 

Brain Preference Dominance: An overall left hemispheric brain dominance in 
combination with a strong preference for upper right cerebral functions like synthesis and 
holistic integration.  He has a very low preference for limbic right dimensions, which will 
include person-intuit and inter-personal participation.   

Themes seen in the art:  Re-establishment of personal identity, boundaries and selfhood. 

Core issue: Self-identity definition.

Medium used: Acrylic paints and pastel. 
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Presentation of the art phenomena in relation to Paul’s brain preference profile

	 Paul’s strong preference for left brain thinking modalities in tandem with right cerebral 
functioning was revealed in his art piece, which came about after a stream of 
consciousness exercise.  

    	  At first he created a scribble with his eyes closed. The scribble was made with green 
and blue pastels.  Immediately after Paul opened his eyes to look at his image, he started 
to work on it to make it structured and contained. This is an indication that he prefers 
analytical linear thinking processes versus chaotic thinking.  His verbal reflection about the 
image revealed that Paul incorporated listening to his ‘inner voice’ whilst he made relevant 
connections on his image. 

     	 Paul preferred engaging with his art image in a logical, objective, diagnostic and 
clinical fashion. During the exploration of the image he refrained from words that describe 
his feelings.  He describes his created phenomena as follows:
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	 This image is a picture of who I am.  The black thick lines in the form of a pentagram           
	 indicate that I have definite boundary lines in my life.  These are fixed points that I            
	 don’t want to tamper with. The red parallelogram indicates the sacred space in my life    
	 and rests deep at the centre and heart of who I am. This sacred space is the holding        
	 place for my core values.  The blue circle is the fixed point of who I am, and what I        
	 don’t want changed in my life.  The blue colour also represents the impact of the             
	 Divine in my life. It happens everywhere and in every dimension of my life. The green          
	 squiggles signify life and life events. -  Life happens and therefore ebbs and flows               
	 around me.  But, whilst life happens with events that I can’t change, it cannot upset          
	 who I am and what I value as important.  Even though the circle around my life is              
	 strong and solid, the circle is not rigid.  It is a holding space that keeps life events in          
	 perspective but does not shake who I am and what I believe and hold dear in my life.

    	  Paul’s art image of a huge circle, representative of a mandala, is very balanced. 
Initially the image appears to be simple and somewhat uncluttered, until he explains the 
intricate inter-balance and rich symbols which he derived from the strong lines, squares, 
triangles and parallelogram which he has created. 

     	 His image presents that of a person with a high preference for logical and analytical 
as well as organized thinking, in tandem with a rich metaphoric inner landscape, which is 
indicative of high cerebral right brain thinking.  Paul’s image does not present a preference 
for left limbic people-orientation and feelings.

Mara

Type of case: 59-year-old female with depression and anxiety 

Brain Preference Dominance:  A right hemispheric brain dominance with a very high 
preference for right limbic functions in combination with a comfortable preference for 
strategic upper right brain functions. She has a lower preference for left brain thinking 
processes. 

Themes seen in the art:  Survival, brokenness, grief, overcoming amidst adversity. 

Core issue: Sexual abuse, domestic violence.

Medium used: Black ink and blowing with a straw on a smooth surface.
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Presentation of the art phenomena in relation to Mara’s brain preference profile

	 Mara presented her image as a large black tree, created with black ink that she blew 
all over the canvas with a straw.  She physically engaged with the image making and was 
immersed in the process. Her image is deeply inter-relational and people-oriented. This is 
indicative of a very strong preference for limbic right brain thinking modalities in 
combination with unstructured and imaginative visual idea intuition.  This happens in the 
cerebral right quadrant.  

    	  Mara was playful and she experienced the image physically, commented on the smell 
of the paint and linked the image to herself, her family and her history. This is indicative of 
a preference for cerebral right brain functions of synthesis and holistic integration.
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     	 When Mara engaged with left brain modalities whilst speaking about the image, it was 
logical and safety-oriented, filled with sentiment, reflective and induction. Her prose 
reflection is somewhat unsystematic and random, typical of a right dominance preference.   

	 I titled this image 'Thirsty Matronymic Metron Tree' as I was thinking of myself, Mom              
	 and Grandma. I recognize this to be a ’Matronymic’. In our lineage of courageous         
	 passionate women, we have managed to keep multiplying and going on, but we often      
	 partner with men that we try to rescue, and we can be guilty of staying too long as          
	 enablers, hindering the work that only God can do in that individual.

	 Quite the family tree. We have deep roots, and even though the roots are greatly              
	 challenged with serious struggles, such as to find the needed water, the tree              	
	  continues to grow strong in spite of adversity. It may look like the tree is dying but by      
	 observing the metron of the tree (the roots being wider than the branches); this                
	 means that the tree is a healthy tree. Yes the thirsty tree struggles relentlessly,                 
	 desperately seeking water in the dry parched ground. However the life giving water          
	 falls from heaven above, tears from the heart of God. God sees the tree and His heart     
	 is deeply touched. Not the outward tree as man sees but he sees the roots and the         
	 struggles. The Matronymic tree... the faithful, trusting and spiritually sensitive female     
	 ancestors keep the tree healthy by moving in the supernatural and trusting in Him. I           
	 love the fertility represented in the fanning out of the branches.  Sad that one branch         
	 landed on the ground and didn't make it. There is much multiplication going on and I      
	 see there is a breeze, representing the Holy Spirit at work, which exemplifies the               
	 beauty of the tree. This tree is one of a kind. The Matronymic Metron tree is filled with     
	 life and offers a safe place to families of vulnerable animals and nesting birds.

     	 In conclusion, by observing with an informed eye, the art therapist can apply 
neuroscience principles whilst the client engages with the initial art making process.  
Gaining information from the art making activity itself, the therapist can determine whether 
the client prefers linear and logical left brain processes in lieu of holistic and synergetic 
right cerebral brain functions.  

     	 More than that, the therapist can also conclude whether the client prefers abstract 
thinking and ideas to practical implementation.  The art making process further unveils 
whether the client prefers to process intuitively or analytically; with a people-orientation or 
whether the client prefers to communicate in an uncluttered and realistic factual fashion, 
void of emotional interference.
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     	 Putting all of this information together, allows the therapist to have a clear picture and 
understanding of the client’s brain preference and communication style, thus knowing how 
the client wants to be approached during the duration of the therapeutic relationship.  This 
results in effective interventions where solid therapeutic alliances can be fostered from the 
first intervention onwards.  

      	Solid and healthy therapeutic alliances are a precursor for good therapy to occur. 
Understanding how our clients prefer to process information is always relevant for the art 
therapist who is client centered. Effective communication during intervention sessions 
help to build and solidify therapeutic alliances. 

      	 If we know how our client prefers to think and process, we can determine accurate 
therapeutic interventions related to the client’s thinking style.  Relevant interventions 
implemented at the client’s pace and how they are most comfortable processing, is 
paramount if we want to work within the framework of a client centered approach. 
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“To truly laugh, you must be able to take your pain and play with it”.

Charlie Chaplin

	 In today's day and age we live in a global cultural melting pot, full of prejudice, 
superstition and even a noticeable trend towards growing racism. Furthermore, we are 
frequently exposed to hurtful offensive behaviors as a direct consequence of labeling.        
It is challenging for an Art Therapist, coming from a Western cultural-artistic-therapeutic 
background to appropriately diagnose and treat clients coming from vastly different 
cultural backgrounds, wherein they espouse varying values, customs, and beliefs. Ethically 
we are obliged, as it says in the Ethical Code of the American Art Therapy Association, 
“1.1.2 Art therapists will not discriminate against or refuse professional services to anyone 
on the basis of race, gender, religion, national origin, age, sexual orientation, or disability." 
(Art Therapy Credentials Board, p.2) yet, we do not necessarily have adequate training and 
understanding with which to be able to treat clients who are so different from us.

This paper shall address the following objectives:

•	 Connecting to our own cultural complexity and vulnerability as a tool to help us 	        	
        strengthen our empathy towards clients, relating both to their and our resilience.
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Figure 1: Soenam builds a tree of hope in the DROP IN – WIN WIN 



•	 How do we help our clients recover through using their own resilience? Let us start by                
	 acknowledging the understanding that there is more than one single story. Let us ask 
	  what is beyond the surface. Let us learn, read, and expand our horizon. As humans, 	 
	 we like what we know and are familiar with. – Knowing more will make us like more, 	
	  by expanding our art language. 

•	 Deepening our relationship with our clients by connecting to their world in a 	           
	 respectful way, with an open heart and listening with our eyes.

•	 Rituals as a means to join between cultures. 
•	 Looking to the future with hope.

	 The following are two examples which may be used to help empower cultural identity 
and to deal with in a creative and safe way with potentially unresolved issues of feeling 
different. They have proven to be effective, empowering resilience in families (I had a 
wonderful experience, using this with 3 generations together), groups and in individual 
treatment. 

Example One:

Sculpturing Full-Sized Human Figures 

	 The first page of this document will be sent or given to the participants in advance 
(about a week before the day of the workshop). The purpose of the handouts is for further 
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Figure 2: An Ethiopian boy creates a figure of 
himself at the DROP IN – WIN WIN Project

                                                   



processing, helping the therapist or, when working with adult groups as sheets to work 
through. They are meant to be handed out after the figures are created.

            Building of full-sized figures is a powerful tool which can be used as an 
intervention during therapy with individuals or groups who are preoccupied with issues of 
cultural identity and are in constant search for the meaning of life.

Objectives: 

 1. Issues of identity of all kinds will be touched upon.

2. The therapeutic relationship will be given a new meaning. 

3. Client and therapist have the opportunity to experience together, the effect of different                   
stimuli on bodily and mental memories. 

4. Observed results have the power to empower and improve self-esteem. 

Art supplies prepared by the facilitator:

Stands and sticks to hold all the figures.   

Masking-tape, string, wire, some paint/crayon/markers and paper bags, hangers.  

(Maybe some spare clothing for participants who forgot to bring their own).

What each participant should bring to the workshop:

When working with clients, you will encourage them to bring items from b and c (see 
below) only. The therapist should provide the rest. 

For workshops with students and professionals they can be asked to provider the entirety 
of the list for themselves. 

-One bag full of old newspapers

- a) Headgear: hat, wig or headscarf.

- b) Clothes "still warm from your body" (things you wore) like                                      

        shirt or dress with long sleeves,                                                                                                       
	 long pants or long tights/leggings,                                                                               
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	 socks and shoes or boots. 

- c) Personal accessories like a belt, jewelry, shawls, tie.

- (you will take all of this back after the workshop, undamaged)

- d) Notebook and a pen.

- e) Optional: Camera.

Length of workshop: 2-4 hours.

Preparation: 

                  Spreading stands, sticks and hangers and palettes with paint.

Process:

1.	 With masking tape or string attach hangers to the stick – at shoulder level. 

2.	 Insert stick into the bottom-half clothing i.e. pants, tights, or leggings. 

3.	 Stuff pants with crumpled newspaper.

4.	 Hang shirt or dress on hanger and stuff it with newspaper as well.

5.	 Paint face on plastic bag or paper bag and affixing it as the head on the top of the 
stick.

6.	 Add socks, shoes, wigs, gloves, hats and accessories …

Handout after Creating the Figures

1.	 You have created a person.

2.	 Please sit in front of her/him and focus on your person, quietly, for about two minutes.

3.	 After the observation time is up, please write some notes or thoughts into your  	              
	 notebook. When dealing with individual clients the therapist observes quietly together  
	 with the client at the "person" and then asks: "what do you see?" (Mala Betensky, 	    
	 1995)
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4.	 The following questions are guidelines for yourself; you can keep as much of this 	        
	 information as you wish to yourself and share as much or as little as you wish with  	
	  your partner, friend, the group or your therapist. In individual therapy the therapist        
	 might ask the client these questions:

You are the mirror to this person. She or he looks into the mirror and:

o	 What does she/he see? (Color, style, posture…)

o	 Whom does she/he see? (Name, male/female, age, religion…)

o	 What personal qualities, traits does she/he notice?

o	 What attracts her/his attention?

o	 What life stories will she/he tell?

o	 What message does she/he want the world to know?

o	 Which secrets does she/he want to keep and which not?

Working with groups:

5.	 After writing down your answers (or just thinking them through) please choose a            
	 partner.

6.	 The two partners sit first in front of one figure. Take a deep breath, both of you.

7.	 While both partners focus on the first figure, the one whose figure it is not should put      
	 all of his or her former experience aside. She or he should be prepared to be totally    
	  free and open towards their partner. The listener will be empathetic, attentive, silent,       
	 non-probing non-judgmental, accepting only; not asking any questions.

8.	 The creator of the figure shares with their partner as much or as little as she/he  		
	  wishes. 

9.	 After 6 to 8 minutes the roles are reversed. Both of you sit now in front of the second      
	 figure. Take a deep breath, both of you. 
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10.	 While both partners focus on the second figure, the one whose figure was the first to         
	 be observed puts all of his or her former experience aside. Now it is his/her turn to be    
	  the enlightened witness. 

Guidelines for mutual sharing between two partners:

o	 What did you learn from this experience about yourself?

o	 What surprised you?

o	 What did you learn by observing the work of your partner and listening to her/him?

o	 What are you choosing to share with the whole group?

o	 What are you choosing to keep to yourself, in agreement with your partner?

11. Sharing in the larger group

12. Discussion and conclusion.
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Figure 3. Spreading stands, sticks and hangers.
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Figure 4. Building the figure, 
by filling own clothing with 
crumpled newspaper.

Figure 5. Adding face and 
accessories.

Figure 6. Looking into the 
mirror in order to see.
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Figure 7. The power of art therapy: the group has doubled!

Figures 8, 9: Workshop with grandparents, their 
children and grandchildren.

Figure 10: At-risk 
teenager at the DROP 
IN- WIN WIN project.	



Example Two:

The Outsider

Art Therapy, Race and Culture

In this high place 
it is as simple as this, 
leave everything you know behind. 

“Step toward the cold surface, 
say the old prayer of rough love 
and open both arms.”    David Whyte

	 This workshop deals with multi-culturalism, immigration, the refugee or the stranger, 
and the unique characteristic of the group (family, school, tribe, country…).  The method 
was developed to sharpen the awareness of tension within a group (due to prejudice and 
intolerance towards the “other”), to cope with power issues and to instill tolerance and 
respect and strengthen resilience. 

           Participants will be invited to work with plasticine in four to six subgroups. 
Group dynamics will be stimulated and simulated, with a factor of surprise, or is it a factor 
of frustration?                                                                                                   

Objectives:

1.	 Creating together something which is three-dimensional, by squeezing, pinching,           
	 poking the material, adding and connecting parts or cutting away excess to reveal a  	 
	 desired form as a non-verbal, non-threatening sensory experience.

2.	 Participants will learn a method which helps raise awareness towards issues of group   
	  dynamics, family constellation and different roles. Is there a leader? 
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3.	 Any unexpected reactions affecting anyone in any group which were due to the                   
	 therapeutic intervention will be experienced and processed.

4.	 A discussion, first within the subgroups, followed by closing remarks in the big group  
	 should lead to a deeper understanding of, as well as facilitation of empathy and           
	 compassion towards the outsider.

5. Applicable in any groups (from schoolchildren to the elderly). 

6.

Length of time for the workshop: about 2 hours.

Number of participants:  20 - 25.

	 	 Art supplies: 

Plasticine in 4 – 6 different colors (depends on number of

                        participants, 4-5 people per sub-group). 

                        For each sub group, about 1 kilo of plasticine is needed.

                        The colors: White, black, yellow, red, blue and green.

                        (The colors, besides white and black can vary in shades like 

                        red, pink, dark red…="family", light blue, ultramarine blue,                                                                        
	 	 	  turquoise…="family")          

Work on 4 – 6 tables (one for each group) with chairs around the table. 

Preparation:

In the middle of each table 1 kilo of plasticine is placed, each table with its own 
color-"family".
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Process: 

Participants are invited to sit randomly around the different tables and to knead the 
plasticine (which is usually hard before using). This is a good warm up.

1.	 The facilitator explains: "you are going to make a group artwork with this material.         
	 You might want to first plan what to do (like a village or a playground or…) or            	  
	 alternatively you may decide just start together and form something which you create     
	  along the way. I warn you: I will frustrate you at a certain point of your process."

2.	 While the group is planning and working together, the facilitator observes how they       
	 communicate, who is the "leader", the one who has everyone's attention while the        
	 others listen (or not)… She/he will wait until a "group-patriotism" is created, until they       
	 have formed some kind of a community. 

3.	 Then (about after 10-15 minutes) She/he announces: "Stop"(here comes the                  
	 frustration!). She/he goes to table one, invites the "leader" to pick up a piece of  		       
	 plasticine and come with her/him to table two. There she/he invites the "leader" of       
	 table two to accompany him/her – with a piece of plasticine -  to table three, and     	    
	 "leader one" sits down on "leader two's" chair. And so on. The "leader of the last           
	 table takes the chair of "leader one" at the first table.

4.	 No words of explanation aside from: "go on working on your group artwork".

5.	 The groups will react in different ways to the loss and to the newcomer; the "outsider"   
	  and you, as the facilitator do not interfere. The groups will continue working for some   
	  more time until the facilitator tells them to stop. 

6.	 Now comes the stage of the discussion:                                                                                    

        You will hand out the following sheet – one to each table: 

7.      For closing remarks, each group choses one speaker to share their learning                      
	 takeaway with everyone.
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For the "refugee" For the group

o	 How was your first group functioning before 

the intervention? 

o	 What happened to you due to the 

intervention?

o	 How did you feel leaving your group?

o	 How did you feel leaving the artwork?

o	 Which metaphor would you use for yourself?

o	 How did you feel in the beginning, being in a 

new location? 

o	 What happened to the artwork due to your 

getting there?

o	 What would you advise in order to improve 

the tolerance and acceptance of an outsider, 

refugee, stranger, immigrant…? – Did they 

welcome you or would you rather have been 

treated differently, how?

o	  What is your learning experience takeaway 

from this workshop?

o	 How was the group functioning before the 

intervention?

o	 What happened to the group due to the 

intervention?

o	 How did you feel when one of you left your 

group?

o	 What happened to the artwork when she/he 

left?

o	 How did each of you react with the arrival of 

another?

o	 How did you feel with the arrival of another?

o	 Which metaphor would you use for the loss 

of a member and for the joining of a new 

one?

o	 What happened to the artwork of your group 

as result of the addition of a new person?

o	 What was the process of your art creation like 

from the beginning through the intervention 

and until the end?

o	 What would you suggest in order to improve 

the acceptance of a stranger – and outsider – 

a refugee?

o	 What is your learning experience takeaway 

from this workshop?

THE OUTSIDER – QUESTIONS FOR A GROUP DISCUSSION
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“The only normal people are the ones you don't know very well”

Alfred Adler

	 Today I would like to speak to you about Cultural Complexities and Art Therapy.  After 
describing how I and others define the issue, I will present you with some experiences of 
resilience, recovery and Art Therapy in the public space, in my studio and in a project at 
the Haifa University.

	 How can we affect some change to Stereotypes and Prejudices?

	 We can begin by remembering: having prejudices is human. We do not need to feel 
guilty about having them. Being aware of them is the first step towards our intention,  
overcoming them. First, I will try to describe some cultural complexity factors. And then, in 
the second part I will show how art, as an intercultural language, can bridge over 
misunderstandings and make a change, because art instills hope.

Allow me to introduce myself:

I am a Jewish female, living in Israel,

but I have also a Swiss passport.

Just by looking at me which categories would you put me in, what box would you put me 
in?

	 I grew up under the impression of the Holocaust and closed borders everywhere to 
the Jews. Therefore, my partner and I decided to live in Israel, the country unconditionally 
open to Jews.

	 I feel a deep sorrow about what is happening today in the world. Hatred, racism, and 
intolerance abound, all mostly instilled by xenophobia – fear of anything that is different 
than ourselves. The Syrian and African refugees, the Blacks, the Jews, the old, the 
handicapped are all depreciated.
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	 To say, Negro, Indian, Jew … is not politically correct, but this is semantics only. 
Using the term African Canadian, or First Nations or Jewish is often not less pejorative, it 
depends on attitude, tone and context. The HOW or the WHAT -  that is the question. 

	 Let’s ask ourselves: how would I approach this woman?   

	 And this one, at first meeting? 

What are the intuitive thoughts, associations, when seeing this client? What feelings come 
up when he enters your studio? 

	 Let me tell Arna's story, as an example of cultural complexities:

    My friend Arna Mer Khamis was born in 1930, in a little town in the north of Israel. Mer's 
father was a scientist of Russian descent who pioneered the study of malaria in Palestine. 
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The client who drew the gate to Auschwitz concentration camp is a 16 year old 
girl of Yemen descent.  She is identifying her own trauma with the Holocaust.  



Arna Mer married (Saliba Khamis), a Christian Arab, a journalist and a leading member of 
the Israeli communist party. They had three sons, Spartacus, Juliano and Abir.  I witnessed 
their lifelong struggle for identity. Were they Arabs, were they Christians, Jews or 
communists?

	 Arna and I studied together in 1981 in the first class of art therapy at Haifa University. 
We worked together in the government hospital; I was in the psychiatry unit and she in the 
children's department. There I could observe how Arna welcomed kids, some of them all 
alone, with no parental accompaniment (too many children and work at home). They came 
sick and scared, and Arna, with her shining eyes, open arms and heart, and amazingly 
creative spirit, reinvented our profession for each child and each situation as if it were new. 
She worked in Hebrew and Arabic and wordless. I saw her in high school, in a class of 
special education. All the kids were drop-outs, they just came to school for their math 
class through the arts with Arna. Like the Pied Piper of Hamelin, Arna led the children 
away from the streets and they went after her and her magical inventive personality.

	 Arna went public in 1987, during the First Intifada, the popular uprising of the 
Palestinian against the Israeli occupation. She went to a refugee camp, covered long 
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streets with paper and invited the whole population to paint on the huge canvas together. 
With her son Juliano, she established a children's Theater, believing it possible to prevent 
violence by transforming accumulated frustration and rage into art. In 1993, Arna 
Mer-Khamis was awarded the alternative Nobel Prize. Arna was an Art Therapist, an Artist, 
Poet, Humanist and my good and loyal friend, which made it all the more difficult to say 
goodbye to her in 1995, when she died on her 65th birthday.

	 Juliano Mer Khamis, her son, was gunned down by an unknown assassin on April 
2011 outside the theatre of his and his mother's creation.    

	 Arna and her family were outsiders in their community. Often they felt like refugees, 
strangers, not belonging to anything or anyone, even rejected and hopeless, but they 
showed an astonishing resilience towards their hostile environment.

Short intermission:

	 Think for a moment about your life, consider if you have ever felt different, foreign, as 
if you do not belong, an outsider, a refugee, and tell your neighbor sitting close to you: 
Which stereotypes were attached to you?

Did you experience yourself having prejudices?

Whether and how can these potentially be expressed within the treatment studio?

	 I was inspired by the book of Pamela Hays "Cultural Complexities in Practice", where 
she builds her theory on the following list. As a result of it I will relate to the different facets 
and tell you some stories.
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ADDRESSING CULTURAL COMPLEXITIES IN PRACTICE                                                 

• age and generational influences- children, elders;

• developmental disabilities;

• disabilities acquired later in life (for example from accident)

• religion and spiritual orientation- people of Muslim, Jewish, Buddhism,             
and other minority religions and faith;

• ethnic and racial identity - people of Asian, Pacific Island, Latino, Arab, African, 
African American, and MiddleEastern heritage; 

• socioeconomic status - people of lower status because of occupation, 
education, or rural habitat;

• sexual orientation – gay, lesbian, and bisexual people;

• indigenous heritage- American Indians, Alaska Natives, FirstNation, Inuit,          
Metis...

• national origin – immigrants, refugees, international students;

• gender – men, women, transgender people (Hays, 2011).

1.  Age and generational influences – children, elders; 

	 Are you a digital native (under the age of about 40) or a digital immigrant?. Are you a 
caregiver of elderly parents? Live with your grandparents whose culture and tradition 
influence your life – and in what sense? Or are you a parent of one or many children, live 
alone or in a tribal community?...
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2. Developmental Disabilities. 

	 Our colleague and my friend Jonnie, 17 years ago became a father to the wonderful 
Mika, who was born with a severe case of cerebral palsy. She has had to undergo many 
painful and intrusive medical interventions and surgery, but thanks to the respect she feels 
on a daily basis she is able to be a positive, psychologically healthy member of her family.

 3. Disabilities acquired later in life.

    We know how strongly Frida Kahlo's paintings were influenced by her lifelong suffering 
with health problems, many of which were caused by polio at age six and a traffic accident 
she survived as a teenager. Recovering from her injuries isolated her from other people, 
and this isolation influenced her works. But, I could also categorize her under sexual 
orientation as uncompromising feminist, or as a symbol of Mexican and 
indigenous tradition. 

4. Religion and spiritual orientation. 

	 In therapy we are constantly trying to explore any and all avenues which can be used 
as coping resources.  Spiritual beliefs can be a tremendous help in coping with pain.
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5. Ethnic and racial identity 

	 Such as people of Asian, Pacific Island, Latino, Arab, African, African American, 
European American, and Middle Eastern heritage.

6.  Socioeconomic status. 

	 People are distinguished by upper or lower status according to occupation and 
education.;

7. Sexual orientation – 

	 heterosexual, LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer). People can 
raise many questions like: "queer" is this a matter of sex or a political statement? 
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8. Indigenous heritage 

 	 American Indians, Alaska Natives, First Nations, Inuit, Metis. At the last Art Therapy 
conference I was given the honor to take part in a spiritual indigenous ritual in awe of 
nature held in the middle of a forest. It was a profound lesson how not to take all the gifts 
nature gives us for granted and to be humble and thankful.

9. National origin. 

	 The Arab Israeli painter and performance artist Farid Abu Shakra, born 1963, is 
continuously preoccupied with the search of his identity and inner truth. Art is his 
language: its universal and personal meaning; enables him to express his own denotation 
(identity).
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Abu Shakra (2011) created an artwork while performing at the Haifa Museum of art: he tied 
his personal Keffiyeh with my husband's Tallit. In the pictures they seem glued together. 



	 The Palestinian keffiyeh is a black and white scarf that has become a symbol of 
Palestinian, in the conflict with Israel. A tallit is a Jewish prayer shawl. The tallit is worn 
during the prayers. 

	 My 17 students, are all studying at the University of Haifa International Art Therapy 
MA Program, come from 10 different countries, speak 10 different languages and belong 
to 4 different denotations. (religions).

10. Gender. 

Men, women, transgender people.  

	 Malala Yousafzai is a Pakistani activist for female education and, at aged 17, she is 
the youngest-ever Nobel Prize laureate. At the age of 11 she started to write a blog about 
her horrible life in the shadow and threat of the Taliban, that had at times banned girls from 
attending school.  She was a determined and courageous critic of the Taliban regime, 
which made her 2012 a victim of a cruel attack, when she was shot in the head. 
Miraculously, after being treated in hospital Malala survived without major complications.  
Her recovery took many painful months and various surgeries, but she did not surrender. 
In May of 2014 Yousafzai was granted an honorary doctorate by the University of King's 
College in Halifax. 
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	 Here they did it again! Look how insensitive an unintentional act can be! Did they 
have to glue the 40% spitefully on Malala's head?  (In the picture on the presentation you 
see her book with a sticker of 40% discount glued exactly on Malala's head).

Art is an intercultural language 

 I wish to show you, through my project, named “DROP IN-WIN WIN” at the University of 
Haifa how art becomes a bridge to the others’ heart. 

	 In the framework of this project I brought together dozens of street children – from 
various Jewish and Arabic backgrounds. Under my guidance, students treated the kids 
with Art Therapy, one by one and in groups. The results were quite astonishing, as you can 
see in the video. When there are no words, or when words are a threat, then art can be a 
safe alternative to verbal communication: 
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	 To tell the story; to find a way to reality, when the world around is crazy; and as a way 
of acknowledging each other –   do you see me? 

Yes I do!          

	 And searching for identity – and finding
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	 Let me tell you story about a treatment in my studio: Grandpa Jacob is a speaker at 
his grandson's Bar Mitzvah, blessing him. All of a sudden words just disappear –total 
black out. Embarrassed, he somehow finds the strength to get off the stage, sure that this 
is his end.His children are deeply concerned. They bring him to a psychiatrist, a specialist 
for gerentology. After some tests they are told that unfortunately this memory loss is a sign 
for the beginning of Alzheimer, and they are given medicine for him. 

	 A nurse of his village takes part at a course for geriatric professionals.  
Enthusiastically she encourages him, to get help in addition to the psychiatrist, to also 
seek help from an art therapist. And actually from here our story begins. 

	 After creating his first painting, I started to ask Jacob some open ended questions 
about his past. Maybe Holocaust, maybe child experience, maybe trauma?  I understood 
that there was something hiding underneath. 

	 Jacob's reaction was physical: his eyes started to shed tears; he cried bitterly and 
said that this was the first time in his life that anybody asked him about his past. That he 
had never ever told anybody what he was telling me. And out came the story of childhood 
sexual abuse in his homeland by a member of his family. He suffered with this abuse for 
many years, it stopped only when he was thirteen – exactly the age of his grandson's Bar 
Mitzvah. 
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And finally 
liking ….me! 



	 From that point on the therapeutic process was focusing on recovering from his 
trauma. The result is not only that his memory is absolutely clear, but the same grandpa 
Jacob, a grey and humble widower, wrote a book, married his childhood sweetheart, 
changed his grey shirt with into a purple one with a green tie and put a funky beret on his 
head. At the age of 94 he died creative, happily in love and without Alzheimers.

	 What changed? How easily we can fall into the trap of stereotypes, that age is always 
an illness, a memory loss. 

	 We as therapists must stand above stereotypes, cultural prejudices and the imposition 
of various categories.

	 The mosaic, which is the information about the persons set in front of us, and their 
cultural complexity, is never perfect. There will always be a missing piece!

	 We will listen with our eyes; continue to observe ourselves in relation to the diversity 
of the other. We will not stop learning; accept with open arms, an open mind and an open 
heart.

	 Together we will make the world a better place.
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Soenam builds a tree of hope in the DROP IN – WIN WIN 
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	 When considering the nature of resiliency in Japan, Blasiak, Okayasu, and Matsumoto 
(2012) referenced a Buddhist saying that “people living together are like stones in a bag. 
Over time, the close contact rubs away the rough edges, leaving behind beautifully 
polished stones.” (para. 19) They suggested “this can also be a metaphor for community 
resilience in which a group of individuals are constantly strengthening one another through 
their close interactions.” (para. 19)

	 Blasiak et al. described a remarkable demonstration of resilience as the community 
pulled together following the intense destruction of the Great East Japan Earthquake and 
Tsunami of 2011. In contrast to the riots and chaos that occurred following Hurricane 
Katrina in New Orleans for example, they described that in Japan there continued to be a 
sense of order and the community stayed intact as people supported each other with 
compassion and generosity. They posited that this community resiliency could result from 
religion, society, and nature seeming to have grown together, based on prevailing Shinto 
and Buddhist beliefs in Japan being “inextricably tied to nature”, and traditional society 
being “shaped around harmonious human–nature activities” (para. 2). 

	 Resiliency in Japan can be said to be a result of their dedication to community and 
the importance of interpersonal relationships. Japanese people often value social harmony 
over the more Western value of independence (Essame, 2012; Roan, 2011; Sue & Sue, 
2013). As Roan (2011) pointed out, this may means somewhat subjugating personal 
desires, which “may be why there are few reports from the stricken areas of looting, 
violence, scams or people trying to take advantage of each other” (para. 9).

	 Many people in Asian countries hold interdependent values with respect to 
self-definition that differs significantly from Western concepts of individuality. Japanese 
concepts of selfhood are described as inseparable from interrelationships and social 
experience; this view leads people to identify with their larger social context as part of self 
(Essame, 2012; Sue & Sue, 2013).  From this perspective, taking care of others is a form of 
taking care of the smaller self within it, and the concept of health relates to experiencing 
harmony and balance in relationships. 

	 A study by Nishi, Uehara, Kondo, and Matsuoka (2010) on the Wagnild and Young’s 
Resilience Scale (RS) provide one example of how Western cultural centric values may 
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overlook different cultural values and generate inaccurate assessments. Nishi et al. 
studied the reliability and validity of the use of a version of the RS in Japan. The 
components of the RS scale measure positive mental health using self-efficacy and 
self-esteem as determining characteristics of resilient people. They described a common 
belief among clinicians that coping self-efficacy, the belief in one's own ability to manage 
posttraumatic recovery demands, is an important predictor for psychological adjustment 
to a variety of traumas. In this view, “the presence of positive features of mental health 
such as optimism, vigor and self-confidence were a better indicator of remission rather 
than the absence of the depressive symptoms” (p. 1). To measure these qualities, the 
Personal Competence factor in the Resilience Scale consists of items thought to measure 
self-reliance, independence, determination, invincibility, mastery, resourcefulness and 
perseverance. 

	 Nishi et al. (2010) noted that on the surface these statements might seem reasonable 
in that they are common indicators and measurements of people in North America, 
however, a significant flaw in this theoretical perspective and clinical assessment is that 
these are not qualities that are valued in countries that hold deeper regard for 
interdependence, such as Japan. In the outcomes of their study, Nishi et al. found that the 
mean scores for the Japanese respondents fell far below healthy scores found in the U.S. 
To put the outcomes into context, they provided Wagnild and Young’s description that:

	 scores greater than 145 indicate moderately high to high resilience, scores between        
	 121-145 indicate moderately-low to moderate levels of resilience, and scores of 120      
	 and below indicate low resilience. In fact, the mean score of patients with bipolar          
	 disorder in the United States has been shown to be 120.75. (p. 4)

The mean score for the Japanese on the RS was 111.19. Given the incredible resilience 
demonstrated by the Japanese in their response to the Tsunami, Nishi et al. concluded the 
outcomes suggest that the RS measurement is not culturally sensitive. The authors 
posited that the results might stem from Japanese repressing positive affect and cite 
sampling procedures in the study as a possible limitation.

	 If we look at the Resilience Scale itself, the characteristics measured identity 
resilience using individualist traits. The RS does not measure characteristics many people 
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in Japan deem as healthy, nor does the scale capture goals appropriate for their cultural 
value system (Essame, 2012; Sue & Sue, 2013). This study outcome highlights a need in 
the mental health profession for increased sensitivity in defining health, generating 
assessments, and designing therapeutic interventions. In a response to this study, Nishi et 
al. (2013) adapted the questions asked in the Resilience Scale to better reflect the 
Japanese cultural value system and they appear to be continuing to work with their 
adaptation.

Multicultural Fluency

	 Within the mental health field there is awareness of the ethical need to increase 
multicultural competency. Doby-Copland, Talwar, Vance, and Potash (2013) wrote, 
“individual and organizational multicultural competence is fundamental to ethical 
professional practice, and is the foundation for proficient art therapy practice” (para.2). 
Yet, some multicultural models sometimes fix the idea of culture as a static and cognitive 
construct. In order to become more culturally sensitive therapists when working with 
people who hold different cultural values, we may need to reconsider the idea of 
competency and turn rather toward the concept of multicultural fluency.

	 There is growing awareness that it is ineffective to gather knowledge about culture as 
if it is a static thing we need to understand (Kapitan, 2015; Lebaron & Pillay, 2006). A 
problem in some multicultural models is the tendency to locate efficacy within the 
therapist and to objectify the client through generalizations and identified traits, which 
places the “other” in boxes that we then work with (Kapitan, 2015). This attitude has the 
capacity to maintain a cultural centric approach, which can serve to maintain oppression 
(Sue & Sue, 2013). An alternative is to view culture as a constantly evolving human 
interaction. 

	 Lebaron and Pillay (2006) use the metaphor of a river to define culture as a fluid 
concept that is constantly changing. This view advocates for a constant negotiation of 
different perspectives that come together in any exchange between people, rather than a 
fixed idea about values and practices. They argue that conflict is a normal and natural 
state in interpersonal interactions due to a multitude of differences in how the world is 
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viewed. To address this conflict in a sensitive manner a person maintains a willingness to 
continuously negotiate meaning. 

	 Gaining knowledge about a culture is the most basic part of understanding difference 
and does not constitute competence; the real challenge of competency in a multicultural 
framework is the ability to self-reflect (Doby-Copland, 2013; Sue & Sue, 2013). Turning the 
lens back on oneself in order to understand our values, assumptions, and socially 
constructed interpretations of our experience and meaning-making is how competency is 
practiced; to internalize the idea that people have diverse perspectives generates 
proficiency, rather than competence. The task is to cultivate a critical consciousness 
through self-reflective awareness (Kapitan, 2015). In this view, therapists hold an 
awareness of who they are and what they bring to any interpersonal exchange; they 
engage in a reciprocal relationship to develop meaning. This approach promotes cultural 
fluency rather than competence, through an emphasis on dynamism, flexibility, 
vulnerability, and humility.

	 To practice multicultural fluency the therapist maintains curiosity, humility, and the 
willingness to not know. The concept of “not knowing” is familiar to art therapists that 
embrace the hermeneutic concept of reflecting on interpretations within the context of a 
situation. It is a familiar concept also to art therapists to invite their clients to be the 
knower of their own symbols and invite them to make meaning of their work. What is 
sometimes overlooked however, is the systemic bias through which the therapist receives 
information and plans their treatment approach. It is not enough to gather knowledge 
about the values of others and self-reflect on our assumptions and interpretations; it is 
essential that we turn the lens even more deeply so as to question the very theories and 
interventions historically used in psychotherapy. 

	 Psychological theories, assessments, indicators of health, and interventions in 
therapeutic relationships often stem from Western-European concepts. When working with 
people with differing cultural values these approaches may not only be ineffective, but 
harmful and serve to maintain injustices. Therapy that meets the needs of diverse people 
may require developing an understanding of differences between Individualistic and 
Collective systems of thinking, for example, as identified in the resiliency study in Japan 
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described above. Western determinants of resiliency cannot be assumed to be the same 
as those valued in people with differing cultural values. To increase cultural fluency we 
need to understand different systems of thinking and styles of communication, while 
paying attention to the intersectionality of ideas. 
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	 As art therapy educators, raised and educated in North America, how do we design 
art therapy training programs for Japanese students who want to become art therapists; 
ones that are relevant and useful to them? If we are indeed committed to promoting 
cultural fluency, rather than competency as Lummis has stated above, how do we share 
our knowledge, and create a meaningful educational space? How do we avoid the 
common pitfalls of imposing ideas, based on years of clinical experience working with 
North American students and clients?

	 Dr. Marie Claire Heffron, a psychologist, leading author and infant mental health 
clinician at Oakland Children’s Hospital, writes about Reflective Mentorship and 
Supervision, a model we find applicable to our role as art therapy educators in Japan. 
Originally, it was a “best practice” model for organizations that intervene and provide 
social services and clinical treatment to vulnerable families and children (Zero to Three, 
National Center for Clinical Infant Programs). It is designed to assist in providing the 
highest quality therapy to vulnerable and complicated families, keeping well-trained staff 
and therapists from burnout.

Heffron’s model (2003) includes the following key principles: 

1. It recognizes that learning takes place in the context of relationships, and that strong     
	 relationships are essential for growth.
2. Shared observation and thinking collaboratively with others for the purpose of                 
	 learning, understanding and problem solving is critical for solid program                          
	 development.
3. Reflecting on one’s interactions (in this case, with students and staff) for the purpose         
	 of learning is essential.

How does this model inform the program design in Japan? 

	 If we recognize Heffron’s principle that learning takes place in the context of 
relationships, and that strong relationships are essential for growth, the training program 
design must prioritize these relationships within its structure.
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	 Art therapy training is typically a 2- 3 year minimum commitment, so students and 
teachers engage in a significant relationship together over time. The specialized nature of 
art therapy training requires that students engage not only their intellect, but their 
emotions, drawing fully on both competencies. Creating a safe learning environment in the 
classroom is critical to developing these competencies, much as an art therapist would do 
with a client in a therapy space. 

	 Exploring what constitutes a safe learning environment for a Japanese student was a 
logical next step in program design. However this required time and experience in the 
Japanese classroom, and applying Heffron’s second principles of shared observation, and 
thinking collaboratively with students and Japanese staff and program administrators.

Adapting Training Design to the Historic Sensei-Student Relationship

	 In Japan, the student/teacher relationship is generally formal in nature (Yoneyama, 
2003). Classes are traditionally teacher-centred. Many Japanese students have been 
taught to receive knowledge from their teacher in an unquestioning manner which 
encourages passivity among students and discourages more student-centred forms of 
instruction (McVeigh, 2002). Indeed:

	 In Japanese schools, the biggest crime committed against teachers is the act of 
asking a question, or presenting a counter-argument, which are taken as talking back and 
acts of rebellion. A teacher is more than an instructor, he or she is a sensei, a role that 
demands respect and deference from students. There is a strong tradition that dissuades 
students from questioning their mentor, so students are discouraged from actively 
engaging and honing their investigative skills. The teacher’s words are considered 
unchallenged truth (Yoneyama 1999, p.113).

	 Without imposing an informality more characteristic of Canadian teacher- student 
relationship structure on the Japanese class, we set out collaboratively to find a structure 
that works for both students and teachers. It is a dynamic process that changes based on 
course content, teacher personality, student personalities and what is happening in the 
environment. It balances some aspects of the traditional sensei role with that of a 
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Canadian art therapy teacher and mentor. The following strategies have been successful 
to date:

	 1.	 Benefits of selective, appropriate teacher self-disclosure. 

	 It’s been helpful to carefully disclose parts of ourselves to students to create stronger, 
more reciprocal relationships. One of our teachers elegantly chose to share slides of his 
artwork in the first class with Japanese students as a way to share of himself, risk 
connection with them, and model the benefits of vulnerability. Another teacher described 
the quality of the sadness in her body as a way to encourage the students to reflect on 
their own somatic sensations, encouraging reciprocity among students and teacher. Jeree 
Pawl calls this the Parallel process:  “Do unto others as you would have others do unto 
others” (Pawl, 1998:3). As teachers, we focus on modelling respectful, authentic 
relationships with our students and staff because we know that this will have a cascading 
effect on how they learn to interact with clients in their practicum. The quality of the 
interactions between a teacher/supervisor/therapist and staff are repeated by the 
staff/students with their clients. This dynamic can be positive or negative; regardless, it 
cascades down.

	 2.	 Hiring translators who themselves are practicing art therapists.

	 The translators are practicing art therapists who understand the importance of 
relationships in the classroom, and are able to read subtle, non-verbal cues of the 
students. They are essentially co-facilitators that shape the learning environment. 
Ongoing, consistent debriefing sessions with the translator are integrated into program 
design. 

	 3.	 Participate in regular meetings with staff, teachers, supervisors and translators           
	 (regardless of location).

Heffron’s third principle, reflecting on one’s interactions (in this case, with students and 
staff) for the purpose of learning, occur at scheduled monthly meeting times, and 
continuously and spontaneously during the classes.
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	 Mentorship and supervision take many forms and build on many traditions in art 
therapy education, but “reflection, collaboration, and regularity characterize effective 
supervisory relationships in mental health” (Fenichel, 2002:149). During meetings, we 
reflect on the students’ progress, and discuss strengths and challenges in programming. 
Continuous negotiating with students, program directors, and supervisors needs to be 
embedded into the structure of the program. These relationships involve shared power, 
clear mutual expectations, and open communication.

	 4.	 Hire relationship-based, self-aware, curious, flexible teachers.

	 Through trial and error, it has become evident that teachers with these qualities are 
more successful working in Japan. Some effective teachers in Canada become much less 
effective when faced with the stressors of new cultures and environments.

What other qualities are advantageous to teaching art therapy in Japan?

1.	 Consistent commitment to the quality of the relationships with the students and their     
	 clients. 
2.	 Work collaboratively to develop learning opportunities and solutions to problems.
3.	 Address concerns directly.
4.	 Ask open-ended questions.
5.	 Acknowledge experience.
6.	 Encourage reflection by providing time and space for processing.
7. Willingness to explore spoken and unspoken or unexpressed needs.

	 The panel discussion will explore these concepts, using examples from the classroom 
to prompt discussion.
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	 My current strategies and methods of working with social work graduate students 
have been prodded by art therapy education and practice I experienced over the last few 
years. I have added a reflective component that is focused on a more reciprocal learning 
relationship to the supervision process (Halse & Bansel, 2012) by adapting an art therapy 
supervision method, response art  (Fish, 2008), to my work with graduate students. The 
rationale for integrating a creative option for students is rooted in my belief that work with 
diverse human issues and environments requires good skills in problem-solving, broad 
and deep understanding of diverse situations of people of all ages and an ability to 
intervene in innovative and effective ways (Heinonen & Spearman, 2010) and that creativity 
and creative methods offer helpful and novel opportunities to learn and adapt 
practitioners’ responses and actions.

Adult Education and Graduate Social Work

	 Graduate supervision in a professional discipline such as social work draws on 
concepts from adult education  and methods that respect diverse experience and 
knowledge of adults whose life experiences are varied, multi-faceted and diverse 
(Coulshed, 1993). Synthesis of received knowledge from graduate courses, advanced field 
practicum in combination with life experience and prior learning requires graduate 
teaching and supervision that aids reflection and reflexivity and builds on each student’s 
unique and holistic life context. Arts-informed supervision is a means for graduate social 
work and students in other human service professions to continue to develop and grow 
professionally. The techniques used may also motivate students’ use of the arts for their 
own continuing professional reflection and also provide adaptations that can be crafted for 
their work with clients. 

	 As a long time social work educator and researcher, I have continually take 
opportunities to learn from my students and to draw from my teaching experiences and 
insights that lead me to improve and adapt my teaching to their needs and interests.  With 
masters and doctoral students, teaching and supervision offer the possibility of active 
discussion, negotiation and greater reciprocity between student and educator to enhance 
each graduate students learning experience.  Coulshed (1993) has found that adult 
students are motivated to learn “whereby the capacity for higher reasoning and critical 
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reflectivity will develop” (p. 6).  In addition, students hone their own practitioner and 
professional identities as they continue to develop through graduate level study that 
includes analysis and synthesis of learning content integrated with individual experiences 
and received knowledge. 

Response Art Exercise in the Graduate Student Advising Experience

	 According to Halse and Bansel (2012), using the brain’s intuitive and creative parts 
can offer to students a deeper, more satisfying means to understand and discuss their 
work in a student-advisor relationship that represents a learning alliance based on 
reciprocity. Further, as, Deaver and Shiflett (2011) assert, “Artmaking in supervision has 
been framed as a constructivist endeavour, one that requires active participation, invites 
reflection, and has the capacity to promote deep insights and self-awareness (p. 268). In 
art-based supervision, ‘response art’ (Fish, 2008) may be a useful tool for generating 
reflection and expression that can lead to insights than can enhance practice. It can also 
enrich research work in the same way.  Simmons and Daley (2013) note that creative 
processes represent the highest level of thinking, one that can advance theoretical 
analysis and innovation.  They discuss the potential of one visual arts media—collage--as 
a creative method that can “communicate thoughts, concepts and allows the learner to 
further explore connection between concepts and ideas” (p. 4).

 I integrated an art-based exercise in graduate student supervision and made use of 
response art to provide feedback for the students. 

	 Graduate social work students who had been supervised by me were invited to 
participate in a creative exercise where collage and other visual art media were used with 
written or verbal accounts that responded to the question, “how would you describe both 
visually and in words your graduate work this year?” They were also told that they were 
not required to participate and it was their choice if they wished to do so. Seven students 
participated in 2014 and four participated in 2015. Some graduate students took part in 
both 2014 and 2015. Each student produced a piece of art and a short narrative account 
in which they described the images in their artwork and their significance. Most students 
brought or emailed their artwork to me and we communicated electronically or in a 
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meeting so that students could tell me about what they produced and how it signified their 
past year of graduate study.  

	 Within a week, I reviewed what students had produced and written (or told) and sent 
a piece of art with my written response to them regarding what they had produced. I used 
collage and some mixed media and emailed expressions of what I had understood from 
their communication with me.  Affirmations were also part of my response as I felt that the 
significant effort and dedication of the graduate students was important to acknowledge 
and for the students to hear. I also know that the process of graduate work often occurs in 
a context of self-discipline and solitude, even if students share what they are working on 
with others. 

	 Once the students received my comments and artwork, they acknowledged, 
sometimes in lengthy emails, what the experience was like for them and what had struck 
them. Others wrote short emails to thank me for what I sent to them. Some graduate 
students who did not take part were short of time whereas a few simply stated that they 
preferred to discuss their progress in person without any art activity. I saw it as very 
important for students to select how they wished to do this.

Selected Examples of My Response Art  

	 In this paper, I do not discuss the students’ narrative accounts or their artwork. 
Rather, I focus on my own experience and learning from this creative graduate student 
supervision exercise.  When I first considered art-based advising of graduate students, I 
knew that it would increase the time with each student who took part because of the need 
to consider the art produced by each student from her or his perspective and to listen 
carefully to the meaning and significance of the artwork not only as an outcome, but also 
as a process that involved the student’s reflection and interpretation to me of their past 
year’s work. My response to each student was as unique as each student’s art piece and 
interpretation of it to me.  I felt honoured to learn from them what their experiences over 
the year had meant to them and how they were challenged by the many demands on their 
time and energy and inspired and motivated by what they learned. When introducing 
creative supervision methods, it is important that graduate students understand the 
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rationale for its use and how it complements the supervision process and adds more 
depth than what can be achieved by talking alone. 

	 The following examples of my response art show themes of struggle, challenge and 
resolution, reflecting how the graduate students saw their academic experiences in the 
past year. My response art echoes similar themes, but also adds others that depict insight, 
growth, strength, aspiration and ascendance over obstacles. They acknowledge the 
students’ challenges and actions during their year of study and affirm their struggles and 
achievements.  
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	 This supervision workshop will look at successes in therapy, to increase health in the 
artist/client, in the art therapist/intern/supervisee and in the therapeutic and supervisory 
relationships. The acronym ‘BRAGS’ will be used with a phenomenological writing method 
for distilling the essence of this approach. The application of theory, to deepen the 
understanding of the value of the therapeutic exchange, enlivens the parallel process in 
supervision and therapy. 

B – Belonging, being, bravery

R – Relationship, reflective, re-story

A – Art, awareness, attachment

G – Growth, generosity, gift

S – Strengths, senses, story

BRAGS for self and others  

	 The primary purpose of BRAGS for self and others is to learn to understand and pay 
attention to positive therapeutic presence, because the more you watch for something, the 
more that you will see it, and the more it will come forth. What nurtures? What qualities, 
relationship, perceptions? Shape a supervisory relationship so that it doesn’t feel like the 
inquisition. Focus on the benefits and strengths – to see what is working; and what 
changes have happened since the beginning of the relationship. Explore the theory 
regarding the art and the behaviours. Expand and extend from what is, to what is desired 
or needed.

Materials needed: writing paper and pens. 

Imagination is important in science and the arts!

•	 To bracket the ‘taken for grantedness’

•	 To be able to re-contextualize

•	 To be fluid and generative with metaphor

•	 To have the courage to reorganize and express our perceptions of the world
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•	 To look close at details, and to step back for a wide angle view

•	 To move forward and move back

•	 To take risks 

•	 To clarify and redefine intention

•       To make new choices based on new perceptions or materials. 

Supervision presentations and potential issues

1.	 Stacking and layering – Some will hold off and not bring issues to supervision until             
	 there is a “case” with all the “evidence” against the “accused”. They are looking for          
	 judgment not insight; and often are not able to take personal responsibility. The                 
	 problem is always the other; and feelings of powerlessness shift into the abuse of             
	 power of the supervisee, in denouncing the other. It is important to stay aware of the     
	 vulnerability of all individuals involved. 

2.	 Sometimes a supervisee consistently doesn’t bring in the client’s artwork and seems          
	 to just want to talk about the narrative and describe the session. The artwork brings          
	 the essence of the client into the supervision session. 

3.	 It is always important to attend to potential assumptions and not bracketing personal     
	 bias and coming to conclusions too quickly. 

The following poems are examples written with the method introduced in the workshop of 
starting with an image of a supervision situation, then free writing a description, under 
lining “horizons” and distilling into a poem. This method is explained in my book The 
Traveler’s Guide to Art Therapy Supervision (Carpendale, 2011).
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Boundaries 

Inside the membrane of the skin

Outside the membrane of the skin

The need to belong

The intermediate game of perception

To be able to do something in the world

To change and instill hope

To practice courage and risk taking

A dangerous creativity that won’t accept the status quo 

Reduces apathy

Empathy 

To frame the world

A point of view

To shift and re-frame

To feel alive – joy

To imagine and to create

To learn to see

To be

Inside and outside

With and without

To belong and to be separate

To change and to be changed  

Inside the membrane of the skin
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The fence and the field: supervision as a parallel process 

Frame and reframe reflections 

Include and exclude 

Who is inside and who is outside?

Too rigid boundaries or 

Not enough boundaries

Saying hey that’s my boundary

As a justified way of saying NO and it serves to legitimize it

Are all boundaries appropriate?

Like fencing and the common ground

Or putting a fence around a well

How big is the field?

How is the fence constructed?

Does it keep cows and bull out but let the rabbits and mice through? 

Mice can go through a finger hole. 

Inclusion and exclusion

Engage uncertainty 

Stay in the not familiar

Therapy and supervision parallels

I don’t have same history

I don’t have the same dialogue 

I am with

But apart
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I wonder what is seen

In my eyes

Too perceptive

To seek or to know 

To be sought or to have knowledge 

Prejudices 

What bias do you know you have?

Why are you or I determined to hold on to it?

Let go of attachments and stay with the awareness of impermanence. 
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